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Man

Holland

Fmils Wife

Home

For Recreation

Hanged

Cited to Council

On Howard Ave.

in

19,

Woman Had Been ID

Reviews Work Done

Since Having Child,

Wrecks

Relics Recall

City and

On Lake Michigan Shore
tat

Holland’* maritime

history are remembered these
days by a display in the Chamber
of Commerce window. They are a
few pieces off ships that went
down or cracked up near Holland.
Shipbuilding flourished in the

On

is thinking In terms of a full-time
recreational director for Holland.
This view was made known to

$25

Hydrants

for

Each Hydrant;

Street Light

Okayed

The City of Holland and HoK
land township have reached an
agreement on use of "fringe" area

!

I

Common

Fire

Township Agrees to Pay

I

The city Recreation commission

Township

Reach Agreement

area during the later 19th century.
Holland was the home port of
Neighbor Lady Says
many Great Lake* sohooners and
In near hysterical tone*, An- freighter*.
The leg of a Grand piano in the
thony Kibby told how h« found
hi* wife, Pearl, hanged from * Chamber window is from the
rafter in the upstairs of their wreckage of the steamer Alpena.
The Alpena wai owned by Goodmodest home, 359 Howard Ave.
The young mother was 32 year* rich Transport Co. and was built
at Marine Gty
1856. It rani
old. Mrs. Kibby was found by her
husband at 10:45 Friday. He from Grand Haven to Chicago.

In Year-End Report

Tow® Whera Folks
Really Uto

1950

Page*

Recreation Commission

Hollaad,
tho

Council Wednesday in
fire hydrants.
the commission’s year-end report.
Under the agreement,reported
The letter cited lack of coto Common council Wednesday
ordination between civic groups
night, the township must pay the
and the city recreation departcity $25 a hydrant or $825 a year.
The
854-ton
sidewheeler
left!
cut the clothesline and tried to
ment regarding sponsored athletic
After AM. Bertal Slagh reportGrand
Haven
for Chicago Friday
revive her before calling police.
programs.
ed the sgreement, council authornight,
Oct.
20, 1880 in "beautiful’’
The first call was to Deputy
The letter said. "This is due, we
ized the mayor and city clerk to
weather. She was sighted by anClayton Forry.
believe, to the lack of an organizsign on behalf of the city.
other
boat
later
that
evening
and
Forry, Officer Wally Vander
ed program by the recreation deOn recommendation of Aid.
then It struck — "perhaps the
Ploeg
and
an
ambulance
arrived
partment. Such an organized proJohn Beltman, chairman of the
worst
gale
that
ever
swept
Lake)
at the home simultaneously at 11
gram should be carried out."
Public Lighting committee,* couna.m. The young wife vras taken to Michigan."
Advantages of a full-time dircil voted to install a street light
William J. Brouwer
The
Alpena
was
seen at 3. am
Holland
hospital,
but
pronounced
ector, accordingto the letter,is
at the corner of 29th St and
Saturday
off
Kenosha.
f
dead on arrival by Dr. M. H.
that it would increase facilities,
River Ave.
about 35 mile* from the we«t Brouwer Endonei Plan
Hamelink.
variety of programs, opportunities
A petition signed by 11 resiKibby told Forry in a broken
and overall interestfor a greater
dents in the vicinity and four
For Home lor the A(ed
voice how his wife had talked on
number of participants.
Adventist church school board,
the telephone with her mother *
The commission feels that these
* "J*; reqqssting a street light at the
short time before. He said she
advantages would "more than warcorner of 29th St. and Pine Ave,
JLilI*
finished the conversation *nd and winds. A wind shift blew derant’’ the expenditureof money
was referred to the Lighting combria
from
the
wreckage
to
a
shore
JJ*
A*e<,
wa8
ma<ie
t°day
by
went upstairs to make the bed
necessary for full-timedirector.
near Holland harbor. Among item.
Brouwer
who
spoke on mittee with power to act
Also in the communication,the
while the husband worked in the
Peter Kromann as chair*
washed up were pieces of a grand behalf of the Board of Trustees
commission reviewed its accomkitchen.
of Reathaven.
man
of a special committee to
piano.
plishments during the last year.
One of the three sons, Roger
‘Much attention has been cen- study administation of gifts and
A total of 75 passengers and the
They included the new lighted
Dale, 10, was in the house at the
tered on needs of the youth of the bequest* to the city, reported his
crew
were
lost.
Only
wreckage
softballfield, renovations toRivC. Dagen, county chairman; Mary Brazda, secretime.
The first full canistersIn the 1950 polio campaign
city. We are all heartily In accord committee had met and is schedtary of county chapter; Harold Beekman,president
erview park, including 215 feet of
Kibby said he went upstairs to and seven bodies were found.
In Ottawa county were brought In by two nine-yearThat’s how Alpena beach got with these activitiesand believe uled to meet next week and formof Eagles 925, and Charles K. Buglelski,county
new bleachers on cement foundaask
his wife whether she wanted
we should all support them, but’ ulate Meas on how such gift!
old Grand Haven girls who are playmatet of
its name.
chapter treasurer. Meanwhile In* Holland, Chairtions and new fencing and gates.
to go down town before lunch.
Tommy
Straatema,
a
1949
polio
patient
After
man Gfbe Kulte said Sentinel blanks published in
The commission reports an adOn reaching the head of the Another item In the chunter thing for the aged. We need a should be administered.
An application from Paauwe
a
polio
ad
Monday
to
far
yielded
$34
In
the
mail,
presenting
the
canisters
at
an
Eagles
kickoff
ditional 95 feet of bleachersis
narrow enclosed stairway he saw window is a ship’s clock from the
The boat, ihou* f<>r individualsand couples and TUbcrgen to sell soft drinka
moat reaponae coming from Zeeland area. Parking
party In Grand Haven, the girla, Francis Teasley
needed to complete the replacehis wife. He quickly called hi* ion schooner Henrietta,
meters yielded 75 dimes which go for polio, comat left and Kathy Hoffer, posed with polio and
Maas was I who <k>lre • P1*^ where they at the ShuffleboardCenter, 394
ment of bleachers at Riverview.
to bring a jack-knife and he cut captained by Henry
pared with a normal take of 20 or so. Metsrs will
lodge leaders. Adults (left to right) are John Teasbuilt
In
HoIIbtm]
by
H.
J. Sl.g
*I»nd ‘h«lr rem*lnl^,.ye‘™ Pine Ave., was given the license
And the present 32-year-old fence
the body down.
be tagged for polio later. ,
ley, chairman of entertainment committee;Verne
should be replaced. These items,
He tried to revive her, without 1853. It had a T5-foot kcl and In oomlort. anjoy a homelike at- committee with power to act. City
diaplaced eight
moapher. and he relievedot wor- Clerk Clarence Grevengoed called
together with painting* the grandsuccess, before calling police.
The Henrietta was broken
1- council’a attention to city law
stand, enlarging the baseball dugWhen officer*arrived,the body,
two
by
a storm while loading
Rezthaven
ii just that, but if which requirej a license for all
outs and a new baseball scoreclad in a blue print housedreis,
board. will give Holland the "fin- 23
was just inside the doorway of Port Sheldon in 1856. According Ho lw»d is to assume this respon- gaming tables. He further said an
to chronology, the boat carried 66 *ibility we must all support it applicationfor such a license had
est combinationfootball-baseball
the bedroom. The tragedy occurcord* of bark plus 40,000 barrel Many of the people seeking ad- not been received for the shufflefield of its size in the state," acred in the unfinished section of
mlttance did their part in former boards.
cording to the letter.
staves up to May 6, 1854,
the upstairs.
Receipt of the Library board’!
And the letter cited the need
Ice
crushed
and
sank
the years; now we are called upon
Two
other
sons,
George
AnHollis M. Brower of 105 East
to reciprocate.
1950*51 budget was reportedby
for recreationprograms to include
thony, 6, and Gene Russell,»ix schooner Condor near the buried
21st St., was the first Holland
"The need is great, the time i* the clerk. It wo referrelto the
older children,young people and
lumber town of Singapore in 1903.
months, were not home.
area man to receive his GI inshort. Let’s all put our shoulders Ways and Means committee and
In
adults.
The
boat
was
built
in
1871
and
Kibby told Forry that hi* wife
surance dividend today.
__
_____ to the wheel and generously sup- clerk for further study.
'The city of Holland should
Laudall was
comhad returned home from Pine Capt. Ralph ______
Brower’s check from the govmanding
officerof the two-mast- 1 port thi* noble cause. Holland and
carry on a complete recreational
The Library board also asked
The second annual mid-year ernment was delivered to his
Rest convalescenthome "two or
ed lumber
vicinity have alwaya responded council to reserve the two lota
program including art, crafts and
three" months ago. The deputy
commencementexercise will be house shortly after- 12:30 this
William Green of Saugatuck | when the need was presented,
hobbies, as Tfell as sports
the
ust aouth of the city hall for a
sheriff discontinuedquestioning
held at Hope college on Tuesday afternoon. He plans to apply the
letter said.
future library bulMing. Council
when it became evident the young went to the bottom of the Kala
money
toward
a
new
car, he said.
A proposed budget for 1950-51 morning, Feb. 7, according to
filed the letter. The city owns the
Nine members of Holland’s husband was in a state of shock. mazoo river near the Lake MichPayments are being made acaccompanied the communication. RegisrarPaul E. Hinkamp. The
property now occupied by houses.
A neighbor told Forry that Mrs. igan outlet many years later in
cording to a unique serial number newly created Planning commisOfficials
Chairman Alvin Cook of the re- graduation ceremony will be condiving helmet and recoveredthe
A transferof $3,24855 from the
Kibby
had
been
"ill
sines
the
system. The last three number*
creation commission signed the
sion were appointed and approved birth of Eugene six months ago. anchor from the Condor.
general to operating funds to
letter along with SecretaryBert ducted in Hope Memorial chapel. of the vet's serial ^number are at Wednesday night'* Common
Among other •Items from the
make up for delinquent taxe« was
The baby was living at the home
Selles.
TTiere are 23 candidates for the used to compute order of paysunken
ship, the wheel can be «e#n
okayed by council.
of
Mrs.
Kibby’s
mother,
Mr*.
Wilments. Brower has number 313- Council meeting.
bachelor of arts degree.
A fire insurance policy on city«sr>
Mayor Harry Harringtonauto- liam Bruursma at 239 Lincoln in the chamber window.
Speaker will be Dr. Joseph R.
The carved letter "D" came off
owned property was given the
Ave.
Several
Imminent!
will
seek
rtPost office officials report they matically i* a member by virtue
Sizoo, president of
BrunsWays and Means committee lor a
Kibby said his wife talked to
wick Theological seminary. Dr. received about 30 check* for de- of his office.
“
final check.
her
mother
about
the
baby
in
the
John R. Mulder, president of livery in the Holland area this
Aid. John Van Dyke was ap- telephone conversation.
Cttuncllauthorized the BPW to
Western Theological seminary,
purchase a carload ot weather
The clotheslinewas tied to
Postmen
have
order*
to
ring pointed member from councilafter
will conduct devotions.
Trial
crew wu drunk «nd ran the Del.^.election,
proof copper wire at the low bid
nail on one wall, strung over
Candidatesfor the degree are the doorbell or knock at each a ballot
Mayor Harry' Harrington1. y«. from Westinghouse Electric Suprafter at one end of the room and aware onto the beach
house
where
they
peddle
a
check.
Harrington named City EngiAllegan, (Special)— Failure of Howard D. Anders, Oak Park, Hi.,
then doubled over the rafter
fcSrt whether he will run again, ply CO. for an estimated$8,600.
authorities to serve summon* on Karel F. Botermans, Wassenaar, However, they won't wait for a neer Jacob Zuidema as the adminHe wai appointed mayor less than Westinghouse’* was the lowest of
.where it was found hanging. A of it salvaged as
response.
two union leaden has resulted in the Nefherlands; Clair Francis
and pigeons. A few crew
three bids received.
istrative
officer
to
lerve
on
the
"pushed-over"
card
table
was
This move is to avoid any thefts.
an indefinitedelay on a change DeMull, Grand Rapids; Donald G.
remained and aettlod here. Thel« y€ar *1'0 when M,y0r Ben,*rd Mayor Harry Harrington prefound nearby.
De
Pree left for Washington
of venue hearing in the $50,000 De Witt, Holland; I^ona G. Door- Officials said they have had commission.
She was born May 7, 1917 in Delaware was first wrecked at *tate. Treasurer Henry ’Becksfort sided and City Inspector Bea
Others appointed by the mayor,
libel suit of Rep. Gare E. Hoff- enbos, Morrison,111.; Arnold Jay cases of forgery of government
Holland.
Survivorsbesides her Sheboygan, Wis. Nov. 4, 1855, will be a candidate for re-election Wiersema gave the invocation.
man.
Funckes,Holland; Roger P. Hen- checks in Holland and are on the and approved by council include: husband, three sons and mother when it became stranded on the
but Supervisor John Galien is
On motion of one of the de- dricks, Grand Rapids; Winston H. lookout.
beach. Eleven lives were lost.
I doubtful whether he wants to
The VA mailed the first batch Supervisor John Galien, Mrs. Wil- include two sisters: Mrs. Lester
fendants, Rep. John Lesinski, De- Heneveld, Muskegon
Lillian
The
nameplate
from
the
liam Winter, Judge Cornelius van- Wiersma and Mrs. Jason PetroelI serve again. Nelson
Bosman,
troit, attorneys were on hand Kathleen High, Emmett, Mich.; of 500,000 dividend payments toin
der Meulen, Cornelius DeWaard, je, both of Holland; four brothers, hack freighter Andaate also i«
-... member of the Board of Public
day.
About
200,000
a
day
will
be
Tuesday afternoon for the change Jeraldine May Hirschy, Plainwell;
Marvin C. Lindeman and Dr. J. J. Albert, Marinus and Elmer, all of
I Work,, w., out ot town and could
of venue hearing. But Judge Ray- John H. Hoekstra, Kalamazoo; mailed until all have been sent
wrecked between Saugatuck and
Brower.
Holland, and Charles of Zeeland.
be reached. His la the only
out.
The
procedure
is
expected
to
mond Smith said he couldn’t hold Jame* Richard Holman, Chicago.
Alpena beach In 1929. According
Mrs. Winter was the choice of
term of five years. All others are
it until all papers had been served
to
accounts,
the
freighter
broke
J*"
Thomas Joseph, Flint; Walter take until mid- June.
A total of 16 million veterans Women's Literary club officers
and filed with the county clerk.
up off Alpena beach and 28 lives 1
John Kline, Muskegon; Paul Verand DeWaard is an officer in the
Aid. Robert Notier of the first
The flag at Holland's post ofAccording to clerk files, Glen E. non Klomparens, Holland; Dell W. are sharing in the $2 billion diviwere lost.
Holland Fish and Game club.
ward, Aid. Lloyd Maatman of the
Sigman, international representa- Koop, Holland; Earl Marvin Ban- dend melon.
fice will be at half-mast until afThe Netherlands museum
third ward and Aid. Anthony ter the funeral of Gen. Henry
tive of United Steel Worker* of ning, Holland; Harold J. Lenters,
ranged the window display.
Peerbolt of the fourth ward have Harley (Hap) Arnold. The funMrs. Reka Rozema, 69,
America, CIO, and Thoma* Shane, Hudsonville; Abraham Moerland,
all signifiedtheir intentions of
eral has been tentativelyset for
regional director of district 29, Grand Rapids; Allyn Neil StillDies of Long Illness
Naval Reserve Leanu
running for office. Aid. Earl Rap.m, Thursday and burial will
USW-CIO, have not been served man, Brooklyn, N. Y., Arthur Wilgains of the second ward will not be in Arlington national cemewith the papers naming them liam Tuls, Holland, Adrian C. Van
Welfare der 0( Teiti of Miisilei
Zeeland (Special)— Mrs. Reka Grand Haven
seek re-election. Aid. John Van tery.
among several others as defend- der Sluis, Holland; William J. Ver
Rozema, 69, died of a lingering mands in Ottawa county during
Dyke of the fifth ward and Aid.
The 63-year-old wartime airants.
Officers
and
men
of
Electronic*
Hey, Holland.
illness Wednesday night at her 1949 increased 146 per cent in apPeter Kromann of the sixth ward
man,
who was responsiblefor
Returns have been made on
Naval
Reserve
unit 9-125 of HolThe following will also be
plications,
66
per
cent
in
cases
home 1| miles northwest of Borwere undecided.
building the great American Air
Lesinski,Booth Newspaper*,Inc., awarded Michigan teachers' certaken on and 95 per cent in costs, land have received information
culo.
Although it was too early for Force, died of a heart attack SunThree 18-year-oldyouths adJames Green, Allegan newadealer, tificates: DeMull, De Witt, DoorSurviving are the husband, according to the annual report of that the Navy’* experimental guid- the politicalpot to, boil, some
mitted in municipal court this
day morning at his "Valley of the
missile
ship,
USS
Norton
the Kalamazoo local of the union, enbos, High, Hirschy, Joseph,
the
Ottawa
county
department
of
Henry; a daughter, Mrs. Peter
Sound, is eti route to the Gulf of names were being mentioned for Moon" ranch home in California.
who are all joint defendants.
Koop, Lanning,Moerland, Tuls morning that they took milk bot- Martinie of North Blendon; a son, social welfare.
public office. None, however,was
tles from two front porches in
Postmaster Harry Kramer of
Hoffman filed his case last and Ver Hey.
A total of 423 application*was Alaska for the firing of high-alti- to the point of decision.
John of Zeeland; seven grandchilHolland was notifiedto lower the
tude
sounding
rocket*.
The
cruise,
November, charging libel during a
Richard Glerum and Edward Holland.
received compared with 172 in
dren;
three
sisters,
Mrs.
Peter
After deliveringa stern rebuke,
flag by a telegram this morning
union mass meeting. Lesinski ask- Tangenberg,who were graduated
De Pree, Mrs. Grace Raterink 1948, 2,305 cases receiving direct being made primarily to further
from Walter Meyers, assistant
ed for a hearing to change the last June, will receive teachers’ Judge Cornelius vander Meulen and Mrs. George Petroelje, all relief compared with 1,411 a year the Navy’s cosmic ray reasearch
ordered the trio to report back
postmastergeneral.
trial to
different ' county, certificatesat the exerciser
ago. The cost of direct relief was program, will be under direction
of
Zeeland,
and
four
brothers,
to his court Jan. 24 for disposition
of Dr. J. A. Van Allen, John* HopPresident Truman sent his percharging Hoffman's "undue influ$76,136
compared
with
$38,896.11
of the case. A fourth youth, who George Bosch of Allendale, Alkins
university.
sonal
plane "Independence" to
ence” in his home town was
in 1948. Average monthly cost per
Coal Shortage Is Felt
admitted being with the other bert and Jacob Bosch of Borculo
Navy men in Holland area will
CaliforniaMonday to fly Arnold’s
detrimental to his case.
case
was
$33.03
compared
with
three, was turned ovpr to juvenile and Gerrit Bosch of Zeeland.
follow news of the cruise with inwife and other family members to
In Michigan Communities
Rites will be Saturday at 1:30 $28.27 last year.
authorities.
terest, according to* Lt. Craig
Washington for the funeral. Mr.
Constantly
rising
costs
of
hosRobert Allen, 20, ot route
The youths are Theodore Elzin- p.m. at the home and 2 p.m. at
True blood, commanding officer of
Truman plans to attend the serMost Michigancommunltiet
pital
care
and
physicians’
fees
and
has signed a confession admitting
ga of 578 West 18th St.; Harvey Borculo Christian Reformed
the unit here.
vices.
•re nursing dwindling coal
an unusual number of eligible apchurch.
Burial
will
be
at
Borculo
Volkers of 86 East 32nd St., and
Trueblood announced uniforms two recent break-ins at summer
pile*, according to United
plicants
for
aid
brought
adult
Harvin Overbee k of route 1, Ham- ceme-tery.The body will be takhave arrived and will be distribut- homes near Ottawa beach— includPres*.
en from the Yntema funeral home hospitalizationcosts to $45,226.10, ed to enlisted men as soon as ar- ing the C. Mortimer Roberts home
ilton.
State police commissioner
compared with $19,273 in 1948.
In
rangements are completed.The that burned to the ground MonThey were specificallycharged to the residence Friday afternoon.
Donald 8. Leonard, state
There were 29 inmates at the
with
simple
larceny,
involving
unit meets each Wednesday at the day afternoon.
Allegan — - Dallas- Grant, 28.
fuels administrator, said so
county infirmary in 1949, comparoid
Van Raalte homestead. The He was arraigned in municipal
theft
of
three
milk
bottles
from
Fennville, already charged with
Hilbert E. Barkel Diet
far there has been no report
ed with 31 in 1948. Operationof
unit now has two officersand 11 court Wednesday afternoon on
one porch. .
breaking and entering cottages
of actual suffering or industhe county farm for 1949 showed
breaking and entering charge
men.
In other local court action Wed- After Two-Year Illness
near Saugatuck, may face charges
trial shutdowns, but spot
a small loss of $9.18 after chargHe waived examinationand was
neday
and
today,
Lester
Vander
on still another offense,according
shortages are popping np.
Hilbert E. Barkel, 43, died of a ing off depreciation of tools and
Allegan (Special)
Winter
bound over to the Feb. 2 term of
Meulen.
38,
of
271
West
12th
St.,
to Victor Beck and Jay D&lman of
Holland is among tlie many
lingering illness Wednesday at equipment to the amount of Department Operatinf
camping
for Allegan school chilcircuit
court
Bond
was
set
at
answered
guilty
to
reckless
the state police.
places which has a coal short$548.25.
dren will be expanded this year
$500.
driving charge and paid fine and 7:45 pro. in Holland hospital. He
Costs Listed in Report
The two state police detectives age. Choice Is limited,but so
Administrative costs for the dehad
been
hospitalizedsince OctoAllen signed a confessionin to Include seventh and eighth
costs
totaling
$29.70.
said Grant led them to a place in'
far there Is no cause for
partment were $11,904.45,an inLambert Heidema, 31, of 188 ber and had been ill for two years. crease of approximately $1,000 Allegan (Special)— Cost of op- 1 which he admitted enteringthe graders, Supt. Arthur Kaecfiele
Gyde township where he had
alarm or panic accordingto
His
home
address
was
157
East
erating each county department Roberts cottage Monday morning, said today. Previously,the twocached three guns, binoculars, Mayor Harry Harrington.
East 27th St, paid a $10 speed26th St. He was born Jupe 16, due to increased salariesand tra- was recorded in the annual re- He ransacked the residence and week periods at Gear lake have
radio, knife, flood light and com
ing
fine,
and
Edna
Zuvprink
of
Some wood supplies are availvel expense of case workers.
port just compiled by County then built a fire with newspapers been open to fifth and sixth
pass; The loot included guns and
407 College Ave., paid a $1 park- 1906, in Hamilton. He was emable. Some coal supplies are
James S. Van Volkenburg is Clerk Esther W. Hettinger. in a small heating stove in the graders only.
ployed at Hart and Cooley and
other articles which were missing
ing
fine.
arriving by rail.
One week camps will start Feb.
was a member of Sixth Reformed director of the department .
By department disbursementsliving room. He also burned some
from Cal Tardiff’s hunting cabin.
Leonard said
survey
church.
for 1949 were: Probate judge, heavy wrapping paper in the. fire 6, for tour weeks, permitting an
The detectivesentered the case
showed most state dealers
Slippery Conditions
Survivingare the wife. Jessie; Jan. 28
$10,403; prosecutor, $6,131; clerk, place. According to the confession, opportunity for camping to more
after Grant tried to borrow monRegistration
are operating under voluntary
than 300 youngsters. The cost ia
a daughter, Kathleen; a son, Ar$11, '459; treasurer, $11,350; regis- 1 he "thought tha fire* were cut
ey, offering as collateral aome
rationing plans and discourBlamed for Accident
$6.50 per child per week for food,
thur J.; the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Deadline in Allegan
ter of deeds, $9,005; drain com- when he left.’’
valuable guns which he said were
aging customers from hoardThat same afternoon the home unless as in some cases, the
Allegan,(Special)— Jan. 28
missioner, $4,416; truant officer,
in the possession of an unde at
Slippery driving condition: were John E. Barkel; three sisters, Mrs.
ing.
schools have raised money for the
Flint. A trip to Flint revealed the
blamed for a two-car collision John Bouwman and Mrs. George final registrationday for the spec- $263; surveyor, $32; county agri- burned to the ground.
guns were not there, after which
Wednesdayafternoonon Colum- Steggerda of Holland and Mrs. ial school electionon Feb. 7, when cultural tgent, $7,809; coroner, Allen also admitted breaking in- purpose by student projects.
Under supervision of their
Grant admitted he had’ cached Engineers Hired'
Harold Stevens of Ithaca, and two voters will ballot the second time $758; tax allocation commisaion, to the nearby summer home of
bia Ave.
several artides.
Giffel* and Vallet,Inc., Detroit
The cars were driven by Nelson brothers, Harold and James of on a $490,000 bond issue to buiM $387; county welfare agent and Mrs. Roy Kenyon last week where teachers, the students get aritha new elementaryschool.
The guns and some other art- engineering firm, has been retain- Lucas of 273 Rose Ave., and Joe Holland.
<mlM cervices worker, $2,798;jus- he took aome pennies and a com- metic in the form of operating a
icles were in a weathered condi- ed by the Board of Public Work* Drost of 142 Reed Ave.
Electors may register at-ih«r tice court $2,602; circuitcourt pact He also shot arrows at light store and bank, geographyby naThe funeral will be Saturday at
tion. Sheriff Louis Johnson of Al- to direct the power plant imLucas told police he thought 2 pro. at Dykstra funeral chapel. high school and newstand for the $8,008; board of supervisors,$9,- fixture and glamware with a bow ture hikes, and learn cooperative
legan assisted in the recovery.
living by HP duties and group
provement project; Thi* is the the other car was going to turn Hie Rev. Henry Mouw will offi- special election, and at the city 833; county jail, $11,333; sheriff, he found in the home.
Grant, who was serving a 20- lame firm that engineered the to he slammed oh his brakes and ciate and burial will be in Zee- hall for both school and municipal $28,318; courthouseand grounds,
Chief Deputy, CSayton Forry projeds. The schedule tentat
day jail sentence for driving with- building of the James De Young slid into the Drost car, which was land cemetery. The body is at the elections.
$8,486; township and city treas- made the arrest and obtained the calls tor the Dawson
out a license, failed to furnish $1,- plant. Common Council approved turned completely around by the funeral home where friends may
confession.Deputy Archie Murphy leave Feb. 6, with North
The millage raise having been urer’s bonds, $1,167.
000 bond on the originalentering the BPW request for the Detroit impact. Lucas was given a sum- call Friday from 2 to 4 and 8:30 approved at the election in
The totals represent officers’ and Fire Chief John VanDeBurg South Wards the
charges and is held
Allegan firm to do the work at it* Wed- mon* for driving without due cau- to 9:30 pro.
December, the bond question will and clerks’ salaries, office expense of Holland townahip'statkm No. 1 and junior high
county jail
two weeks.
nesday night meeting.
tion.
I assisted.
be the only item on the ballot It and travel
was defeatedby 21 votes.
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bers that they should be forgiven
for taking an occasional rabbit,
game or domestic bird.
More than that, h« uniquely
beautiful Arctic owls are not
HOW DO YOU like the weather plentiful and should remain unmo- An address by the Rev. J. Kenlested,the experts say. This has
these days?
been recognized by such states as neth Hoffmaster,pastor of First
During the last three or four Illinois, Massachusetts, Minneso- Methodist church, was featured at
days, local resident* have exper- ta, Ohio and Wisconsin which for- a meeting Thursday afternoon of
of Its
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
ienced a combination of extremes. bid shooting them.
chapter,
Daughter!
of
the
AmeriThere were rain storma, wind
Murl H. DeFoe, editor of the
Locals Start Slow
At the 27th charter revision
storms, mild weather, tempera- Charlotte Republican- Tribune, can Revolution. The meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. Harold commission meeting Thursday
tures
under
the
20's,
sleet
and
But Solve Defense
who returned recently from a 100night, members took stock and
McLean, 129 West 12th St
iwirllng snow.
day trip around the world, has a
Rev. Hoffmaster told of his re- foresaw the end of their work.
To Win Handily
But to John Hulst, route 6, it 40-year custom of wearing daily
Estimates of members as to
was practicallyspring. He’ picked a red carnation."Doc" was sup- cent trip to England.
After solving Battle Creek’s
Each member brought a* guest when the proposednew city law
dandelions on his farm last Thurs- plied with a cluster of red carnazone defense in the second quarin observance of the organisation's would be completed ranged from
day.
tions by Mr. Killion,' brother of
two to three months. The comter, Holland American Legion
Maybe it was one of t^iese new the president of American Presi- annual guest day.
went on to defeat the Reichert
Mrs. Bruce Mikula! regent, pre- mission will start at chapter one
hobbyists who collect postal can- dents Lines. Killion boarded the
next week and weigh the revised
Steelers of Battle Creek 69-49 in
cellations,but Postmaster Harry S. S. President Polk on which sided at the meeting. Mrs. O. E.
wording.
a well-played basketball game at
Kramer hopes the fellow Isn't dis- "Dbc" was traveling at Kobe, Thompson led devotions.
Following approval at subsethe Armory Thursday night.
It was announced that the DAR
appointed ' when he receives a Japan. The flowers were presentquent
meetings, the commission
The victory boosts Holland’s
Continental
Congress,
annual
napostmark from Holland,Mich., ed to tide him over until he
season record to five wins in
tional meeting, will be held at will meet formally to pass the doinstead of “Tulip, Mich./' which reached the next port.
eight starts so far this season.
Washington, D.C., April 17 cument chapter by chapter. The
was the original address.
Hiursday’s game against the Batthrough 21. Local delegates will work must stay idle for 60 days
The inked stamp applied In Detle Creek city league leaders was
be Mre. Mikula and Mrs. W. L. before the public votes. During
troit told the story. It said, “Denot a West Michigan loop enEaton. Alternates are Mrs. C. C. the idle time, the proposed docuficiencyin address supplied by
ment must be approved by the
counter.
Wood and Mrs. R. F. Keeler.
Detroit,Mich.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Two rangy Negro players on the
Chairman of the luncheon com- governor. \
, Joyce Alverson, daughterof Mr.
MunicipalJudge Cornelius venvisiting team. Bob Bradley and
So you’re a “Grandma" fan tool and Mrs. Joe Alverson, 84 West mittee was Mrs. F.1 E. De Weese.
der Meulen attended Thursday’s
Legs Griffin,stymied the Legion
Seventh
St., submitted to an ap- Committee members were Mrs.
Never
before
did
The
Sentinel
reWith thinking directedat the coming White Houee
Otto Yntema of Kalamazoo,moderator, and Mrs.
meeting to the commission’s work
attack in the first period with a
ceive so much reaction as early pendectomy Thursday night at Miles Baskett, Miss Laura Boyd
Conference for Children and Youth, this group disWilbur Drost of Muskegon,mental health.Standon a chapter dealing with municizone defense. However, the locals
and Miss Ruby Hughes.
Holland
hospital.
last
week
When
.Grandma'*
weekcussed the subject, "Children Are Everybody's
ing are the Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaaterof Hoipal court
rallied late in the quarter to knot
Mrs.
R.
E.
Flikkema
of
Tulsa,
ly supply failed to arrive on time.
Business,"at a county conference here Thursday
land, church; Emery Freeman, Grand Rapids,
At the discussioncourt fees,
the count at 12-all as the buzzer
When the eagerly awaited enve- Okla., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
afternoon.Seated (left to right) are Mrs. Margaret
schools; Dr. William Robinson, Universityof Michvander Meulen told the commisended play.
P.
A.
J.
Bouma,
295
College
Ave.,
Price of Ann Arbor, who spoke on the home; Dr.
lope
arrived
in
the
Wednesday
afigan, recreation, 'and Dr. Ralph Ten Have, health.
sion that “on the basis of present
12
Midway in the second stanza
ternoon mail, composing room who has been ill.
(Penna-Sas photo)
criminal and civil case fees, the
the count was 22-18 in Holland's
Choir practice at Grace Episcoemployes thought enough of the
court is not self sustaining." He
favor. At this point, the locals
pal
church
will
be
held
this
week
old girl to tear apart an entire
said the amount of court business
spurted ahead 27-18 with two bucpage and run three strips togeth- on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in4
is "light” for a city the size of
kets and a foul shot, and the half
er.
stead of on Tuesday, because of
Holland.
ended a few moments later with
the parish supper.
Twelve persons responded to
Under the. proposednew charthe score 32-22 in favor of the
Holland Gideons will meet
This is a little yarn about a .lothe emergency call for type 4 ter, a panel of jurors for municiex-soldiers.
Tuesday
at
7:30
p.m.
at
the
Henry
cal lady who shall forever remain
blood Thursday at the donor clin- pal court trials would be selected
In that secoond half, the local
Ebelink home in Central Park.
nameless.
ic
for the Holland Community
team solved the Battle Creek deA state representative of the blood bank. Many others called by the city clerk, assessor and
It happened one evening that
treasurer each year on the basis
fense by fast passing,then finding
The broad subject of “Children dist church who advocateda posishe had slight digestivetrouble National Foundationfor Infantile and their names will be held in
of one to each 200 persons on the
a hole in the defense and pressing Are E\ery body’s Business" provid- tive approach in teaching the
and she thought a bit of red wine Paralysis will speak at the Ki- reserve for further emergency.
city election rolls.
in for a shot.
might settle the problem. Then wanis club meeting at 6:15 toed a wealth of material for a lo- principles of a living faith. He
Reporting at Red Cross headThere were just four jury trials
Jack Van Dorple was especially
said many churches are spiritually
she settled down for a nap on the night in the Warm Friend Tavern.
quarters were Clifford Masten- In Holland last year, according to
Grand Haven (Special)
Ot- sofa.
effective as he played’ aggressive cal conference on Children and impoverished, and too many churMrs. A. Michmershuizenobservbrook, Mrs. Fred Raffenaud, vander Meulen.
ball and stole the ball from the Youth Thurs<iay in the Woman's ches have too littlephysical equip- tawa supervisors at their closing
Imagine her surprise when she ed her 96th birthday anniversary Charles Jacques, Walter Burke,
Literary
club.
The commissionvoted council
other team on many occasions.
Sunday at her home, 399 Cbllege
Clarence Dokter, Jr., John Eaton, power to appoint a successor to
A lively panel discussion by 11 ment to meet the problems of session Friday afternoon adopted awoke and saw three tom cats Ave.
Carl Hombrook also was a standyouth today. He said the major a resolutionopposingthe present staring at her. . .She usually nevDonald Leeuw, Ben Zuverink,
out for Holland on defense in the county high school studentson challenge of the church is to help
er drinks a drop.
The Woman's Aid society of Warren Victor,Claus Bushouse, the local court bench in the event
setup for rural school administrathe
subject,
“What
Makes
an
the judge would appoint a succesfirst half and tne two Van Dorts,
Hope
church
will
have
a
1
p.m.
the home to re-establishitself.
It was easily eicplained. The
Ben Vos and Leon Jacobs.
tion.
sor
until the next election, at
Carl and Dak, along with Don Ideal Community,’’ with George
luncheon ^Wednesdayin the parish
Moderator Yntema deftly handPhysicianswere Dr. Otto van which time the people would vote
The resolution asks the state family cat turned out to be a
Lumsden of the Holland high facScholten. controlled the boards.
"her’’ instead of a "him" and the house. Mrs. Adrian Bort, Mrs. C.
led a lively discussion period, ad
Holland hiked its lead to a de- ulty as moderator set the stage hering closely to the schedule of legislatureto amend Bill 269 so male cats entered the house C. Crawfordand their division will der Velde and Dr. E. Vander Berg. on the office for a six-year term.
Nurses were Gertrude Steketee
that it would affect counties with
The commission also studied
cisive 54-32 score during the third for the later symposium directed
adjournmentby 3:30 p.m. One 150,000 population instead of the through the little flap door which serve.
and Jennie Spoelstra. Nurses and approved a chapter on the
quarter. Carl Van Dort with hook by Dr. Otto Yntema of Western
The
Social
Progress
club
will
was designed to serve only the
controversial subject was introaides were represented by Mrs. R. city library before quitting.
present 15,000.The bill provides
shots, and Dale Van Dort with Michigan college, Kalamazoo.
meet Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. at the
duced on dancing in the high for a county board of education cat of the household.•
Burton. WilhelmineHaberland Chairman Vernon D. Ten Cat#
The
150
persons
present
redrive ins, paced the Legionnaires.
home of C. vander Meulen, 198
school, supplemented by positive
Holland also counted many points sponded enthusiastically to pre- opinions from several high school which appoints a superintendent. - Speaking of c^ts, Consul-Gen- West 11th St. A paper will be took charge of the canteen. Mre. presided.
E. Wolters served as Gray Lady
The board authorized ChairCommissioners Herman Mooi,
on long toms during that quarter. sentations on phases of living as it students.
eral Angus Ward, the former Al- presented by the Rev. Marion de
and Mrs. J. Elenbaas was histor- Isaac Kouw and Alfred Joldersma
man Gerritt Bottema and ProseWild passing and interceptions affects children and youth. These
Velder.
In his recapitulation, Yntema cutor Wendell Miles to negotiate legan man who has just returned
ian.
were not present
turned tiie final quarter in Battle covered recreation,health, school,
"What to Do With Your Bursummed up a thought-provoking on a 40-foot strip of land on Pot- to this country after more than a
“Thanks to all who responded
emotional
control,
church
and
Creek's favor by a close 17-15
year
in
a
Communist
prison
at'
dens"
will
be
the
subject
of
a
talk
resume on the challenges in edu- tawatomie bayou adjoining camp
in this emergency,"said Dr. van
points. That made the final count home.
cation, particularlytraining in property which the county pur- Mukden, Manchuria, has four cats. by Dr. Harry J. Hager Friday der Velde, medical director of the Hope Fraternal Society
The
conference
is
one
of
several
69-49.
One is Jeep, a Siberian cat; an- at 7:30 p.m. at the City Mission.
citizenship and improvementin
Don Scholtenand Fred Brieve .being held throughout the state human .relations; the need for inr chased two years ago for recrea- other Sake, Japanese; Saikhan, Vocal and instrumental music blood bank.
Initiates New Members
with 10 apiece topped Holland's and country to direct thinking to- proved health programs, a basic tional purposes. Heirs of the Mary Angora, and Ranger, just an alley will be furnished by the GosseIn ceremonies Thursday evenscoring column. However, the ward the coming White House philosophy on religionembodying Williams estate claim the strip cat. Of them all, Saikhan, 16 laar sisters.
ing in Hope church parish hall. 23
Royal Neighbors Have
bright spot for Coach Vern Kraai Conference on Children and Youth the positive approach, with overall by adverse possessionand have ex- years old, was the only one showHope college students were forHolland Lions club will have a
was the even division of his next December. The Midcentury emphasis on responsibilities in the pressed their intention to sue the ing travel nerves on the long trip guest meeting Tuesday noon at Installation Ceremony
mally initiated into the Fraternal
county
if
it
is
unwilling
to
issue
White House conference will be home.
team’* scoring.
society.
from China to Allegan.
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
Each
a quit-claim deed.
Installationof officers was held
Legs Griffin of the visitors was the fifth to be called under sponAll of them respond to Angus’ member has been asked to bring
Praters Jack vaa der Velde,
Many of the subjects were inThe board authorized $1,000 be
by the Royal Neighborsat a regthe biggest scorer on the floor as sorship of a U. S. President. The
English,
to
his
wife’s
Russian,
and
a prospective member, according ular meeting Thursday night in William Bocks and Charles Wistroduced in the preliminary panel borrowed from the general fund
first was called in 1909 by Presihe bucketed 19 points.
to the maid's Polish.
to E. Miller, membership chair- the lodge hall. Sixty members sink read the fraternity ideals.
which was broadcast. Students
Holland made 11 out of 17 dent Theodore Roosevelt.The participatingwere Dick De Pree by the revolving drain fund until
President Robert Koop welcomed
man. A. O. Cuthbert, engineer-difunds
come
in.
The
action
was
With more than two weeks gone rector of the County Road asso- were present. Visitors were pre- the new members.
charity tosses while Battle Creek 1919 conference was called by and Carol Nies of Holland high
was close behind with 11 out of PresidentWoodrow Wilson, the school; Jocelyn Murray of Coop- taken because of large amounts of of the new year, most persons ciation of Michigan,will present sent from Grand Haven, including New members are Ron Applemoney being spent on drains.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Limbach.
1930 conference
President
prone to argue the turn of the
18.
dorn, Ken Bauman, Bob Bos, Ranersville;Joyce Wharton, Evelyn
Supervisor Dick Nieusma of half-centuryhave switched to dif- “Michigan Highways Belong to Mrs. Limbach is district deputy.
Herbert Hoover, and the 1940
Box score:
dy Bojjch,Jim De Vries, Roy D*
You— Don't Sell Them Short."
Berens, Wilma Lamer and Mar- Park township suggested the
Mrs. Ann Rose was installing
ferent topics. •
Battle Creek (49) FG FT TP conference by President Franklin
Witt, Bob Hartley, Dick Huff,
Hospital Notes
ilyn Mathieson of Zeeland high Rules Legislative committee preofficer
and
Mrs.
Blanche
Shaffer
But the Volleys column two Admitted to Holland hospital
Reichert, f ............
3 D. Roosevelt.
1
Bob Ingham. Jack Johnson,Carl
school; Ed Gilde of Marne. Dick pare a resolutionopposing the
Mrs. Margaret Price of Ann Arweeks ago drew more comment Friday was Mrs. Derk Vliem, 50 was ceremonial marshal. Mrs. Jordan, Dave Kloote, William
5
1
Braak of Spring Lake, and Inez change in date of assessment.
Sarah
Van
Slooten
was
assistant
than most other columns— par9 bor, recently appointed to the
Bradley, c ...» ........... 3
3
Kloote, Irwin Koop, Don Lubbers,
Swartz and Glenn Marshall of
ceremonialmarshal.
A recommendation by the Sta- ticularlythe statement that the West 22nd St.
19 Michigan Youth commission by
Griffin,g ...... ........... 8
3
Jim Meeusen, William Mestler,
Discharged
Friday
were
Mrs.
Grand Haven.
tionery and Printing committee current year is 26 seconds off the
Officers installed were oracle,
Roebuck, g ................0
0
0 Gov. Williams, said the Michigan
Henry Visser, 307 W'est 20th St.; Mrs. Stella Dore; vice oracle, John Newton, Rodger Northuis,
Parting thought was to have proposing three alternativesfor
solar year. Some laughingly ex- Mrs. Jack Westenbroek and inLeider, f .................. 2
5 report is expected to be divided
1
Rodger Vander Meulen, Don
some comprehensiveaction in Ot- printing supervisors’ proceedings
Mrs. Betty Corns; past oracle, Wierenga
pressed real concern over it.
Seltenreich, «; ---------- 3
2
8 into five sections: (1) early childand John Winter.
fant, 515 W’est 22nd St.; Mrs.
tawa county, not to wait for the was placed on file. County Clerk
Mrs.
Adeline
Van
Dam;
chancelhood, (2) problemsin 1950 which
As for computing time, there Norman Artz and infant, 170 CamWhite House conferenceto solve Anna Van Horssen was instructlor, Mrs. Melva Crowle; recorder,
are many answers for persons
Totals ..................
49 did not exist in 1940, (3) youth, all the problems at home.
11
. 19
ed to inform The Holland Senti- who think another year should bridge Blvd.
Mrs. Garnet Knoll; receive/,Mrs. Consultant in Reading
(4) health and mental health, (5)
Admitted
Saturday
was
Peter
nel of the board's action.
Leona Norlin; marshal, Mre. Dorpass before the mim-centurypoint Vander Weide, 322 College.
FG FT TP meeting needs of youth with specHolland (69)
The board adjourned subject to is reached.
othy De Boer; assistant marshal, To Speak at PTA Meet
ial
problems.
She
said
a
concerted
Buter, f .................. 4
8
0
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Muss Esther Rupright,a conthe call of the chair.
One of the best retorts came Martinus Nienhuis and infant, Mrs. Alice Rowan; inner sentinel, sultant
2
Van Dort, D., f .... 3
8 effort is being made to centralize
in reading and testing in
Mrs. June Von Ins; outer sentinel,
all
thinking
on
the
child
or
young
from
a
man
over
the
coffee
cups
7
Van Dort, C, c .... ... 2
3
route 2; Beatrice Scholten, route
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
the Battle Creek public schools,
Mrs. Effie Sprong.
after a careful explanation dating 1; Mrs. Gerald De Boe, and inHombrook, g ...... .. 1
4 person, with considerableemphasis
2
The local high school has been Hospital Service League
Manager for three years, Mrs. will be guest speaker at the Longfrom the logicalstart of the cen- fant, 527 West 22nd St.; Mrs. JacScholten, g ............... 4
2
10 on enlistingcooperation from
meeting Tuesday
granted its applicationfor a dual- Elects New Officers
Nellie Kleis; musician, Mrs. Ann fellow
all
agencies.
tury
in
1900:
Zuverink, g ............... 3
0
6
ob Boersema and infant, 1602 Ellison;Faith, Mrs. Linny Sly; evening.
Dr. William Robinson,Univer- controlled car for use in a driver“That may all be, but you don’t South Shore drive; Mrs. Henry
Rombouts c . ........ 0
0
0
Miss Rupright will speak on
Allegan. (Special)
Mrs. count your money that way!"
Courage, Mrs. Marie Van Duren;
Van Liere, f ......... 2
0
4 sity of Michigan, speaking on training course. Delivery is schedDykstra and infant, 165 Howard
Have Reading
Wynne
Wilkinson, Cheshire, was
Modesty,
Mrs.
LillianBocks; Un- "Children
Brieve, g ................... 4
10 “Recreation and Leisure Time,” uled for about Jan. 31. Burrell De
Ave.; Mrs. Garem Elgersma, 169
2
Difficulties."
elected new president of the Alleselfishness,
Miss
Wilma
BronkThe Rev. Marlon de Velder, West 10th St.; Mrs. Mary Mahon,
Van Dorple, g ........... 3
6 emphasized the need for good Young, school coach, is in East
0
The meeting will begin at 7:30
gan Women’s Hospital Service pastor of Hope church, unleashed 131 West 28th.
horst; Endurance, Mrs. Jennie
0
Vander Kuy, c ............3
6 planning in providing a youth pro- Lansing this week receiving inBell,
and
flag
bearer,
Mrs. p.m. with room conference*for
league at the annual meeting a real volley during the discusgram. He said smaller communi- struction as a driver in the course.
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Edparents and teachers starting at
Thursday afternoon.
sion period at the county confer- ward Hemmeke, route 1, West Blanche' Shaffer.
69 ties work best through schools,
j •••••••••••«•••••••«2d
11
The drill team of Victor ReA
potluck lunch was served fol- 7. A short business session, in
Other
new
officers
are
first ence on Children and Youth in the
whereas larger communities have bekah lodge, Allegan, will come to
Olive; Mrs. John Zoerhof, 176
charge of President Daniel Vanlowing the installation.'
vice-president,Mrs. Weldon Ru- Woman's Literary club last
far more at their command. He Fennville Wednesday evening to
West 20th St.
The
next
meeting
will be Jan. der Werf, Jr., and the serving of
mery;
treasurer, Mrs. Jonathan Thursday.
emphasizedthe need for good put on the floor work they used
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
refreshments will follow the talk
Wallace; directors. Mrs. Karl Various phases of the picture Stacey McBride, 39 East 26th St.; 19 at 8 p.m. .
leadership and guidance with a at the state assembly at Grand
by Miss Rupright.
(Jermain and Mrs. Oscar Zimmer- had been presented,and a free- Mrs. Garry Visscher, 617 West
minimum of direct supervision.He Rapids last October. The drill
Special music will be provided
man.
for-all
among
the
audience
was
in
21st St.; Richard Kroll, 160 East Miscellaneous Shower
said poor planning often results team of the local Odd Fellows
by the teachers. Prof. Harold
Re-electedwere second vice- progress.
Fifth St.; Mrs. Arthur Engelsman,
In recreation centers which are lodge will also give an exhibition
Haverkamp will lead devotions.
president, Mrs Claude Burwell;
De Velder was genuinely con- 149 South Maple, Zeeland.
Honors Mary Bouman
white elephants— too many facili- under the direction of William
Mrs. Lester Kuyper is program
recording secretary'. Mrs. Richard cerned how all the agencies were
Births at Holland hospital inMiss Mary Bouman of Zeeland
ties and no resources in leader- Bush. This is an open meeting.
Ackley; and director,Mrs. Glenn going to get together and co-op- cluded a daughter, Linda Lou, was guest of honor at a miscel- chairman.
Leo Vander Kuy of Holland cur- ship.
Refreshments will be served by Gorby. Mrs. Eugene Snyder was erate on a common problem. Then
rently is in the No. 2 scoring spot
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Jay laneous shower given last Friday
Dr. Ralph Ten Have of Grand Radient Rebekah lodge.
named delegate of the junior unit. he said:
for the University of Michigan Haven, director of the Ottawa
Tally Cards
Mulder; a son, born Sunday to at the home of Mrs. Thomas
The
Allegan
Soil
Conservation
basketball team.
The Junior unit elected Mrs.
"How can we solve the problems Mr and Mrs. Donald Vander Smeenge, 364 West 21st St. HosCounty Health department,out- districtmeeting will be held at
Lawrence Nyberg its new presi- of youth and prescribe for their Ploeg, 275 East 16th St.; a daugh- tesses were Mrs. Smeenge and Wanted in Holland
The rangy pivot man from Hol- lined public health services as it
Tulip City Rod and Gun club
land has scored 136 points in affects the child, starting with 8 p.m. A dinner for the officers dent, with Mrs Willard Miller, needs if we as adults are unable ter, Sheila Faye, born Sunday to Mrs. W. De Boer.
will
given at Hospitality vice president, Miss Beulah Ma- to get together on anything. Even
Michigan's 11 games to date. His
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson, Jr.,
Games were played and dupli- has placed containers in local
pre-natal care and advice for House preceding the meeting.
total is second only to Forward
her, secretary, and Miss Harriet the churchescan’t agree.. The route 4; a daughterborn today to cate prizes were awarded. Re- sporting good stores, bait shops
mothers. He described emphasis
Mack Suprunowicz,who has tal- on nutritionand examinations tor Two directors will be elected. Winslow, neasurer.
and hardware stores where huntHolland Ministerialassociation Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Simmons, freshmentswere served.
Harold Lakin of the state office
lied 145 points.
More than 100 members and has died twice in the last 15 route 1. Guests were the Mesdames ers can deposit their game tally
pre-school children, the depart- at East Lansing will be the
Big Leo, playing in all 11 ments’ program for visual and
guests attended the league meet- years!’
Gerrit Bouman, Donald Bouman, cards. There is no charge.
games, pushed in 6 field goais and hearing tests, and the preventive speaker. Donald Barden is chair- ing, which celebratedthe hosThere was a hushed silence and
The Michigan United ConservaRay Kraak, Peter Kraak and Carl
man of the district.
cashed in 44 out of 74 tries from
pital's 10th birthday. The hos- the group went on to another
tion clubs, of which the local
Johnson,
all
of
Zeeland;
Mesdames
program for contagious diseases.
A premature boy, weighing two pital auxiliarywill be 10 years old question.
the foul line. He committed 41
Teunis Kruithof, Gary Kmithof, club is a member, urges that all
Mrs. Wilbur Drost of the West pounds, was born Monday to Mr.
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
personal fouls.
next
December.
Lloyd Kraak, Nick Moll, T. hunters join an all-out effort to
Michigan Children'sCenter at and Mrs. Chester Keag at their
Chester Droog of Western semMichigan's overall record to
Here's a new angle on the
Smeenge, Bernie Sherman and furnish the Michigan conservation
Muskegon defined mental health home in the village.Later, the
date is eight out of 11, including
snowy owl invasion.The National inary was guest preacher at the Ann Wiggers, all of Holland, and1 department with a complete reas the measure of a person’s abiltwo Big Ten conquests. The ity to adjust td life as he see* it mother and baby were transferred
Audubon society is interested. Reformed church Sunday. He was Mesdames Alice Looman, W. De turn of game tally cards.
to Allegan Health center, where
Wolves travel -to Madison, Wis.,
Through this method, the conThey
would like to have observa- a dinner guest «t the home of Boer and Joe Dertien,all of Grand
'with
reasonable amount of their condition was reported as
Saturday night for an encounter
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
tions
of the owl sent to them. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Bowman.
servation department is able to
Rapids.
happiness and feeling of success. good.
with the Badgers.
A son, Frederick L^e, was bom
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Lowing of They would like the locationwhere
give more positive information on
She told how emotionaltroubles
• Suprunowicz has made 60 field
Conklin spent Saturday evening seen and what the owls were do- to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Goorhouse
game supply in the state.
are expressed through symptoms,
goals and 25 out of 44 free throws.
Zeeland
Schedules
with his brother Floyd Lowing ing when observed. The society on Tuesday, Jan. 10.’
Speakers
Are
Selected
and said the mental health cenOther team members and their
The Boston Square Octet from
and family.
reports that each four years the
ters want to examine the child
Informal Coffee Kletz
Teachers
Meets
For Teachers’ Institute
total points are: Don McIntosh,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hazekamp owls leave the frozen northland Grand Rapids sang two numbers
when
symptoms
are first detected.
100; Hal Morrill, 100: Charley
and son Dickie, of Muskegon, tundra and venture into warmer at the evening service at the Re- Zeeland
regular PTA At Waverly School
She said too many persons believe
Allegan (Special)— Paul Cole- called on Mr. and Mrs. Marvin climes in search of food. The Au- formed church last Sunday.
Murray, 75; James Skala, 52; Bob
meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
The South Ottawa Teachers
the work of the center is linked man, labor relations counselor,
Olson, 13; Bill Doyle, 7.
Vissers Sunday afternoon.
Miss Raebume Lubbinge, who is high school auditorium will be in
dubonists say it is all part of a
club met Wednesday evening at
with insanity,thus impeding pro- and Mrs. Glenn Frank, national
Frank Gutowski, 6; Tom TierMr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett cycle of wildlife. Each four years in nurses training at Detroit, the form of an informal coffee Waverly school. Host and hostess
gress.
authority on juvenile delinquency, and daughter, Marcia, called on
nan, 5; Irv Wisniewski, 3, Dick
or co an unexplained disease cuts spent the week-end with her mo- kletz with the
fathers in were Robert Strabbingand Mr*.
Emery Freemqn, personnel di- will be the speakers at the counFrame 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Wilson of La- the number of lemmings and oth- ther, Mrs.. A. Lubbinge.
charge of all arrangements.
Huldah Roacn, teachers at the
rector (counselor) at Union high ty teachers’ instituteFeb. 10, G.
Michigan has racked up 643
ment last Saturday.
er rodents on which the owls John Roelofs is convalescing at
Purpose of the informal meeting school.
school
in Grand Rapids, discuss- Ray Sturgis, school superintenpoints U) 583 for its opponents.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing feed, so they head south In search St. Mary’s hospitalin Grand Rap- is to hear a review of summer reProgram for the monthly sesed possible shortcomingsin edu- dent, announces.
made a business trip to Ravenna of other prey.
ids.
creational activities sponsored for sion featured xylophone selections
cation in the next 10 years. He
Coleman, who served as a civil Monday.
Unlike most other owls which
Mrs. H*nry Van Nbord, Jr., is at the first time last year. Plans, also
AI Hat Hit Money Back, said students are faced mainly consultantwith several governby fourth grader Rochelle De
Mrs. Betty Hoek, Mrs. Marvin feed at night, the Arctics are up St. Mary’s hospitalwhere she will will be discussed for the coming Vries and an accordion and guitar
with the problem of understand- mental agencies during 'the war,
Vissers
and
Mrs.
D.
Smead
atundergo
an
operation
this
week.
Does He Thank?
and about in the daylight hours.
summer program. PTA members duet by. Earnest De Young and
ing self, and understanding other will talk on “A Positive Labor
tended a meeting of the Blendon They do most of their feeding at
Bert Palmbos and his daughter will have an opportunity to dis- Ross Fockler.Dean Becker exThe lost has been found, but the people. Outside of the family,
Relations Progress” in the morn- Mothers club Tuesday afternoon. twilight Habitually they sit moand husband of Conrad, Mont, cuss freely which policies should plained the insurance for teachers
loser would like to thank the mod- the public school is the oniy
ing, and “American Labor and
The West Allendale Community tionless on a post or tree limb are visiting relativesin this vicin- be adopted for the program.
est finder. '
plan to the group. A discussion
agency which deals with all chil- Communism" in the afternoon.
club held the January meeting at which gives them a commanding ity.
Alvin Nienhuis, route 2, lost a dren, and thereforehas a big
C. J. (Kelly) Yntema and Lor followed.
Mrs. Frank, widow of the late the home of Mrs. Nellie Weller view of their surroundings.
Next Sunday the Rev. J. Prins enzo (Louis) Meeqgs will report
820 bill.
advertised in The responsibilityin fitting the chilThe group decided to hold two
presidentof the University of Wis- last Wednesday. The day was
When their sharp eyes pick out of Grand Rapids will be guest on last year’s recreationalactivi- field meets in May.
Sentinel in an attempt to recover dren into the democraticway of
consin, and magazine writer, will spent sewing for a needy family. the slightest motion of rats or
minister at the Reformed church. ties and monitor the discussion.
the
A social time followed the
life. Aside from some health edu- discuss 'The Problem of Youth
Christmas gifts were also ex- mice, their favorite food, they
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman of Hie summer program was under meeting.
Well, Al has his J20 back, but
cation. sex education through gym Today," and "Educationin a
changed.Dinner was served at glide forth like ghosts on noise- Beaverdam visited with Mr. and
he’s still advertising. This time, classes and some home economics
Democracy." as her morning and noon. The next meeting will be less wings and swoop down on Mrs. Henry Bowman Wednesday the direction of Robert Hoover
he's trying to find the honest per- training, he said his school was
of the school faculty,assisted by
afternoon topics.
held at the home of Martha their prey.
evening.
son who evidently returnedthe actually offering little to the stuFlorence Ten Have and Ronald
Konyndyk Feb. 1.
Though the snowy owl is not
Mi and Mrs. Ted Bowman and Schipper.
money by mail immediatelyupon dent In the larger field of underChattanooga,
Tennessee
is
protected by law in, Michigan, daughter of Grand Rapids and
learning Its owner’s name.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Members of last year’s commitstandingself.
nerve center of the TV A.
The U.S. uses about 80 percent most conservationists urge that Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bolt and tee were Yntema, Meengs, D.
‘Td like to thank the person
29 Eaat 9th
Phona I9M
Particularly effective was the
of the world’s production of 35 the birds be spared. Thb experts son of Grandvillewere dinner Kooiman, W. Berghorst and M. B.
personally,’* Al said, “but he didpresentation of the Rev. J. KenHOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
New-born
blue
whales
are
million pounds -of vegetable wax- contend they do so much good in guests at the home of their par- Lubbers. Meengs will be chairman
n't sign a name.’’
neth Hoffmaster of First Metho- larger than full grown elephants. es.
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
holding down rat and mice num- ents Saturday evening.
this
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Grand Haven Bucs

PlainweD Beats

Allegan Defeats

Finally Defeat

Zeeland Quintet

Holland Christian

Holland Quintet

In League

*

To Take Second Place

the won and lost mark for the

Against Invaders;

Armory

teams played on almost even
terms during the second quarter and the half ended with the
Bucs out front
,
During those first two periods,
Holland made just eight out of
40 shots from the floor
Holland outscored Grand Haven
15-10 in the third period to pull
within three points as the horn
blasted timeout. The score read
39-36, still in Grand Haven’s favor Willard Kramer was the. local
hotshot in that period with six

28-21.

Six-year-oldSandra Fraricia,who it recovering
from polio, presents three crisp $100 bills to Lt.
Verne Dagen, chairman of the Ottawa county polio
chapter, in the presence of her nine-year-old sister,
Nancy Lee, and Charles Bugielski, at right. Bugiel-

and treasurer. The gift
comes from Sandra’s parents and grandparenta In
appreciationof the care and treatment given by
the chapter during the child's Illness.The drive
officially opens Sunday.

began

Permits Include

Advance

Two New Homes

Gift to Polio

Tame

ence Grevengoed.

........ .•

g

Tasma,

g

...............
....

2

0

4

.............
.....

2

ft

..................

4

*

Van

Dorple. g ............
.... 2
Kramer, f ................. .... 3
Kruid. c ....................
.... 0
Eggers. f ...................... 0
Doolittle,g

Hobeck,

c

..................
.................
...

Totals ....................... .

2
I

5

11

ft
ft

1

1

0

0

19 11

Engaged

4

10
5

0
0
3 10 suspected cases which were
0 hospitalizedfor observation.There
were seven fatalities, five in the
49 Grand Haven area.
Polio has been considered contagious because of multiple cases
in families.There were three
cases each in the Brunstingfamily in Gland Haven and the Souter family in Holland. The Sherman Ver Plank family of Grand
Haven had two and the Steenwyk
family in Zeeland had two. Both
Steenwyk cases were fatal
Of the 54 cases in the county,
only nine had any type of insurance.
Holland’s quota in the 1950
drive is $10,500, to be raised under
the directionof the Kiwanis club
with Gabe Kuite as chairman.
Kuite also will take charge of the
March of Dimes plank on Saturdays, Jan. 21 and 28. Polio donations may be mailed to box 407,
Holland post office.

Holland'Zeeland Leaders

week

with Building Inspector George
Zuverink and City Clerk Clar-

sions play.

At the close of the regular
schedule, winners of the three
leagues will participatein a tournament to determine the league
championship.

Four permits issued this week
In ^he first game Monday
were valued at $13,450 and are as evening the Slaves trouncedthe
follows:
Stags to the tune of 45-10. Jim
Harvey Kruithof. 180 West 26th Hillebrandsled scoring for the
Slaves with 15 markers.
St., erect story and a half resiIn a low-scoring game, the
dence, 26 by 28 feet, frame, Elves beat the Sweepsticks12-7.
cement and cement block con- Neither team could get its ofstruction with asphalt roof; $7,- fense functioning and the game
000; self, contractor.

•

George Schippers,466 Washington Ave., erect one-story

was a
Slaves

defensive contest.

W

....................
...............1

house, house 40 by 24 feet and Elves .................................. 1
garage 20 by 20 feet, frame, Stags ................... .............. ft
cement and cement block con- Sweepsticks.......................ft

struction with asphalt roof,
house $5,500; garage $500; Gordon Streur. contractor.
Emil F. LcJeune, 135 West 20th
St., remodel kitchen; cupboards,
sink and window. $300; self, contractor.

I.

0
ft

1
1

Two games were played in the
Tuesday night division. The Clemmies. led by Garry Vissgher with
28 points swamped the Aces.
Bruce Van Voorst contributed to
the victory by adding 19 points.

Ruthven Heads

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bonge,
route 1, who observed their 40th
wedding anniversary on Saturday
entertained their children and
grandchildren at supper on FYiday evening.
Attending the supper were Miss
Margaret Bonge, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bonge and Richie of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Bonge, Dale and Rita of Grand
Rapids.
Later in the evening the couple
was surprised by their brothers,
sisters,nephews and nieces. Present at the gathering were Mrs.
Ida Heerspink. Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lubbers. John J. De
Weerd, Mr. and Mrs. W. Lubbers,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Lubbers, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Groenleer, Mr. and
Mrs Art Lubbers, Mr. and Mrs.
James Heerspink, Miss Henrietta
Heerspinkand Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Buck of Allegan. Mrs. Anna
Bonge and Romena were unable
to attend because of illness.
Games were played* refreshments were served and the evening was spent socially.

Engagement Told

Holland-Zee-

land Junior Christian Endeavor
sponsors was held Friday night at
the home of Miss Ruth Jipping.
Plans were made for a Junior CE
rally Feb. 5 at First Reformed
church, Zeeland. Newly-elected
officers are Miss Agnes Walters,
president; Mrs. Violet Staat, secretary, and Mrs. I^elen Teusink,
treasurer.

U-M Phoenix

New

Project

and Norman Van Langen collaborated to garner 33 of the winners' 40 points.

W

1

L

Dr. Alexander Ruthven, who re- Clemmies ............................
0
cently marked his 20th anniver- Flopshots . ......................
0
sary as president of the Univer- Fighting Five ......................
1
sity of Michigan, was unanimously Aces ......................................
1
elected by the executive committee as national honorary chairIn the opening game of the
man of the Michigan Memorial- Thursday night division the
Phoenix project, according to Atomic Five had too much height
Willis A. Diekema, Ottawa county for the Bashful Bachelors and dechairman.
feated them 35-16. John Van Een-

1
0
0

.

casions.

Some consolation to Christian,
fans Is the fact the locals did not
play the ball of which they are.
capable. Passing was erratic and*
many shots were seeminglyhead-,
ed for two points, only to roll off
the rim. Particularly in the second half, the Maroons had plen-;
ty of easy shots, but couldn’t
connect. The Christian defense
however, left much to be desired*
at certain crucial points in the
fray.

Other members of the local
executive committee are Peter
Van Domelen, Jr., Henry Maentz,
William Beebe and Jim Do Pree.
Michigan alumni are organizing
to conduct an appeal for $6,500,000 to be used in establishingan
atomic research center at the university lor the development of humanitarianand utilitarian uses
of atomic energy. The research
program will be dedicated as a
memorial to the University’sdead

World War II.
The Phoenix project will be an captain, Lyle Vander Meuler
all-universityactivity, centrally racked up 14 points for the Plowlocated and directed from a new boys.
building to be erected on the
The Shooting Stars shot right
campus. Research will be conduct- past the Ramblin’ Recks in their
ed in many fields including agri- encounterand after a slow start
culture, botany, chemistry, dentis- went into a 16-6 lead at the half.
try, engineering,forestry, gen- They then coasted to a 40-13 vicetics, medicine, pharmacology,tory. Andy Sail took scoring
physics and zoology. Studies in honors with 16 points.
of

W

social sciences will include econo-

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

mics, education, business adminis- Horrors ....................
- ..........
tration.law philosophy,political Atomic 5 .....
sciences, sociology and psychology. Long Shots ......................
..

Shooting Stars

Happy Losers

Keglers Planning

Doubles Classic

L
0

0
0

....................

0

......................

1

Plowboys ..............................
1
Ramblin’ Recks .............
1
Bashful Bachelors............
1
The surface of the Everglades
is less than 20 feet above sea

0

to

Eugene Van Dyke

points.

Play in the first quarter was.
spotty with each quint showing
to good advantage, both using a.
setup offense. Score at the end of
the initial period was knotted at

In a candlelight ceremony per- Den Berge and Miss Florence Van
8-8.
formed Friday evening in Fourth Dyke who wore gowns of yellow
Christian forged into a 12-11
Reformed church. Miss Charlene and aqua, respectively,fashioned lead with three minutes remaining
Joyce St/eur was married to Eu- with net yokes, cap sleeves and in the second period, but some
gene Van Dyke. The Rev. Henry full skirts. All three wore mitts spectacular shooting on the part
Van Dyke read the double ring and short veils to match their of the Alleganltes gave them an.
service at 7:30 p.m. A background gowns and carried nosegays of 18-14 lead at the intermission.
of palms, ferns, bouquets of white talisman roses and white mums.
It took the Maroons just 45
pompons and seven-branch candelWillis Streur, brother of the seconds of the second half to tie.
abra formed the setting. White bride, attended the groom as best the score on two one-handersby
satin bows marked the pews. man. Ushers were Albert Van Ed Altena. The tie acore seemed
Greens and candles were placed in Dyke and James Van Dyke, cou to be all Allegan needed a* theythe windows.
sins of the groom. Mr. and Mrs. raced to an eight point margin,
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Richard Streur acted as master ip the next three minutes whileand Mrs. Henry W. Streur, 525 and Mistress of ceremonies.
holding the Dutch scoreless. ClevCollege Ave. The groom’s parents
Followingthe ceremony, a re- er Max Hale, shooting with either’
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Van ception for about 75 guests was hand, led the Tigers with a fancyDyke, 181 East 38th St.
held in the church parlors. Punch bit of floor play during the flur-.
Miss Marie Meiasma, organist, was served by Mr. and Mrs. A1 ry. Allegan led 35-25 at the end of
played the prelude music and wed- bertus Van Dyke. Miss Maxine the quarter.
ding marches.Soloist was Robert Ncwhouse and Miss Jeanette
The fourth period was slow with
Van Voorst, who sang "Because" Smith arranged the gifts. Serving Allegan continuing to maintaina
and 'The Sweetest Story Ever the guests were the Misses Bev- nine point lead. Norm Unema
Told" precedingthe ceremony, erly Garvelnik, Phyllis Posma, came to life in the last two minand "The Lord's Prayer" follow- Gertrude O’Connor, Joyce Weav- utes with six points, to narrow
ing the exchangeof vows.
er, Elaine Donncly and Myra the count at the final horn.
The bride wore a gown of white Fortney.
Henry Holstege and Ken Mastsatin fashioned with a net yoke
During the reception. Robert of Holland, and Ray Harris of A1-.
edged in lace, giving an off-the- Van Voorst sang "Bless This legan, all were ejected from the
shouldereffect. The long sleeves House" and "My Hero.”/ Miss tilt in the final period on fivewere pointed at the wrists and the Joyce Kobos gave a reading and fouls. The Dutch connected for.
full .skirt extended into a short guests participatedin group singnine out of 21 foul attemptstrain. An orange blossom tiara ing. Rev. Van Dyke spoke brief
while Allegan hit 13 out of 21.
held in place her fingertip veil ly.
Norm Unema of Christian and.
which was trimmed with'the same
Following a brief wedding trip, Hale of Allegan paced both clubslace which trimmed the gown. Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyke will live with 14 tallies apiece. Chuck Tayr.
She carried a while Bible with at 400j Washington Ave. For trav- lor of the Tigers followed withwhite roses and streamers.She eling, the bride wore a black and 12.
was escorted to the altar by her pink dress, gray coat, black ac
Box score:
father,who gave her in marriage. cessories and a corsage ot white
Christian (85)
Miss Marlene Vlsscher attend- rases.
FG F TP
ed the bride as maid of honor. Both Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyke Holstege f ..................3
a
0
She wore a pink taffeta gown are graduatesof Holland high \ltena f •••••••«••••••••••• 3
0
6*
with off-the-.shoulder neckline, school. She is employed at The Unema c ••••••••••••«•••••••5
14
4
net yoke and full skirt. Brides- Sentinel and he is employed at Mast g .......................0
1
1
maids were Mrs. Willard Van De Pree Co.
3Bouwman g ................1
1
3
3
Knott c ......................0
Kramer g .............
.... 1
0
z
...

Dorians Stage

Local Shooters

Totals

Winter Formal
Members and

Joan Wilson, William Miedema,

Korteling, George Reineke, Ruth Johnson, Bob Bruce.

9

Stroke Proves Fatal

Woman

For Grand Haven
begin at the local alley* Feb. 11.
Competition in this classic to
Grand Haven, (Special)— Mrs.
stimulate bowling interest, is open Alva O. Wright. 79, died of s
to any kegler who rolls in a Hol- stroke Thursday in Municipal hosland or Douglas sanctioned lea- pital. She came to Grand Haven
gue.
four years ago from Indiana.
. Entry blanks are available at
She and her husband celebrated
the alleys and awards for winners their 55th wedding anniversary in
are being donated by local mer- December.
chants, according to Jim Crozier,
Surviving are
son. Mell,
chairman of 'the event.
operator of Highland Park hotel,
Crozier announces that if the ^-ho will arrive in Grand Haven
tournament isn’t run off Feb. 11, by plane this afternoon from Calwhile passing the other car and Mrs. Ted Boeve, and the guest of 3, Holland. Mr. Van Vuren is the it will be continued on succeeding ifornia where he has been valost control in attemptingto get honor and her husband, Mr. and son of Mr. and Mrs. John Van
Saturday*. Management of the air cationing; a sister in Indiana
back onto the pavement.
Mrs. Carl Winstrom. ' .*
Vuren, 238 West 19th St.
alleys will be available.
I and a grandson.

a

35

Allegan (41)

Win

FG

7 Straight

Hale f ....................
...... 5
Hark f ........................2
Holland Rifle team barely eased De Lano c ....................
1
past Paw Paw in a recent return Harris g ......................2
match at Paw Paw 1.441-1,432. The Taylor g ....................4

win keeps Holland's match-won Cook g
streak going to seven straight
without a defeat in the St. Joe
Valley rifle league.

Team

r
4
1
1

TP
14
5
3

7
15

0

3
4
0

14

13

41

........................

Totals

0

scores:

Holland— J. Ter Haar 293, E. L.
Prins 289, J. Van Dyke 288. G.
DeWaard 287, G. Bonnet te 284.
Paw Paw— J. Stevens 288, K.
Watson 288. E. L. Sutcliff 237,
H. Smith 287, A. Hathaway 282.
Weekly scores of the local club:
Class A - T. Smith 182, P.
Bluekamp 172, C. Klungle 169.
Class B-G. DeWitt 185.
Class C-G. DeWaard 194, H.
Working 193, R. Kleis 193. J.
Meurer 192, W. DeWaard 192, J.
Weenum 190, J. Clark 190, G.
Bonnet te 188, T. Bouman 188, W.
Dykstra 188, L. Van Ingen 187,
J. Van Dyke 186. J. DeVries 186,
A. DeVries 186, H. Kleoves 183,
B. Weatherwax 181, A. Van Den

Esther Schmidt, Harold Bos, Gertrude Kloosterman,Jake Busman,
Mary Voskuil, Paul Muyskcns,
Barbara Woods, Fred Karstcn,
Phyllis Ix'ach, Don Brockaway,
Margaret De Valois, John Van
Anrooy. Nan Thomson, Don Pren- Berg
tice, Sue Roost, Gene Gorman,

Kamala

13

178.

Leroy Bert Cartwright

Port Sheldon
The Women’s Club held its January meeting at the home of Mrs.
Albert Dernbergerwith 15 members present. Mrs. Kishel from
Iron Mountain and Mrs. Meyer
from Holland were vsiiting guests. *
After luncheon was served hymns
were played by Mrs. Alice Van

Draght. Mrs. Lavina Anys left
Thursday for Santa Barbara, Cal.,
to visit her sister and family.The
members presented Mrs. Anys
with a gift. Next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Richard
Vander Yacht on Feb. 8, at 1
p.m. New neighborsare invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams
have returnedfrom their honeymoon in Upper Michigan.They*
will be at their home near Port
Sheldon.

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Fendt and
Smith, Charles Kamp, Succumbs at Saugatuck
children spent a week in Chicago
Dorothy Fennema, Harold Vande
Bunte, Joan Phillips, A1 Arwe, - Saugatuck (Special) — Leroy visiting their relatives and friends.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Dernberger
Beth Thompson, Charles Baskin, Bert Cartwright, 73, died on SatWynetta Devore, Leroy Lovelace, urday t his home, 210 Maple and family have returned from
Eloise Ihrman, Roger Ekema, St. He was born Feb. 6, 1876, in Chicago after spending a week
Jean Van Den Biesen, Hendrik Monterey township, Allegan coun- with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Measom
Meyer, Ellen Lidston, Corwin Otte ty. He was the son of the late
Irene Little, Robert Van Dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cartwright had as week-end guests Mrs.
Marie Haldenwang, Bob Van Een- and had lived in Saugatuck 55 Raymond Sanchi and son, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sanchi and famenaam, Mary Korteling,Charles years.
Surviving are his wife, Flor- ily, of Lombard, 111.
Votaw, Julia Bernius, David MuyAlvni Lundquist, now attending
skens, Gerry Hobler, Glenn Block- ence; one daughter, Mrs. Earl Mcer.
Cormick of Holland; four sons, school in Chicago, visited his
Margaret Moerdyk. Norman Raymond and Delbert of Sauga- mother, Mrs. Louis Lundquist,
Siderius,Mary Kooyers, Don Har- tuck, Everett of Holland and during the holiday season.
ling, Eleanor Van Dahm, Jim Hof- Ralph of Douglas;10 grandchilfman, Phyllis Sherman, Duane dren and five great grandchildren; Local Court Fines
9ooi, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Douma. a sister, Mrs. Eva Birdsall of ChiHerman Sraeyers,36, of route 2,
cago and a brother, George of
paid a $5 fine in municipalcourt
Burnips;also several nieces and
Restraining Order Filed
Thursday for running '
*top
nephews.
street Parking fine* of SI etch
-Grand Haven (Special)— A temwere paid by Reliable Garage of
porary restrainingorder was filed
135 West Eighth St; Harold Beuin circuit court Friday in the caae Secretary Named
of Michigan Bulb Co. of Grand
Allegan (Special)— Mrs. Roland kema of 645 West 22nd St, and
Rapids against Anthony Weller of B. Huff wa* named secretary of Edward Barber of route 4.
Holland,restraining Weller (rom the Allegan Community council
Motorist* drive on the left
disposing of any of his property following resignationof Mrs.
but granting him use of his trucks Richard Cain. Mrs. Huff had pre- of the road in Sweden
India and England
ceded Mrs. Cain as secretary.
in the usual course of business.

Nancy

•

Holland City Bowling association inaugurated plans today for
a mid-season doubles classic to

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Winstrom,

Grand Haven — State police South Shore Dr.,- entertained
charged a Grand Rapids driver Sunday night for their daughterwith excessive speed following an in-law, Mrs. Carl Winstrom of
accident Friday morning on M- Zeeland, on her birthday anniver21 four miles east of Zeeland. sary. The evening was spent soDonald Witteveen,19, route 4, cially. Guests were Mr. and Mr*.
Grand Rapids, was charged with Walter Hieftje of Holland. Mr.
excessive speed after his car skid- and Mrs. Edward Hieftje,Sr., of
Miss Valors Wolters
ded in front of one driven by Battle Creek, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
The engagement of Miss Valora
Charles G. Froman, 32, also of Fris of Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs. Wolters to Robert Van Vuren is
Grand Rapids. Officers said Wit; Phillip Jones and Mr. and Mrs. announced by her parents,Mr.
teveen went off the shoulder Dan Boone of Zeeland,Mr. and and Mrs. Henry D. Wolters, route

It was a battle most of the way’
In the first half with both clubs
holding scant leads throughout.
(Penna-Sas photo)
Neither club was able to mbveout In front for more than four

Charlene Joyce Streur

guests of Kappa
Beta Phi, Dorian sororityof Hope
college attended the "Dreamer's
Holiday," winter formal party, in
the English room of the Rowe
hotel, Grand Rapids, Friday night.
Quests were welcomed by president Gertrude Kloosterman,senman paced the winners with 12 ior from Kalamazoo. Following
points wnile Harlan Nienhuis con- dinner, a short program was prenected five times from the field sented with Miss Joan Phillips,
to lead the losers with 10 points. junior from Chicago, acting as
True to their name, the Happy mistress of cermonies. Dancing
Losers lost their first game of concluded the program.
the season to the Long Shots.
General chairman for the event
Final score 40-23.
was Miss Nancy Smith, junior
Russ Picard and Ken Victor from Muskegon. Mr. and Mr*>.
teamed up to contribute 14 and Charles Drew and Mr. and Mrs.
11 points respectfullyto the Hor- Clyde Geerlihgs were chaperones.
Dorians and their guests were:
rors total of 35 and thus turn
Elizabeth Koch, Thomas Maleback the hard fighting Plow-boys
who collected 21 points. Team witz, Betty Eskite, Lloyd Dry,

level.

Birthday Party Honors
Mrs. Carl Winstrom

Crash Near Zeeland

Monday night division

Marks Anniversary

l

MIm Carol Deane Van Lare
Mrs. Deane P. Van Lare, 288
West 17th St., announces the engagement of her daughter,Carol
Deane, to Willard P. Hoekenga,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hoekenga of Muskegon. Miss Van
Lare is a sophomore at Hope college where she is a member of
Delta Phi sorority.Her fiance is
a junior at> Hope and is a member of Arcadian- fraternity.

Three divisionswith four teams

Family Supper, Party

Plan Junior CE Rally
A meeting of the

and provides recreation for more
than 120 boys

Julius Neerken. 31 West 20th Final score 57-13.
St., remove partition and place
The second game of the evening
celotex on ceiling, $150; self, con- also was onesided with the Flop
tractor.
Shots dowing the Fighting Five
40-11. Forwards Vaughn Jensen

chapter.

The county goal is $20,000, an
increase of $5,000 over last year.
During 1949, $46,248.51was spent
on 54 cases with $40,356.60 coming from the National Foundation.
The county chapter had a balance
of $5,891.91in the treasury when
the epidemic started in June.
Besides the 54 cases, there were

Monday. The

Applications to build two new and eight teams in each of the
Tuesday and Thursday night divihomes were included on the list
of building permits filed this

Cubs

its schedule

play in the

Maroon Seconds

f

12

intramural basketball

league is composed of 20 teams

Grateful Families Give

The Ottawa county polio drive
which opens Sunday has been
sparked by another advance gift,
this time 5300 from the parents
and grandparentsof six-year-old
Sandra Francis of West Olive who
was stricken by polio Sept. 19.
Tiger
A cash gift earlier this week
came from Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Speet of Holland, parents of LarHolland Christian’s reserve
ry Speet,, 4J, also recuperating quintet staved off a desperate Alfrom polio.
legan rally Friday night to sink
The latest gift came from Sandra’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Char- the Little Tigers 27-23. It was
Holland’s leaders.Tasma deserves les Francis, and her grandparents. Christian’s first game in more
a word of praise for his play Mr. and Mrs. John Olman, route than three weeks.
throughout the game, especially 1, West Olive. They said the
The Little Maroons played
during the first half when he amount does not anywhere cover
smooth in the first half to walk
the
cast
of
treatments
for
the
scored his 10-point total while the
rest of the local team was missing child who was hospitalized 2i off with 'a 19-11 margin at the
months.
intermission.Playing set up ball,
by inches.
Sandra was stricken Sept. 19 the locals were masters of the sitHolland made 11 out of 20 foul
shots to 10 out of 27 for the Bucs and returned home early in De- uation all the way. A zone decemlx'r.She must return to Mary fense. employed by Coach Dick
Box score:
FG FT TP Free Bed Guild and Convalescent Higgs’ Tigers stalled the Maroon
Grand Haven (52)
8 Home once a month, and later attack somewhat in the second
Van Schelven. ................ 4 0
Molenkamp, f ................ 6 1 13 once a year for checkups until half. Score at the end of the
7 15 she is 20. She Is taking daily ex- third quarter was 24-17 in favor
Kieft, c
..............
.... 4
leg mus- of Holland.
0
4 ercises for rehabilitating
Maggiore.g ................
.... 2
2 10 cles. She goes to school half days.
Tony Diekema paced Coach
Laman,
.................
.... 4
Presentation was made to Lt. John Ham’s club with 10 points
Kammoraad, c ................ 1 0
2
Verne Dagen and Chiles Bugiel- while Hoffman led Allegan with
Totals ....................... 21 10 52 ski, co-chairmen of the county eight.
2

The

league of the Holland high school

cracker-boxGrand Haven gym
was a bedlam. The home team
started a deliberate stall that
opened for only cinch shots.
Before long, the count was 5046 and the game was all but over.
Holland made it 49-50 but a field
goal by Bob Van Schelven put
Grand Haven out of reach.
High scorer for both teams was
Center Don Kieft of Grand Haven with 15. Hus teammate A1 Molenkamp was close behind with 13.
Schippers with 12, Kramer with
11 and Bob Tasma with 10 were

................
.... 5

At Holand High

-

it!J

fans.

Wed

skl Is county co-chairman

it is a holder of

ory, including a large contingent,
of Allegan
>
The winners were without doubt
the superior club on the floor Fri- ,
day night They passed well, shot
well and sparkled defensively.All .
the boys are fast and use a fast
break to advantageon many oc-

Intramural League

Underway

why

stopped Holland Christian 41- a
35 Friday night. The contest,
was played before a packed Arm-

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Van Dyke

Getting

Otis’ Allegan high

an 8-game winning streak when

a

game.

tied for runner uu spot going into
Friday’s
i
And it was loss No. 6 of the
season for the locals in nine
starts. It made the fourth time
this season that Holland lost by
the scant margin of three pointsThe Bucs moved fast at the
start and pawed ahead 15-10 at
the end of the first quarter. The

FG FT TP

doubts as to

ture City holiday tournament.
The teams were on an even keel
throughout the first two periods
with Plainwell keeping the lead
12-10 as the first stanza ended,
and making it 24-19 at the half.
The winners were on top 39-35
at the end of the third quarter.
Plainwellemployed
tight
man-to-man defense that pretty
well bottled up Zeeland's offense.
And the winners used a fast-break
offense.
The Chix ran into a tough-luck
scoring rut that saw many shots
barely miss the hoop. Rebounding
left something to be desired for
the Chix durnig the first half.
It improved in the second half.
Plainwell also won the prelim
by a scant 23-20 count. Glenn De
Pree led the losers with eight and
Astle had eight for the winners.

undisputed

ers. He made five field goals, all
from the outer edge of the foul
circle. His 10-point total helped
inch Holland to within one point
at the automatictimeout.
With the count standing at 4544 and three minutes left, the

Packed

quintet certainlydispelled any

out of seven games so far this
season, not including the Furni-

second place in Southwest conference standings behind Kalamazoo Central. The teams were

High-scoring Ken Schippers,
who had been held to a mere two
foul shots during the first two and
a half cantos, really started to
roll in the third and fourth quart-

Coach Ken

to a fast-breaking Plainwell quintet 44-41.
The contest was played at
Plainwell.
It was lass No. 4 for Zeeland

Grand Haven defeated the

points.

Is

ped a Tri-Countyleague decision

Dutch 52-49 in a wild and woolly
contest at Grand Haven.
The precious victory moves

Schippers, g
Beerthuis, f
Armstrong, c

Shoddy

season Friday night as they drop-

By Staff Writer
Grand Haven— Holland's basketball supremacy over Grand Haven
came to an end Friday night Jan.
13th. The Bucs have waited nine
long years and 18 games to defeat
Holland. Game No. 19 was it

Holland (49)

Locals Play

**$•

Newell’s Zeeland Chix feU behind

Game

Grand Haven into

Win

For Eighth

Zeeland, (Special)— Ooach Joe

Home Team Squeezes
Out Thrilling

Game

1

a
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Amsterdam Has

Lesson
January 22, 1950
The First Christian Martyr
Acts 6:8-15; 7:54-60
By Henry Geerllngs
The sixth chapter of the Acts
opens with a scene of murmuring.
The Greek-speaking Jews complained about the Hebrews, that
their widows were being neglected
in the daily ministration.This
easily could have been the case
The Home of the
because the number of believers
Holland City New*
PublishedEvery Thun- was large and the poor and wilay by the Sentinel dows were many.
^Printing Co. Office 54-56
The murmuring may also have
West Eighth Street, Holbeen the result of an existing
land, Michigan.
jealousy. Where Jealousy lurks,
' Entered as second class matter at unless the Holy Spirit has perthe post office at Holland, Mich.,
'under the Act of Congress.March 3, fect control,and the utmost selfjudgement is exercised, evil sur1679.
mising and sinful suspicion will
W. A. BUTLER, business Manager
manifest itself in complaining.
Telephone — News Items 3193
The apostles called the assembly
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191
together and told them to select
The publisher shall not be liable seven men from among their
for any error or errors In printing number who were known for their
-any advertising unless a proof of
-such advertisementshall have been honesty.
Stephen was one of the num‘obtained by advertiser and returned
-by him in time for correction with ber? selected. His name heads
such errors or corrections noted the list. Evidently he had the necplainly thereon;and In such case If
•any error so noted Is not corrected. essary qualificationsto a marked
' publishers liability shall not exceed degree. He was chosen for a secusuch a proportion of the entire space lar ministry,but even here it was
’ occupiedby the error bears to the
conidered necessary for a man to
whole space occupiedby such adverbe filled with the Spirit. As we
tisement
study the life and character of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
this godly man we must realize
One year 52.00; Six months 51.25;
three months 75c: Single copy 5c. that whatever he was and did was
Subscriptions payablein advance and due to his personal relation to
will be promptly discontinuedu not Christ.We know little about him
renewed.
before he appears in the sacred
Subscribers will confer a favor by
reporting promptly any Irregularity record. He was a Greek-speaking
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
Jew of foreign birth. But when
he first heard the gospel message
it appealed to him. We do not
‘TO THE LAST DROP
know what kind of a man he was
OF BLOOD”
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek has morally but from the fact that he
found a variant for the old chest-

had journeyed to Jerusalem we
would surmise that he was a de-

Clearance Sales;
Stocks

Short

Still

Veltman Says Dutch
Family It a Closely

m

Knit and Happy Unit
Following is the

fifth of

a

series entitled “A Dutch
"Odyssey” written by Peter
Vfeltman, former Holland high
teacher who with his family

I-)'

m

m

is spending nine months >n
Amsterdam. Veltman is an
exchange student at the University under the Fullbright

i

plan.

mm

m
m

By Peter Veltman

liis

m

Firemen from two Holland townehlp stations train
their hoset on the G. R. Russellsummer home near
Ottawa beach to prevent its catching fire. Flames
already had leveled the G. Mortimer Roberts summer home just 30 feet away. The fire fighters later

knocked down the chimney, the only part of the
house left standing. The fire was discovered by
Chief Deputy Claytop Forry and Archie Murphy
Monday afternoon.They summoned firemen. With-

Amsterdam ha* been "cleaning
house" since Jan. ,2. Clearance
sales began then, even as in America. Buying apparentlygot ofl

in one hour, the Roberts home was burned to the
ground. Both owners live In Grand Rapids. A total
of 23 firemen from the two stations helped check
the flames. One crew (left to right): Harold Van
Slooten,.Don Weatherwax, , Harold Moore, Jim
Barkel, Calvin Strong, Norman VanDeBurg, Ronald Hamlin, Chief John VanDeBurg of station No.
1, and Chief Alvin Potter of station No. 2.
(Sentinelphoto)

nut that has been popular for ages

to a slow start as far as the merchants were concerned.One of
the local papers tried to analyze
the situation, ran a picture ol
crowds lined up before bargain
counters in England, and asked,
"Why not here?"
The most satisfactory answer
seemed to be that the Netherlands still does not have enough
stock in the stores to hold true
“bargain days” and some of the
merchandiseis still wartime stock
or stock from directly after the
war which meant, as in America,
wartime quality.

The Netherlands celebrates Sinter Klaas for two days Dec.. 5 and
6. The Netherlands Museum in
Holland has adequatelydepicted
what happens on those days in
the skit which has been given on
occasion on the lawn at 10th and
Central and the skit which Miss
Ethelyn Metz directedsome years
ago at the Museum of Science and
Industry in Chicago.Judged by
true Dutch standards here, this is
a skit which should be given in
Holland every year. The Sinter
Klaas observance is based on
many legends, featuring the good
Saint Nicolaas who came from
Spain to the Netherlands to benefit the populacethere. There are
also two days of Christmas ob
servance here— Dec. 25 and 26.
The "kerstmannetje," a miniature
reproduction of our Santa Claus,

Postmen will continue to

deliver Gl insursnee dividend checks in the
Holland area “as fast as they come.” Thirty checks were delivered
In the area Monday afternoon.Hollis M. Brower of 105 East 21st St.,
was the first Holland area man to receive his dividend.Mail carrier
Henry DeBoe delivered the first check to Brower’s home shortly
after 12:30 p.m. Monday. About 200,000 a day will be mailed out from
Washington. The procedure is expected to take until mid-June. A
total of 16 millionveterans are sharing the $2 billion dividend.
(I’enna-Sasphoto)

vout seeker of light.
He was so great a martyr that
would fight for their chosen cause we have almost forgotten that he
“to the last drop of blood.” Mme. was anything else. The blaze of
Chiang turned the familiar words glory in which his life closed hides
into the phrase "to the last bullet from our vision the train of virlows: First. Peter Van Domelen
and the last propaganda blast." tues that kindled it. Yet it was as
and Dyke Van Putten; second.
But it was plain that the differ- a hard working servant of the
Mabelle Mulder and Gertrude
. ence was one of phraseology only.
church, a bit of her organization
Mersen; third. Harold Hunt and
The Holland Junior high intraShe has given the pledge that she that he began his work. It was his
Speedy and efficient co-operaMarshal Irving; fourth. James
mural basketballseason began
and her husband would fight the moral and intellectualforce as we
tion between sheriffs officersand
Klomparensand Alice McAllisReds to the last drop of blood.
last week with eight teams in acsee it revealed through the speech,
Holland township firemen Monday
ter; fifth, Ben Rutgers and Leona
But it is perfectlycertain,as it his understandingof. and his intion. Jack Rombouts, Junior high
afternoon checked what might
The auditorium of the First Re- Link; sixth Russel Rutgers and
always is in such cases, that Mme. sight into, God’s working in histeacher, is league director.Games
have been a major resort ..re.
formed church was crowded last Minnie Ray.
Chiang did not really mean the tory that forced on his martyrare played Tuesday and Thursday
One summer home was burned afternoons.
last drop of her own blood or her dom.
Miss Anna Kolyn. daughter of
evening when the May Music festo the ground, but firemen check. husband's, or even the last drop
In the season opener, John Van
tival was given by the high school Dr. Matthew Kolyn of the semiStephen is an example in sered the wind-fannedflames before Raaltc and Jack Kolean teamed
of blood of the top brass of the vice. He was an all-round Chrisstudents, began a story in the nary, was informed Thursday
they could spread to another sum; Nationalistparty, or even the last tian so cleansed of self, so purified
up
to collect 38 points and lead
Thursday.
May 18, issue of the through hte head of the departThe general synod of the Chris- mer home just 30 feet away.
- drop of the military grade below by the grace and the spirit of
Kentucky
to a 54-34 win over
Holland
Sentinel
published in ment of English of the University
holds sway then.
tian Reformed church has voted
Chief Deputy Clayton Forry and
that. What she really means, you Christ as to be ready for everyof Chicago, that a scholarship In
Hope. Roger Israels tallied 16
to increase the curriculumof the Archie Murphy discovered smoke
Churchgoers spend much time 1916. The delightful poem "Curcan be dead sure, is the last drop thing that God’s Spirit can beEnglish and literature was tenpoints for the losers.
few
Must
Not
Ring
Tonight"
by
seminary in Grand Rapids and pouring from the G. Mortimer
in church. It is hard to give an
- of blood of the common rabble.
The Globetrotters tripped the overall picture,but the first ser- Rosa Thorpe,, had been arranged dered her by the University.
stow upon a man, and in conse- make it a' full fledged college,acRoberts home when they went to
That is what leaders like the quence of this fullness he gives
cording to a story appearing in the area at 2 p.m. Monday af- score on Michigan in the second vice begins Christmas Eve at 11 into a beautiful lyrical setting, A pretty wedding took place
wife of the Chinese Nationalist the inevitableproofs of fullnessgame Tuesday. The Trotters won 12 p.m. and runs until 1 to 4 am., ‘The Curfew Bell" by F. Lynes Thursday afternoon when Miss
the June 24 issue of the Ottawa ternoon to investigatea recent
always mean. Military leaders eloquent and a magnificent courCounty Times publishedin 1904 breaking and entering into the 36-12. Dykstra led the winners depending on church denomina- and was sung by a chorus of 125 Elizabeth Rosotx>om was united in
have been using that phrase from
marriage to Marinus J. Den Herage.
by M. G. Manting. There is a nearby cottage of Mrs. Roy V. with 16 points while Jim Buys tion. On the 25th, services are voices.
' time immemorial. But events have
and Visscher each scored six for held in the morning. The afterYet this consecrated man was specially large endowment fund
An unusual musical affair was der at the home of the bride’*
Kenyon. Both cottage owners live Michigan.
almost invariablyshown that they
content to accept the office of for this purpose. The school will
noon is devoted to children’spro- heard last night at the Literary parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
in Grand Rapids.
; were thinking of blood in a kind
Northwestern edged the hard- grams in the churches. These may club rooms when Miss Marie Roseboom of 14 East Sixth St.
deacon. Now this office had been be called John Calvin, Jr., college.
. of composite sense. And long beBoth cottages are located a fighting Lakers by a 27-20 score.
Mrs. A. G. Gowdy, district presKaiser, the well-known young
created out of the necessitiesof It was voted to call a fifth pro* fore it came to the last drop in
quarter of a mile north of the Fehring was high scorer of the last as long as two hours with hot soprano was heard in a private ident of the Woman’s Foreign
the church’s life, in order particu- fessor for the literarydepartment
chocolate
served
between
"the
the veins of the higher-ups they
Ottawa beach oval.
game with 10 points. Boersma acts."
larly to look after the widows. and Dr. Ralph Jansen of Zeeland
hearing to which a number of mu- Missionarysociety of the M. E.
threw in the sponge.
Forry radioed for the Holland contributed seven points to the
This magnificent man. this schol- was appointed permanent proConcerts, featuring the master- sicians and music lovers of this church, was in Wayland Thursday
Our own Civil War furnished
ar and worker of miracles, this fessor in theology. Dr. Samuel township fire station No. 1, and Lakers’ total.
pieces by Mozart, Beethoven, and city had received cards of intro- for the purpose of organizing a
an excellentillustration. Virtually
officers went to the beach road to
society.
St. Johns de/eated the Spartans especially Handel’s Messiah are duction.
man
so splendidly endowed gave Schwartz,a representative of the
all the top leaders, from Jefferson
direct the engine to the scene. by a 39-27 tally. Holt paced the
John Van Strien, former stuA son was born this morning to
himself
to
this service. But is National Christian association,
the order of the day. We attended
Davis to men of far lesser rank—
Smoke was billowing out of the winners with 14 points and was
there any duty in the church too which is an anti-secret society
the Messiah renditionat the Grote Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dekker who dent of Hope, who has been abwith the single exception of Robstructure. They also summoned followed by his running mate Hibfull of drudgery or thought to be organization, addressed the genKerk at Naarden. The cathedral live on the North Side of the bay. sent for two years, will have
ert E. Lee— used the "last drop of
township station No. 2.
ma vith 13. J. Kiaasen with eight churches are hard to heat, as is
Miss Grace Frenks and B. H. charge of the new Refonqed
too
mean
for
us
any
man
or
woeral
synod
in
an
effort
to
renew
blood” figure of speech. But the
By the time firemen arrived points led the losers.
man
too abject tor us to lay our the enthusiasm among the delethis beautifulstructure.The audi- Vande Woude were married at church being started at the* east
end of the war proved it to be a
and opened doors, the Roberts Standings: *
ence reminded one of a crowd at high noon today at the home of end of the city. This newly ormere figure of speech. Many of lives alongside,and to hefp with gates against secret societies.
home was a blazing inferno,
L
an American football game. Audi- the bride'sparents, on West 16th ganized congregationis meeting
all
the
gifts that God may have
Mayor
Geerlings
has
come
out
those southern leaderswere singu0 ence as well as singers were hud- St.
in Holland township hall for the
with a proclamationagainst the Chiefs John VanDeBurg of sta- Kentucky ............................. 1
endowed us with?
. larly grandiloquent,and they were
tion No. 1 and Alvin Potter of Globetrotters ........................1
0 dled in furs, muffs, coats, scarfs,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earnest
C. Brooks present. The first services will
In
his
address
there
is
the
abiluse
of
explosives
and
other
dangextremely free with assertions
station No. 2 ordered hoses train- Northwestern .......
1
0 blankets, etc.
of Chicago are visiting at the be held next Sunday, May 21. Mr.
! that they would not give up be- ity to distinguishbetween the erous ways of celebrating on July
ed
on
the
summer
home
of
G.
R.
St.
Johns
...............
0
4th.
home of Mrs. Brooks’ parents,Mr. Van Strien will resume his studies
fore the last drop of blood had temporaland the eternal in reliRussell,just 30 feet away.
Spartans...............................0
1
at the Western Theological semWill
Coburn
of
Beaverdam
and
The
second
"Kerstdag”
is
a
day.
gion
and
to
hold
to
the
latter,
to
and Mrs. W. C. Walsh.
been split.
At 3 p.m., the Roberts home Hope ......................
1 as well a* the first, for families
The following ladies attended inary again in the fall.
But long before Jefferson Davis, live and to die for it. That is the Miss Delia Kievit were married at
was burned to the ground and Michigan .................
Tomorrow evening the Holland
1 and friends to get together. The the annual convention of the Wofor instance,could make that as- lesson that the church needs to Zeeland yesterday.
firemen had checked the flames Lakers ....................
Fruitport
had
a
fire
Monday
1 day concludes with another church men's Foreign Missionary society Social Progress club will have
learn
anew
in
every
generation.
sertion literal, he had sneaked
before they spread to the Russell
service. Gifts are exchanged at of the Grand Rapids district of for its guests a club by the same
away to save his hide. Like every- And we need to go further than that did about $10,000 damage,
home. However, paint was blistpartly
insured.
Sinter Klaas generally rather the M.E. church at Hastings. May name organized at the county
he
to
find
what
is
eternal
and
body else, to him "the last drop
Goulooze
Book
Put
Into
than at Christmas, although the 16 and 17: Mesdames Whitman, seat, began a story'inthe Monday,
Custodian Tanner of Ottawa ered off the Russell home and
abiding in religion. It is what he
' of blood” meant the last drop in
windows broken by heat.
Beach
has
brought
the
steam
stores
try to commercializeboth William Handle, McClellan, Wise May 22, issue. The affair will be
found—
the
living
God
Himself
as
Hospitals,
Institutions
the wins of common men, not in
The Kenyon cottage Is located
days.
and Bottume. All the officersin- held at the home of Mr. and Mr*.
; his own veins. And that is al- revealed in Christ,full of grace to yacht Arthur S. of D. Blom and
The
book.
“Victory
Over
Sufsave men from sin, and ahvays will use the boat for ferrying be- 250 feet north of the Roberts' fering,’’ written by Dr. William Typical foods for Christmasare cluding Mrs. Whitman, standing Nicodemus Bosch.
1 most always the case.
home.
specula as (Santa Claus cookies), secretary, and Mrs. McOllan,
Hope college returned from the
Mme. Chiang doubtless thinks urgent to lead them forward into tween Ottawa Beach, Jenison
Estimateddamage, covered by Goulooze of Western Theological taai-taai (anise cookies generally second vice president,were elect- Central State Normal school last
Park
and
the
government
pier
at
new truth. And if we ask our- she is sincere in her assertion.
seminary, will be distributed m
insurance, was listed as $15,000.
resembling in shape our ginger- ed.
Saturday evening with two new
And her cause doubtless deserves selves what is the new truth which Macatawa Park.
Allegan County Infirmary, the InThe
embers
at
the
fire
scene
St.
Francis
Catholic
church
will
bread men), banket wreaths and
dual track
Christ’s
Spirit
desires
to
teach
us,
the last drop of blood of the NaSixty two deaths have been re- scalps, winning
firmary
hospital, and the Smith
tionalistsBut the phrase would we will remember that Stephen be dedicatednext Sunday with flared up briefly Monday night Convalescent home in Holland decorations are made to decorate corded among Hope's alumni dur- mbet in the morning and a basethe tree. Most candy is sold by the ing the last half century, accord- ball game in the afternoon, both
win more respect if some leader earned his right to find out what appropriateceremonies. Bishop and township firemen emptied an- Sunday.
ounce. Candles are stlil allowed on ing to the statistics gleaned from at Mt. Pleasant.
was essential in religion and what Richter and other church officials other load of water on them,
• should some time actually mean
Special dedication services will
trees and burn genially to give the year book for 1916. The total
his own blood when he uses the was obsolete and might be let go, from Grand Rapids will take part tnen covered the debris over with
Born to Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
be held in which George Gosselaar
in
the
exercises.
sand
as
much
as
possible.
the true story-book Christmasatfamiliar words.
by devotion to the practicalwork
Ruisaard
of Sheboygan, Wis., a
number
of
graduates
is
561
of
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Bert WesForry and Murphy are investi- of 154 East 15th St. and the au- mosphere.
of the church, by imitation of
whom 68 are women. Of these 310 boy. Mrs. Ruisaard was formerly
thor will take part. Music will be
Christ Himself, and by what, dis- tenbroek, East Eighth St. on gating the cause of the blaze.
have entered the ministry,in- Miss Ellen Winter of this city.
provided by local persons.
Old Year's Eve is family night,
tinguishes Him— faith, and the Wednesday, a son.
Henry K. Boor, principalof the
cluding
48 missionaries.Other deGosselarhas made trips to the and big pots of cbococlate milk
Wilford Berry of this city and
result o? faith.
partments include: Law. 18, med- public school here for two years,
Muskegon
Driver
Fined
Allegan
institutions
two
or
three
and olie — or vet-bollen(fried cak
And the second point is that Miss Caroline Estabrook of Mill(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
Sundays each month for the last balls) in tremendous quantitie icine, 40; teachers in seminaries, has resigned.He is a graduate of
Stephen carried out his loyalty to grove were married in Allegan a On Recklessness Count
colleges, universities and high Hope college and Western State
Dr. James Putt of Fulton. 111.,
15 years. He has continued a
few days ago.
Normal school at Kalamazoo and
Grand Haven f Special ) — Don- similar ministry Sunday evenings are consumed. Watch night ser- schools, 107.
had charge of church services on Christ,this practical devotion to
The West Michigan band has ald E. Dahlquist, 22, of Muskegon,
vices appear to be rarely known,
His gospel, to the very full in his
Mrs. Jennie Cramer entertained a native of Ottawa county.
Jan. 15. On Jan. 22 the Rev. J.
at Smith ConvalescentHome.
broken
up
and
a
new
twmd
has
although Old Year’s evening and
'
W. Visser of the Zutphen Chris- life and conduct: as a beginning been organized with the following paid $23 fine and $1.85 costs on a
Placement of this book at the New Year's morning services are last evening in honor of Nellis
of
his lowly service, washing in
reckless
driving
charge,
alleged
to
Bruer
who
will
be
a
June
bride,
tian Reformed church will conduct
institutionsis part of a nation- held in the churches. On both
Imperfections Charged
members: William Vander Hart,
imitation of the Master the dishave occurred Jan. 15 on North wide program on which Dr. Gouwith
miscellaneous shower.
services.
John
K.
Van
Lente,
Gerrit
Van
Christmas
and
New
Year’s
day
Those present were Mrs. Peter De In $650 Diamond Ring
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van Wo- ciples’ feet; performingfor them Lente, Albert C. De Vries. Albert Seventh St., while driving at an looze has embarked. The book is raisin bread is popular.
Yong, Mrs. J. Essenberg, Mr. and
ven announce the birth of a .son acts of drudgery and hard service Hoeksema, Tom Neinhuls, Cornel- excessive speed and passing on the product of his experience of
Whereas in America it is fashwithout .stint,using every one of
Allegan (Special)
Charging
the right.
Mrs. Marine Caauwe, Mr. and
on Tuesday,Jan. 10.
serious
illness
and
includes
cominus Dalman, William Westveer,
ionable to spend New Year’s Eve
John W. Schmidt. 25. of route 1, bined testimony of over 1,000 paMrs. Peter Dirkse, Mr. and Mrs. she found imperfections in a $650
The Rev. C. M. School and has his great gifts in the carrying William Ten Brink, Marius Muldaway from home, the Netherlanddeclinedthe call extended him out of them. And he confessed er, Henry B. Brinkman, Henry Coopersville.charged with failure tients and sufferingindividuals. ers usually try to be at home with Zigterman,Mrs. John Scrier, diamond ring purchasedfrom the
Christ before men. and when that
to
have
his
car
under
control,
The first edition has been nearly their families. The same home at- Mrs. Vissers, Vina Cramer, Cora Otsego firm of Roller and Stevfrom the Borculo congregation.
Steunberg and Peter Notier.
Mr. and Mrs. George Vanden confessionled him last to his mar- The marriage of Arie Van Does- paid S15 fine and $4.85 costs. The sold out since its appearanceSept. mosphere prevailswhen there are Vissers,Margaret Essenburg, Anna Cramer, Rena Cramer, Helen ens, Mrs. Frances Klumpp filed
Bosch announce the birth of a tyr’s death, under the cruel cir- burg of this city and Miss Nellie arrest followed an accident on 17. 1949.
birthdays in the family. ,
cumstances
of
that death he put
Franklin
when
his
car
crashed
De Young, Barney De Young, Gen- suit for $650 damages in Allegan
daughter on Saturday, Jin. 14.
Books also have been placed in
Kammeraad took place Thursday
It is little wonder, as a result,
into practice,just where it was
into
a
tree.' Schmidt was hospital- Resthaven. Sixty volumes will be
nis
Zigterman, Peter Cramer, circuit court, naming Mr. and
Gerrit Bos was able to return
evening at their future home, 277
that the Dutch family is a closely
placed in a Sheboygan, Wis., hos- knit unit, that happy times as John Zigterman and Lester Serier. Mrs. Otto Roller as defendants.
home from the University hos- mast difficult to put it into prac Pine Street. The ceremony was ized four days with injuries.
tice. the mind of Christ, calling
Harold Bishop, 22. of Grand pital next week.
A surprise m form of a shower
pital on Friday after surgery.
performed by the Rev. G. H. Dubwell as hard times are shafed by
Mrs. Klumpp said her engagedown
forgivenessupon his eneHaven,
paid $10 fine and $4.85
was given in honor of Miss Delia ment ring, purchased in NovemMr. and Mrs. Gradus Geurink
bink. The bride is a daughter of
all,
and
that
home
is
the
place
mies.
costs
on
an
assault
charge
involvand Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vollinkof
Mr. and Mrs. B. Kammeraad, of
where memories are the happiest Bronkhorst by Mrs. P. Eclhart ber, 1948, was found on later exAnd tha-t Is his full practicalex- near Pine Creek.
ing Richard Hammond, Jan. 13.
Zeeland left Tuesday on a vacabecause they are shared. One can- and Mrs. H. Steggerda at the amination to have a carbon parample to ourselves; and because
tion trip to Miami, Fla.
W. J. Damson, the post office All arrests were by city police
not help feeling that family un- home of Mrs. Eelhart.Miss Bronk- ticle and a surface crack in it, leshe was thus loyal to his Master,
horst was presented with a bench sening its value.
clerk, has received a raise in sal- and arraignments were before
Baptism was administeredat
ity has been one of the secrets of
according to His promise given beJustice George Hoffer this mornwringer. Those present were Mrs.
file Sunday church service to
ary from $500 to $600.
She said she had demanded rethe
strength
of
this
little
land
fore, the Lord accepted and ownB. Vander Poel, Mrs. L. De Loof, turn of her money and was reBarbara Jean Bosch, daughter of
The dredging at the harbor has ing.
throughout
the
years.
ed his service.He did not betray,
Mrs. J. Zwiers, Mrs. C.-Boyenga, fused.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch, and to
made a 90-foot channel from 15 to
Mrs. E. Fansler, Mrs. L. Schoon,
Queries . for dates, rooms, proHerk Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. as He never has betrayed,the 19 feet deep. The cut will be wid- shuizen. The latter is to be marheyt that trusted and served Him
Emilie Prisman
John Vande Woude.
Mrs. D. Schaftenaar, Mrs. C.
ened to 120 feet.
grams and directions to Holland
ried June 29 to George Hyma.
loyally, and He appeared in the
Doornbos, Mrs. F. Van Dyke, Mrs. Irving Tucker Re-Elected
for the annual Tulip Time festival
The membership of Mrs. Elmer
M. Jonkman has rented his
The
Ottawa
County.
Sunday
Dies
at
Karsten
hour of need to Stephen in all
S. Meuwsen, Mrs,.J. De Feyter,
house at 136 West 14th St. to the school convention re-elected of- arc being receivedeach day at
Zoet was transferredto the OverAllegan Polio Chairman
ftower and made death itself the
new school principal. Mr. Lee. ficers: J. B. Wells of Coopers- the Chamber of Commerce office. Mrs. Emilie Prisman, 80, died Mrs. A. De Weerd, Mrs. William
isel Christian Reformed church.
gate to everlasting life.
Mr, and Mrs. Jonkman will oc- ville, president; A. Lahuis, ZeelChamber officials estimate they Friday afternoonat the home Bronkhorst, Mrs. H. Steggerda,
The Christian school circle of
Allegan ^ (Special) — Irving J.
Do we have Stephen's vision? cupy their new house at 68 West
Zeeland is sponsoring an alland. vice president;J. C. Lehman, have received more than 500 let- of her son-in-law and daughter, Mrs. P. Eelhart, Miss Etta Boy- Tucker was re-elected president
Are we able to discriminate be- 15th St.
sacred program by the Marimba
Coopersville,secretary and treas- ters asking Tulip Time informa- Mr. and Mrs. HaroU J. Karsten, enga and Miss Delia Bronkhorst.
and drive chairman ot the Allegan
tween the temporal and the eter- . Mr. and Mrs. Albert Veghter
/
The • high school election that county polio chapter Friday night,
band of Grand Rapids on Friday
urer; Mrs. B. Dubbink, Coopers210 West 11th St Mrs. Prisman.
nal in religion? Have ' we Steevening, Jan. 20. at 7:45.
cedebrated their fifth wedding an- ville, primary superintendent.
Although the bulk of the ques- who had been ill a short time, had took place this afternoon carried as the organization got its 1950
phen's thoroughness?Are we CSVThe Girls League meeting will rying our Christianity as. he did niversary Wednesday evening and
The Rev. James Wayer will be tions come from eastern and lived with the Kars tens since Jan- with it as much excitement as March of Dimes drive under way.
entertained a large party of installedas pastor at the Ebenez- southern states, letters have been uary, 1949. She was the wife of the choice of the nation will for
be held on Monday evening, Jan.
A total of $11,879.12was spent
into our lives, making it real and
' 1
Its' head. Clarence Poppen was choer church on, Thursday evening receivedifrom all 48 states and the late Erick Prisman.
23, kt the Sixteenth Street Chrison the county’s 18 cases of polio
effective?
The comer stone of the new next. The services will be in Canada, v.
tian Reformed church. Miss Tena
Mrs. Prisman was born March sen mayor over Vander Woude. in 1949, Tucker reported.Hie
In that hour when all had turnDutch Reformed church at Graaf- charge of the Rev. G. H. Dubbink,
For Clerk Miss Nella Meyer won county’s fund of $2,205.51 was exHolkeboer will apeak.
Each letter is read and answer- 8, 1869 in Germany.
ed against him and no man stood schap was laid Tuesday afternoon.
pastor of the Third Reformed ed by the chamber office.
Mrs Henry Roscma is still ill with him, Stephen in persecution
Surviving are two daughters, over Miss Ada Whitman. As trea- hausted early in the year, with
Rev. Wolvius, Dr. N. M. Steffens church, Rev. De Jong of Zeeland The number of queries is ahead Mrs. Karsten and Miss Erna Pris- surer James Jonkman was victor the remainder coming from the
at her home.
and in death had an assurance, and the Rev G. H. Dubbink con- and the Rev. James F. Zwemor..
of last year at this time.
man of Chicago; two grandchil- over Ruth Bauhan. The dignified national foundation.
very brilliantand clear, of the
In 1948 there were 193.100,000 power of the Lord whom he had ducting the service?*.
dren. Harold Karsten, Jr., of Ann office of prosecuting attorney
He estimates care of these cases
Mias Margaret De Roo and a • Although Alabama ranks fourth
The Atlantic coastal region has. Arbor and David of Holland.
falls to Arthur Van Duren. His will amount to $7,127' during the
life insurance polidea in force in
confessedbefore men, standing number of friends gave a "kitchen as a cotton producing state, it is
the lowest divorce rate in the
rival* were Harold Slagh and Wil- coming year, not considering the
the US. Their total value was at the right hand of God, ready
shower” at her, home Wednesday the south's biggest heavy-industry country; the mountain area haa
Livestock is produced by five liam Vanden Berg. The aldermen cost of helping any new victim*
•t)out $207,100,000,000.
to reoeivt him.
evening for Misa j^ice Michmer- stale.
the highest.
'
million growers in the U.S.
of the various wards are as fol- of the disease.
with prominentleaders that they
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300-Poand Safe Mining

Roof Important

Warm

December

Plenty of Food

In

Nunica Tavern Break-in

Grand Haven

Found

December proved to be quite a

Invaders Keeping Fat

warm month compared with

years, according to a monthly sur-

Maybe Some Chii^cens

vey prepared by Jay E. Folkeft
who tends the weather station at
Hope college. It was also wet, pre-

— Those hungry

arctic

or snowy owls, over 500 of which
have been reported to the conservation department so far, appar-

cipitationfalling 21 days.

The

ently are grabbing plenty of fancy
groceries in the state in the form
of field mice and rats— as well as
an occasionalrabbit, chicken or
crippled duck. Nearly all reports
indicate the birds are in good

H. Kamheut, commander of White Pigeon etate
police post, has been transfer
red to Grand Haven as post
8gt. Carl

flesh.

The owls, which find tasty tld» bits such as lemmings,mice and
ptarmiganin short supply in their

gan. The flight built up slowly
through November and reached a
climax in northern Michigan in
early December.

Largest concentrationshave
been noted in the Saginaw bayThumb area. However, the large
birds also have been prominent
all along the Lake Michigan
shore, especially in the Grand
Traverse bay region.
Reports received by the department on the Michigan invader
ahow many of them have been
shot. Taxidermistsare doing a
brisk business.Alfred J. Vos, Vassar taxidermist, advised he has
had up to 52 stuffing orders on
hand at one time and others have
received 15-20 owls from hunters.
Bulk of the owl reports' are
turned in by game workers, conservation officers, park rangers,
forestersand taxidermists. The
conservationdepartment’sgame
division still is interested in further reports from any source.
The divisionnow has record of at
least one snowy owl in each of 56
counties.

The 1949

flight started later,

Allegan County

horned

Repair All Kindt

Most adults cannot remember

We'll recover old roofs
like new . . . instqll new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt-

things that happened before they
were four or five.

ALWAYS BUYING

ly.

GEO.

SCRAP

MOOI

MATERIALS

ROOFING 00.
RUBEROID PRODUCTS

Louis Padnos

29 East 6th Street

IRON and METAL CO.

PHONE 3826

120 River Ave.

USED CARS

Mr. Car Owner

Come Over and See Our

The front end of your car and

Selection
the steering gear

is

one of the

RECONDITIONEDand
GUARANTEED

most important parts of your
car and one of the most abused

LINCOLN AVE.
GARAGE

and neglected
Did you ever stop to think that
a

life,

possiblyyour own, might

881 Lincoln Av*. . Phone 9210

depend on the conditionof
your steering gear.

11.5

comments,

Navy Seeking

Waverly

and correct

it if necessary.

(From TueedBy'eSentinel)
P. J. Datema of Grand
Plans for a skating party for
Rapids and Mrs. Henry Assink
the district were made at the regspent Monday with their cousin,
ular meeting of the Waverly
Mrs. Henry T. Engelsman.
Activity club held recently :n the
Clyde Geerlings, director of
school. The skating party is to be

any

FRIEND

ENGINE TUNE-UP

ation of repairs needed and

OTTAWA AUTO SALES

DECKER

12-14

CHEVROLET, INC.

W. 7th

DODGE

Service Dept.—-Phone 2386

Ave.

Geo. Mlnnema, owner

Waehlngton

8q.

Phone 7634

You’ll got quick sorvicohorol

approximatecost.

221 River

FLOWERS

WINTER LUBRICATION
and a thorough

Holland, Mich.

DODGE

8t
•

Job

Phone 66578

Starting

Rated

TRUCKS

Monday, January
Show Rooms

16th, Our

Will Bt

PIVmOUTH
-

OPEN UNTIL 9
EVERY

P.M.

MONDAY

Used Car Lot Open
Every Night

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
With Sura IneuranM

150

EAST 8TH

8T.

Phone 6422

Army Air Force

in

ArtsM

AUTO

71mm 7111

—

71*1

—

FOR BEST RESULTS

Ufl

USE

Hit
HOUSE Of StPVfOe'

Modtrn. Bottled Gas
for

POULTRY BROODING
Pb.2465*CNIipit

ftfa.

LEANED

VANDENBERG
SHELLANE

ROBERT VI88CHER

ROBERT BEUKEMA

college, is in

M-21 Between Hollsnd-ZeelsnB

have returned from

evening in the school. Ronald feature number on the winter conWeller, president, was in charge. cert program of the Muskegon
Pans were made for a hay ride Heights high school band. The
party to be held on Jan. 27. Each concert will be presented tonight
member is asked to bring his owm and Wednesday night at Muskewieners and buns. Following the gon Heights.
business meeting games were
played. Those present were John
Veldman, Glen Hamstra, Teddy Boyce Distributing
Hamstra, Freddie Borgman, Eddie State Aid (or Schools
Zuidema,Dohald Bronkema, Warren and Kenneth Fought, Ronald
Allegan (Special)— State aid
Weller, Roger and Calvin Zuki- totaling$206,578 is being distribema, Junior and Dwayne Tuber- uted among Allegan county school
gan, Jimmy Plaggemars, Bobby difttricts,Treasurer James Boyce
Coding, John Bos, Carol Hozema, announced.
Shirley and Margery and Ross
Sums for the larger districts inFockler, Bob and Ernest De Jong, clude: Allegan, $25,365; Hopkins,
Gordon Hoek, Leon De Visser, $7,985; Martin, $11,395; Otsego,
Bob Bolte and Neal Zuidema.
$40,276; Plainwell, $18,215; SaugA plastic demonstrationwill be atuck, $1,277; Wayland, $22,100;
held at the regular meeting of Maplewood. $4,329; Hamilton,
the Waverly Activity club to be $3,083; and FennviUe, $8,991.
held Friday evening, Feb. 3, in
the school Friends are invited.

Can

STANDARD
Washing

OIL

PRODUCTS

—

Greasing

Simonizing
M-21 and Waverly Road
Phones 66360 and 67221

ed.

An automatic machine now can
remove coal from seams and place
it In mine cars.

COMPLETE

MOTOR TUNE-UP
Cara Called For and Delivered

Now’* the time

H.&B.

»

Rooms

St

—

WARM

FRIEND

50

GENERAL CONTRACTING
ENGINEERING

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
West
Bt Phone
3th

COMMERCIAL

4S11

*

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION
86 Eeet 6th

8t

Phono

22S4

m

Holland, Mldw

4

MOM!

AND MAKE SURE
IT'S

‘

Maple Grove Milk
9 East 10th

Maple Grove Dairy
PHONE

St.

PHONE
2326

2937

WONT GO WRONG

YON

with

Visitors From

SHELLANE
lTHE

public relations at

Muskegon Naval recruiting office has increased its quota for
volunteers in the U. S. Navy, according to RecruiterHarold F.
Bickel.
The office 1% located In the Fed
eral building at Muskegon and is
open in the Holland post office
buildingeach Friday afternoon
from noon until 3 p.m.
Ratings have been open for men
with previousnaval service. A
special effort is being made to attract high school graduates, Bick-

Chicago
Grand Rapids, and has been ac- where they attended the funeral
cepted. She expects to take basic of Mrs. Brink’s mother, Mrs. K.
training in Texas.
Wezeman, on Monday afternoon.
A regular meeting of the WavConnie Lou Norlin will give a
erly 4-H club was held last Friday baton-twirling
exhibitionas a

Cousins Party Honors

177 Colley.

and

MERCURY MADE

Your Bulck-Pontlgo Dealer

STATE FARM INSURANOI CO’s.
BEN VAN LENTE, Agent

Reconditioned

Guaranteed Used

ELZINGA A V0LKERS, Uc.

WARM

with a report and recommend-

FRED’S GAR LOT

PETER

OCCASION

together

Hope

28 W.

All officersand directors were
re-elected at the annual atockholders meeting this week In
Peoples State bank.
Officers are George Tinholt,
president; Jay H. Den Herder,
vice president;Clarence Jalving,
executive vice president and cashier; ClarenceKlaasen and L. C.
Dalman, assistantvice presidents.
Directors are Tinholt, Den Herder, Jalving, John W. De Vries,
Jay H. Petter, Martin Oudemool
and Chester Van Tongeren.
Deposits remained about the
same as last year in the neighbor
hood of $9,700,000,It was report

Saloo

HUDSON DEALER
9th Street Phone 7B48

TAVERN

Drfvt in for a compftfo

back to you

alumni and

Officers Re-Elected

HAD'S

car.

deliver

Mrs.

held Saturday evening, Jan. 28, at

Haan Motor

Peoples State Bank

i

same guarantee as a new

will call for your car and

Makes

HMRISOrS

our recommendationswill carry

we

All

’tw

for

Drive in for a free check up or

COMPLETE SERVICE

OH

front end corrected by us to

the

R0AD

service

Chicago where
IE-I00F YOUR ROBE
North Shore Community club. A
he will help to reorganize a Hope
SUPER SERVICE
pot luck lunch will be served.
alumni chapter. Paul Gebhard of
Roluii Ream
Don Hartgerlnk — Harm Blok
Mrs. Fred Borgman, president,
Oak Park and John Mulder of
126
W.
Bth
Phono
7777
was in charge of the meeting. Chicago will assist. On Thursday
Phones 9051
Eve. 66734
Games were in charge of Mrs. evening, a meeting of Chicago el said.
William Honnold and Mrs. Reka alumni is scheduled. Dr. and Mrs.
As in other branchea of the
Hamstra with prizes going to Irwin J. Lubbers and Mrs. Geer- armed forces, the Navy has inMrs. Huldah Roach and Mrs. D. lings will join Mr. Geerlingsat stituted new standard intelligence
was in Lansing during the week- Essenburg. Refreshmentswere the meeting.
tests for recruits.
Mrs. John Graft, 45 Lakewood
end attending meetings of the served by Mrs. Lester Walker
The Navy department also anmOUR BEST MOTOR
board of the Michigan State and Mrs. Neil Zuidema. Those Blvd., assisted by Mrs. Martin nounces applicationsfor commlsMedical Assistants’ society. Mrs. present were Mrs. Borgman, Mrs. Baretnan, entertained Thursday missions as ensigns in the line
Elenbaas is chairman of the mem- Honnold, Mrs. Hamstra, Mrs. for mothers of pupils taught by corps are now being acceptedin
“!• .........
bership committee.
Roach, Mrs. Essenburg,Mrs. Ed Gerald Elenbaas at Beech wood Michigan, according to Lt. Nancy
The board considered an invita- Zuidema, Mrs. John Bronkema, school. Twelve mothers attended. H. Bach, in charge of WAVE reRandall French has arrived cruiting.
tion from the Michigan Post Mrs. Leonard Fought, Mrs. WalTo qualify,women must be beGraduates’ Clinical Institute to ker, Mrs. Neil Zuidema, Mrs. from Venice, Fla., to spend several
tween the ages of 21 and 25, gradjoin in sessionsMarch 8-10 in De- Jake Zuidema, Mrs. D. Steinfort, days in Holland.
SUPER SERVICE
Miss Lucille Kooyers,548 Col- uates of accredited colleges or
Mrs. Garry De Jong, Mrs. Fred
troit.
The assistants’ group selected Rozema, Mrs. D. Dams, Mrs. John lege Ave., and Miss Goldie Hoeve, universities and citizens of the
Michigan Avonuo and nth it
Wednesday, March 8, as the day Derks, Mrs. William Dekker, Mrs. 388 West 17th St., are spending United States.
Applications must be filed with
offering lectures of particular in- William Fockler, Mrs. Claud a two-week vacation at Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Naval Officer Procurement,room
terest to their group.
Lough and Mrs. Neil Meyer.
Mrs. Hazle Houser, 231 Pine 415, New Federal building, DdAdvance plans also were made ' Recent dinner guests at the
Ave., returned Sunday from
troil
for the 1950 convention in Detroit. home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Arrange that epee! a! bust
three-week vacation in Pennsyl
Dekker were Harry Brook, Sr., vania. She visitedher mother in
neat appointmentat The
Miss ChristineBroek, Mr. and Cunningham and her son and his Nile* Charter Debate
lor Koldon Alroondltlonod
Well Rig Repossession
Mrs. Alex Dekker and son, Lloyd. family in Pottstown.
with only nationallyadvert
Scheduled Wednesday
Used beverage* Open for
Suit Opens in Allegan
A family pot luck dinner of the
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin G. Stegyour convenience from 11100
Derks family was held on Jan. 2 ink. 235 West 17th St., will celeNiles— With interest running
Allegan (Special 1 — A $5,000 at the town hall. After the dinner
A.M. until midnight.
brate their 25th wedding anniver- high on the charter revision quesdamage suit based on sale and games were played. Those present
sary Friday with open house in tion which will be voted on Jan.
re-possessionof a water well rig were Mrs. Minnie Derks, Mr. and
the evening for friends and rela- 24, a public debate will be held
was begun in circuit court by Mrs. William Staal and son, Mr.
Wednesday night in Niles high
Henry Baker, Ganges, versus and Mrs. George Derks and chil- tives.
Sandwich-Soda Bar
Holland Stamp club members school auditoriumunder sponsorJohn Sutter, of Casco.
dren of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs.
889 River Ave.
Baker charges he had purchas- Albert Derks and children of Oak will celebrate their first anniver- ship of the Niles Chamber of
sary at a meeting Monday at 7:30 Commerce.
PHONI 7997
ed the rig on an agreement which
Glen, 111., Mr. and Mrs. John
Debaters will be two Niles atprovided payments as his well- Derks and children,Mr. and Mrs. p.m. in Bosman’s tailor shop.
Plans will be made for a stamp torneys, Harold F. Klute and
digging jobs were paid. He said
Gerrit Bruisema and children,Mr. exhibit. Refreshment!will be
George S. Keller.
Sutter re-possessed it while he
and Mrs. Julius Deur and children, served.
Philip A. Hadsell wiU serve as
was halted for lack of pipe.
JOHN
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Riemink, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Nieusma moderator.
Sutter has filed an answer setand children, and Mr. and Mrs. and four children of Tarpon
ting forth the purchase agreement
Don Derks and children, all of Springs, Fla., arrived in Holland
in a different light, and declared
this week-end for a visit with his
Jutch-Kraft
Baker had stopped work because Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dekker parents.Mr. and Mrs. Dick Nieu
he lacked capital to buy pipe.
and
family spent last week Sun- sma, 602 PleasantAve. The visiWon-Kole
John and Theda Bowie, Glenn,
have filed against Kenneth and day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. tors plan to move to or near
You'll cover drab
LaVerne Gray, Augusta, for $3,- George Veldors in Grand Rapids. Grand Haven where Nieusma is
. wallpaper with
000 damages over purchaseof a On New Years Day Mr. and Mrs. the newly-appointedundersheriff
fresh paetelol
Dekker
and
family
attended
the
for Ottawa county. He will take
general store they purchasedfrom
COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
the Grays. They charge some of Dekker Reunion at the home of over the office in 90 days and
will spend the interim in clerical
the equipment was not unable, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Dicker.
IN ONE COAT— Dry In I Houre
Miss Delores Weller, daughter work to help get acquainted with
and the stock not worth the reof Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Weller, his duties.
presented cost.
recently took the exams for the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brink
INDUSTRIAL

FLOWERS

A

iWS
vyyv

New Recruits

Personals

. (From Tuesday’!Sentinel)

Women's

Let us check your front end

because of long experience in roof
application— to give the utmost in
roof wear and performance. *
The company Is expert in applying asphalt and asbestos shingles
— also tile and slate roofs, built up
asphalt, tar and gravel and canvas decks.
Tired of painting? The roofing
firm also applies Insulated brick
and asbestos siding. The company
has a large stock of all kinds and
color blends in shingles and roll
roofings,aluminum sheets and asbestos board.

Extensive exterior and Interior best to Holland customers, Har
•
Improvements are nearing com- risen
The station interior will be completion at HarrisonSuper Service
station, 677 Michigan1 Ave. Ray pleted by April 1. The station has
Harrison owns and operates the two twin-post hoists that are
station which, upon completion, flush with the floor. There are no
will be one of the largest and posts in the center of the room
best Sunoco stations In Western and the inside has glass partiMichigan.Sunoco products have tions. The doors are of special debeen accepted in Holland to such sign. The heating unit is also a
one.
an extent that a larger and bet- specially-built
Exide batteries, seat covers,
ter-equipped station was needed
to take care of the trade, ac- Firestone tires and polishes, Sunoco Mercury Made and Dynalube
cording to Harrison.
The George Mooi Roofing Co
The finishing touches on the oils arc among the products sold has served this community for
outside of the building will be at the station. Sunoco gasoline is more than 40 years and when you
completed this spring. It will be of high quality which gives good call, it will be glad to give you an
of white Erie enamel porcelain mileage at three cents less than estimate of cost, free of charge.
with blue above the office.The premium gasoline, according to
station canopy also 'will be of Harrison.
The station is operated on a 24
white.
Sunoco Is proud to offer the hour basis.

Baker, Otsego,
inches in 1945.
Esther Jane Packard, Plainwell;
Precipitationtotaled 4.86 inches
Emil George Kupress and Helen
in 1949, 2.88 inches in 1948, 2.53
Arlene Carpenter,Wayland.
inches in 1947, 2.7 inches in 1946
and 1.75 Inches in 1945. It fell on
department biologistCharles T. 21 days in 1949, 13 in 1948, 10 in
Black points out, but already has 1947, 16 in 1946 and 16 in 1945.
lasted longer than the one in
Snowfall totaled 7.6 inches in
1945. The 1945 total reportedto 1949, 8.9 inches in 1948, 9.8
the departmentshowed 1,500 owls, inches in 1947, 12.3 Inches in 1946
900 of which were shot. The rem- and 14.5 inches in 1945.
nants of the 1949-50 flight will
continue foraging for food until
spring. The few then remaining Medical Assistants’
alive are expected to return to
Board Meets in Lansing
their Arctic homes.
The snowy owl differs from the
Mrs. Jack Elenbaas, local nurse,
several
respects.The snow species is larger, predominately white in color,
has no ear tufts or "horns,” flies
a lot during the daytime, inhabits
marshes and open farm country,
and usually is unafraid. They seldom come in contact with man in
their northernhomeland.

Of Leaky Roofs!
.

62, compared

1947, .5 inch in 1946 and

Raymond Alfred

common Michigan great
and barred varieties in

Wt

Maximum was

with 56 in 1948, 54 in 1947, 62 in
Verne C. Dagen, new assistant
1946 and 57 in 1945. Average maxcommander of the sixth district
imum was 40.1 compared with 38
at Rockford. Kamhout joined
in 1948, 36.6 in 1947. 40.9 in 1946
the force in 1929, was promoted
and 34.9 in 1945. Average minto corporal In 1940 and became
imum
was 26.8 in 1949, 23.7 in
a sergeant In 1942. He took
1948, 24.1 in 1947, 25.5 in 1946
command of the White Pigeon
and 17.1 in 1945.
post June 20, 1944. Before that
Departure of temperaturefrom
he served at Keego Harbor,
normal was 4.2 degrees higher in
East Lansing, Bay City, West
Branch, Jonesville,Reed City
1949, 1.6 higher in 1948, 1.2 higher
and Clinton.
in 1947, 4 higher in 1946 and 2.8
degrees lower in 1945.
There were two days of glaze in
Marriage Licenses
1949, none in 1948, two in 1947,
Ottawa County
one in 1946 and none in 1945.
Cornelius Dykema and Joanne
Greatest depth of snow on the
Fay Kolenbrander,both of Hol- ground was three inches in 1949,
land.
three inches in 1948. 3.5 inches in

James Miedema, 18, of 230 West
Eighth St., paid a $10 fine In
municipalcourt Saturday morning and Dolores Weller, 18, of 069
Gordon Ave., paid $5 for a similar offense. John R. Riemertaa
paid a $1 parking fine.

—

average temperature for

the month was 33.4 degrees, compared with 30.8 in 1948, 30.5 in
1947, 33.2 in 1946 and 26.4 in 1945.
The minimum was 16 degrees,
which was 32 degrees above the
-16 registered in 1945. The minimum was 7 in 1948, 12 in 1947
and 11 in 1946.

commander,replacingLt.

native Canadian tundra about
every four years, have passed the
migration peak in southern Michi-

^

other

On Mice, Rats and

Lansing

i

Part of

For Holland City

By Arctic Owls

—

(Special)

Home

Sheriff* officers are Investigating
a break-ln at Nunica tavern Saturday morning in which a 300“In olden days, anything to shed pound safe containing about $425
raki or water was a roof, but with in cash and chocks is missing.
modem building methods,a good Sheriff .ferry Vanderbeek said
roof is important."This is the the building waa entered through
•b'tement made by the George a south corner window. A lock
Mooi Roofing Co., which has for waa pried off the storage room
its slogan, "We Keep Holland door. Change in the cash register
and another bag of money were
Dry."
Residence roofs are made steep untouched.The tavern is owned
or flat to fit design and use. and operated by Harry Stevens.
Whatever type of roof is needed Because of freezing weather,
to suit building construction, the good tire tracks were left Footprints also were found.
George Mooi Roofing Co. is able

Month

But Wet

in State

Speeders Fined

Iowa

LENNOX

DUTCH

Ask Any User.

M!LL

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kuyera

CATERING

Emma entertained
a group of cousins at their home
Satuiday evening. The event was
in honor of Mrs. Herman Oldenkamp and son, Harold, of Hull,
Iowa, and Mr. And Mrs. Andrew
Sipma of Perkins Iowa.
Forty one were present at the
and Alice and

gathering. Refreshmentswere
served by the hostess
Invited were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bekins and family of Ottawa Station, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kuyers
and family of Jenison, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Kuyers and family of
Zeeland and Mr and Mrs. Paul
Kuyers and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Bruins and family,Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Van .Doomick and
daughter and Miss Alice Spykerman. all of Holland.

SERVICE

•ANQUITB
LUNCHEONS
WEDDINQB

.

BRIDI PARTIES
Lennox
Gas Conversion

BURNER

HARRY HOOP
H

EATING

116 East 14th 8L

HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 8147

BIRTtf^

INDUSTRIAL DINNERS
BUSINESS MEETINGS

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT
• West $th

Bt

V

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Phono 15V

384

Holland, Mlehi

Buy Lennox —• You Buy Quality
-

CENTRAL

AVE.
—
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PHONE
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—
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Engaged

Albion Five Nips

Ottawa County

Saugatuck

Real Estate
Hope Dutchmen

Holland Reserves

Transfers
In Crucial
•

•

Anthony M. Wolf and wf. to
FrederickF. Richardsonand wf.
SW1 SWi NEi 21-7-15 Twp. Rob-

Game

Locak Mist Shots

•

Minute

inson.

Daring Second Half;
Jacobson High Scorer

Albion bumped Hope coUege out
of a two-way tie with Kalamazoo
for the MIAA league basketball
leadership Tuesday night.

.The Britons nicked the Dutch
50-56 in a heart-breaking finish
far local fans at Kresge gym in
Albion.
Thus, the pressure is on Hope in
the Kazoo-Hope game at the Armory Saturday night. The Dutch,
by beating the Hornets, could
move back into a tie for the lead.

w
Min

Marjorie Joyce Zylstra

Saugatuck Trips

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
At the annual meeting of the
stock holders ot the Fruit Growers State Bank, the following directors were elected: George Hoy,
Ira Koning, L. A. Brady, Harold
In Final
Van Syckle and Leon Shephard.
George Hoy is president; Ira KonMany Saugatuck high school
ing, vice president; L. R. Brady,
executivevice president;Henry basketball fan# would be satisfied
Till, cashier, and Charles Gilman,
if the season ended today.

Eugene E. Hubbard and wf. to
Nelson J. Coeling and wf. Pt.
NWi 20-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Peter Elzinga e\ al to Elzinga
and Volkers, Inc., Pt Lots 2, 3
Blk 25 City of Holland.
Fred C. McCrea and wf. to Robert G. Lucking and wf. Pt. Lots

assistant cashier.

At a meeting of the common'

33 and 35, and 34 East Highland

Park Sub. No. 1 Grand Haven.
John Edward McGlone et al to
George M. McGlone Lot 31 Summerland Park Twp. Spring Lake.
Sam Carini and wf. to Walter
Jones and wf. Pt. SE1 23-6-16
Twpt Port Sheldon.
Herman Arnoldink and wf. to
Jay Van Nuil and wf. Pt. SWi
NWi 31-5-15 Twp. Holland.
John Franzburg to John Sloothaak and wf. Lot 81 Slagh’s Add.

stock holders of the Ox Bow Summer School of Painting, the board
of directors was re-elected to
serve one year. They are Arthur
F. Dean, head of the department
of architecture,Universityof
Pennsylvania; Dr. Michael L. Mason professor of surgery, Northwestern University and surgeon
at Passevant hospital, Chicago;
Elsa Ulbricht, instructor in art,
SJate Teachers college, Milwaukee; Pearl M. Hart, attorneyat
law, Chicago and Yvonne L. D.
Pryor, president of the Art Institute Alumni association,Chicago.
Community hospital notes: Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Slater announce the birth of a son, Sunday
at the Community hospital. Mrs.
William Coxford is a patient in
the hospital Milton Weed Jr. of
Ganges' has been dismissed from

Their team has done wondert
so far this year. They beat arch
rival Fenhville 57-50. last Friday
night and then pulled another one
Tuesday night by defeatingthe
Holland high reserves 48-46 in as
thrillinga finish as you’d ever
want to see. The games were
played at Saugatuck.

Holland salvaged some consolation in the two games Tuesday
night when the local ninth graders defeatedthe undersized Saugetuck seventh, eighth ard ninth
graders by a whooping 48-6 tally.

\

Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Zylstra
Coach Russ DeVette’s Dutch- of North Blendon announce the
men can credit their loss to ‘‘miss- engagement of their daughter,
ed shots” during the second half, Marjorie Joyce, to Raymond RyzHowever, the main event was
local players missed at least six enga, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
the game that brought joy to InRyzenga, route 5, Holland.
“dog” shots under the basket
dian fans. They watched their
Hope made just 15.9 per cent of
team trail for three and almost
their field goal tries during that
Holland.
four quarters— then pull the game
Mrs. Moeller,Sen. Martin, Mr*. Timmer and Mra. Bishop
second 20 minutes.
Albert D. Marlink and wf. to
out of the bag with a sizzling last
Paced by Jerry Jacobson’s 12
Henry J. Scholten and wf. Lots
two-minute attack.
points, the Dutchmen romped
11, 12 Sunset Heights twp.
The local reserves were ahead
was Mrs. Gerrit Lampen.
the hospital.
ahead 31-26 as the horn sounded
Georgetown.
Mrs. Alice Voorhorstsubmitted Officersfor the Chamber of 11-8 at the end of the first quartime for intermission.In those
Harvey Vander Laan and wf.
to surgery in the Holland hos- Commerce for the coming year ter and boosted the difference to
Miss Hilda Ruth Veenhoven, to Louis Grasman and wf. Pt.
first 20 minutes, Big Moose Holpital last week Tuesday morning. are: president,William Sorensen; 25-12 at the hall. During those
werda counted three field goals daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lot 37 Ohlman’s Plat No 1 Village
Francis Nykerk submitted to vice president, Ralph Krueger; first 16 minutes, the Indians were
and two charity throws for eight Veenhoven,route 2, and Herman of Hudsonville.
surgery in the Holland hospital treasurer, Robert Rogers; secre- having trouble finding the hoop
‘The Importanceof Adults in a
points and Bud VandeWegemade
William Modders and wf. to
last week Friday.
tary, the Rev. Charles Hedelund; with their long shots and foul
F. Onken, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
five points. The Dutch were
Cornelius Maring and wf. Pt. Lot Youth Program” was emphasized
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Der Slik councilor, Frank F. Paul; chair- shots. They were off.
Herman
Onken
of
Fermville,
were
playing good balL
60 Vanden Bosch's Sub. City of by Sen. John B. Martin, Jr., in his
Holland continued to pace scorand Jean from Zeeland visited man of entertainmentcommittee,
Hope lagged for about six min- married Saturday at the New Holland.
ing
34-25 at the end of the third
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Lampen
last
L.
L.
Junkerman
talk Monday night to members of
utes in the third quarter and Al- Apostolic church of Holland.
Lyda Rauch to Gerrit Rauch
week Wednesday afternoon.
Supt. L. H. Waugh, Allen Grelle quarter and the locals were out
the
Holland
Council
of
Camp
Fire
bion pulled ahead 39-38. From
The Rev. John Heidema read and wf. Pt. NEI SWi and pt.
Mrs. Gertie Redder and Helena and Mike Kenny attended t)ie re- front at the automatic timeout
then on, the Britons led the rest the double ring ceremony at 5 NWI SE1 18-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Girls.
from Zeeland and Maggie Lam- cent basketball game at Western 41-33, with three minutes left in
Polio
Drive
pjn. Candelabra, palms, ferns and
of the way.
More than 100 council members,
pen from Overisel were dinner college,Kalamazoo.
the game.
James DeVries et al to LawAlthough the locals were press- bouquetsof white pompons deco- rence Lemmon and wf. Lot 42 Es- Camp Fire leaders, board memand supper guests in the home of
Miss Louise Crawford has gone
Then it started, Saugatuck
ing in dose for shots, they missed rated the altar. Sprays of pom- senburg Sub. No. 2 twp. Holland.
Allegan (Special)
County Mr. and Mrs. Sander Lankheet, to Miami, Fla., for a visit with pulled even and went ahead
bers and guests were present at
the mark by Inches on at least pons marked the pews.
friends.
representativesto work on the Sidney and Sharon, Sunday.
Lawrence Lemmon and wf. to
41-40 at the 1:55 minute mark.
those six occasions.Any two Miss Geraldine Walvoord, organ- Henry Prince Jr. and wf. Lot 42 the annual dinner meeting held in
V
Mrs. H. J. Hoffman left for
Mr. and Mrs. Garth Wilson cele- Holland knotted the count a few
March of Dimes campaign now in
ist, played prelude music and the Essenburg's Sub. No. 2 Twp. Hol- the Grace Episcopal church parish
would have meant victory.
Grand Rapids where she is visit- brated their tenth wedding anni- seconds later and the score stood
progress were named today by
Albion was ahead by seven wedding marches. Mrs. Chester land.
ing the Rev. and Mrs. Justin versary by giving ad inner for a at 44-44 with one minute to go.
hall.
Chairman Irving J. Tucker. With
points with two minutes left in Van Wieren, soloist, sang ‘‘BeRobert J. Kouw and wf. to RobForward Jim Wilson made a
Sen. Martin, who lives in Grand no definite goal except "all that Hoffman and family. From there group of friends at their home on
the game. The Dutch kept creep- cause,” “0 Promise Me” and 'The ert R. Homer and wf. Lots 10
she will go to Kalamazoo to visit Maple St.
foul shot and followed seconds
can
be
raised,”
Tucker
said
he
hopRapid
and
represents
Michigan’s
ing closer but couldn’t make up Lord's Prayer.”
Mr. and Mrs. Dato Tazelaar and
Mr. and Mrs. Ves Petill and son, later with a field goal. Guard Erand 11 Heneveld’s Plat No. 16
The bride’sgown of white satin Twp. Park.
17th senatorial district, discussed ed for at least more than $7,000 Bob. She plans to be gone two Dan, of Plainwell,were week-end vin Kasten made a free toss and
the difference.
to care fo the current polio cases,
weeks.
Vince Sigren, Albion's ace point was fashioned with a lac^ yoke,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles the count was 48-44 in favor of
Donald Vanderhill to Albert T. the two aspects of a youth promaker at center, made 12 points long sleeves, a full skirt and train. Wagner and wf. Lots 6 and 19 gram-leadershipand the pro- plus a reserve for emergencies The topic last week Tuesday Petill
the home team as fans went wild
during the coming year.
on six Add goals during that sec- Her finger-tipveil was held in Edgewood Sub. Twp Park.
evening for the Christian EndeavAt the annual meeting of the with excitement.
gram itself. No matter how good
His
workers
include:
Wayland,
place
by
an
orange
blossom
tiara.
ond half and added to his five
Hubert G. Knapp et al to Don- a program is, or how well it is Phil Reno, Richard Strong, R. J. or of the Reformed church was "I Congregational church, Mrs. L. H.
Tom Carey counted a field goal
during the first half, made his to- She carried a bouquet of red and ald Vanderhill Lots 5, 6, 19, 20
Believe in God the Father.” This Waugh was elected clerk for three for Holland and the time ran out
planned, without good leadership Steeby, Mrs. Harold Stehouwer,
white
roses.
Her
only
jewelry
was
was a consecrationmeeting.
tal 17 for the evening. It was Siyears; L. R. Brady, elected treas- a few seconds later.
Edgewood Sub. Twp. Park.
it will fail, the senator said.
Mrs. Mildred Smith and Mrs. Lois
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Neinhuis urer and Charles Gilman, assistgren’s next to last college game. a three-strandpearl necklace,
Donald Vanderhill to Hubert G.
Saugatuck had scored 15 point*
Any
program
for
youth
needs
Wilson; Martin, C. N. Wicks, Algift of the groom.
He graduates next month.
Knapp and wf. Lots 5, 20 Edge- depth and continuity as well as bert Deal; Moline, Joe Haveman; and family of Holland were Sun- sistant treasurer for three years; to 3 for Holland in t/iree minutes.
Mrs.
Henry
Veenhoven.
as
matHis teammates Berry and Portday evening visitorsin the home deacons for three years, Miss Florwood Sub. Twp. Park.
Kasten was the scoring leader
a vital importanceto living, Mar- Dorr, Joe Bartz, Reindert Hoekof Mr. and Mrs. Frank Voorhorst. ence Sewers and Robert Crawer counted 13 apiece for nwner ron of honor, wore a gold taffor the Indians, with 15 points.
William
L.
Howard
and
wf.
to
tin said. He explained that each sema, and Mrs. Joe Graszyk;
feta
gown
and
carried
a
bouquet
up honors.
Frank E. Butts Lot 4 River View part of the program must have Hamilton, John Brink, Sr.; Fill- They also attended the evening ford; trustees for three years, Wilson had 14 and Marc Waugh
worship sendee in the Reformed William Watson and Chester HanJacobson’s 15 points were tops of talisman roses and white car- Sub. City of Grand Haven.
depth in itself, yet must be aim- more, Henry Boeve, Jr.; Overisel, church with them. The monthly sen; Raymond Graham for two made 12.
nations.Mrs. John Veenhoven,the
for Hope. VandeWege came next
William Mosher and wf. to Har- ed at a goal. Activities engaged George Koopman; Saugatuck,
Ron Bekius led Holland vith
mission offering was taken in the year term and Mrs. Don Devine
with 14 and Paul Muyskens fol- other bridal attendant, wore a old Tucker and wf. Lots 1, 2 Blk
12 followed by Tom Maentz with
blue taffeta gown anjd carried a
in
must
be
apparently
valuable Irving Pershing, L. H. Waugh; Sunday school in the Reformed for one year.
lowed with 13.
nine.
bouquet of pink roses and white 7 Scofieldand Vermyles Add. to the child, in relationship to Everett and Edward Bekken; church last Sunday.
The Saugatuck public library 'is
The Dutch connected14 out of
Ferrysburg.
Class D Saugaiuck has a seaso*
carnations. Both wore rose tiaras.
his way of life.
Douglas, Joe Volkers, Ed Thomas
George Brinks from Holland open Saturday afternoon from 2 to
18 times from the foul line and AlHenry Veenhoven attended the • Alice Samson to Harold Maat
The
important role of the adult and Gerald Bekken; Fennville, spent a few days last week in the to 5 p.m. A number of new bodes record of seven wins in eight
bion made seven out of 12.
groom as best man. John Veen- and wf. Lot 23 Country Club Es- leader was illustratedto the au- Coleman Davidson and Wayne home of Mr. and Mrs. Justin have been received at the library. starts.
Box score:
The prelim wasn't even close ai
hoven was groomsman. 'Both are tates Sub. Twp. Holland.
dience through the speaker’s own Woodby; Pullman, Mrs. William Brink and Jan’is.
On Monday evening Jan. 16,
Hop* (56)
John Terpstra and wf. to Jer- experiences in several youth pro- Wesby.
Holland scored at will to win the
brothers of the bride. Ushers were
The Girl's League of the Re- was the annual dinner for the
FG FT TP Edwin Redder, brother-in-law of rian Van Dellen and wf. Pt. SEi
grams. In discussing requisitesof
Glenn, Wallace Peck; Otsego, formed church met last week Camp Fire Girls and counselors easy 48-6 decision.The locals were
14
Vande Wege, f ___ ____ 6
2
the bride, and Onke Onken, SEi 21-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
good leaders, he said that a vital John Holt, Maynard Brown, F. J. Wednesday evening. Ruth Krone- of Saugatuck and Douglas at the head and shoulders taller than
Jacobson, f _____ __ 7
15
1
Sebie A. Wiersma and wf. to interest and a sincere belief in the Bragg; Plainwell,Harold Lent, C. meyer, president, presided at the
brother of the groom.
American Legibn hall. Dinner was the little fellows wearing the
7
13
Muyskens, e __ __ 3
A reception for 60 guests was LaVerne L. Shannon and wf. Pt. program is necessary. A leader W. Lubbers, Frank Oviatt and Ar- business meeting. The meeting served at 7 pm. by the auxttiaiy. orange and black.
Yonker, g _________________ 1
3
1
Coach Bob Stupka, substituting 4
held at the Homestead. Out-of- WJ SWi 25-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge. must also have time and lots of thur Jackson; Hopkins, L. P. was in charge of Miss Kronemeyer The girls sang their Camp Fire
Hohverda,g
_______ 4
3 11 town guests were present from
Arthur E. VanDen Brink and patience, to be able to show young Reno, Ted Nicholai, and Gaylord and Dorothy Immink and their songs and planned a dinner for for Carrol Noriin, used his entire
Marema, ....
..... 0
0
0 Fennville, Chicago and Hartford. wf. to Mark McCarthy and wf.
12-man squad. Each man played
Hlnga,
—
..... 0
0
0 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Veen were Lot 3 Troost’s Sub. Twp. Holland. people how to do things, he said. Caszatt; Allegan, Frank Peck, subject was "Making Christian- mothers and sponsors, next month. at least one quarter.
ity
Fun.”
Every
leader
must
have
an
obArthur
Kaechele
and
EM
Cannan.
Van Regenmorter,g 0
0
0 master and misteress of ceremony
Holland led 18-1 at the end of
The Girl’s 4-H club of Sandy
jective-developing
the child into
and Mr. and Mrs. Simon Piersma
the first canto and 23-2 at the
View school met in the home of
what he must someday be. The
21 14 56 arranged the gifts.
half. The locals made it 48-2 at
Delores Ramaker last week Monobjectivemust include the building
The couple left on a southern
the start of the fourth quarter
day evening.
of
character
and
attitudes
in
Albioa (59)
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
wedding trip, the bride wearing a
and breezed home.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Justin Brink and
which
the
leader
himself
believes,
FG FT TP green dress, grey coat and black
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hop from
(From Wednesday’sSentinel) Jarvis entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Kempker had 11 for HolBerry,
.... 6
13 accessories.They will be at home Zeeland were visitorsWednesday Martin concluded.
1
The Mission Circle of the Re- Lester Kleinheksel and family
land. Dave Bos and Dean VanderMrs.
Orlie
Bishop,
council
presiSigren, « ___ ______ 8
17 after Jan. 29 at Fennville.
1
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. CorWal each counted eight for the
dent introduced the speaker and formed church met last week and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Folkert
Allen, f .... _____ 2
5
1
The bride has been employed neal Vereeke.
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Earl and family last week Wednesday
Kalamazoo college,racking up locals.
his
wife,
who
also
attended
the
Pinkney, e ------- 0
0
0 at the Holland Furnace Co. office.
On Saturday afternoon Mr. and
Gunneman presided at the busi- evening. The Men’s society of the its fourth straight conference vicMohl, g _________
_ 1
3 The groom is a fruit grower in Mrs. Cy Huyser and family had as event. Mrs. Bishop presided ness meeting. Devotionswere in
1
ChristianReformed church met tory, took over sole possession of
Frost, g -------------- - 0
0
0 Fennville.
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Bert throughoutthe program and busi- charge of Mrs. Lester KleinhekMonday
evening. The public pro- the MIAA basketball lead today.
ness
session.
Eggleston, g ---- 2
1
5
Hollander of Kalamazoo.
sel. A solo was sung by Mrs. Mar- gram they were to present Jan. 26
The Hornets whipped Alma 62Other program features includ(Ft'om Wednesday'* Sentinel)
little, g ------- 1
3
Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers,
1
ion Klaaren, accompaniedby Mrs. has been postponed.
50, while Hope bowed to Albion
Longfellow
PTA
Speaker
ed
group
singing
led
by
Mrs.
Keith
The Holland Dancing club will
Porter,
___ ____ __ 6
1 13
Bonnie Lou and Marcia Gail of
Gerold Immink. The annual re59-56. Hillsdale ' nudged Adrian have a canape party at 8:45 p.m.
Clark, g _ ___ _ 0
0
0 Airs Reading Problems
Borculo spent Friday evening Soderberg and a talk on "Discov- ports were read by the secretary
49-46 in the other MIAA game and a dance at 9:30 p.m. Saturwith Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bow- ery Unlimited," Camp Fire birth- and treasurer.Mrs. Harold Krone- Mrs. Rena Steenwyk
Tuesday night.
day in the Tulip room of the
59
Miss Esther Rupright, consult- man and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred day project, by Sally Damson, lo- meyer had a perfect attendance
Kalamazoo held the Scots with- Warm Friend Tavern, club ofcal
Camp
Fire
girl. Several numDies
at
Beaverdam
Bowmen
to
celebrate
the
birthday
ant in reading and testing in the
record for this past year. The
out a basket for the first 13 min- ficers announced today.
their mother, Mrs. H. Bow- bers were sung by the Horizon afternoon leaders were Mrs. JerMaplewood Girls League public schools at Battle Creek, of
Zeeland
(Special)— Mrs. Rena utes last night and Alma never
sextet,
including
Joyce
Kobes,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Buter, 69 East
man.
spoke Tuesday night at the Longrdld Kleinheksel and Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen Irene Tubergan, Phyllis De Kleinheksel. Their topic was "Mi- Steenwyk, 84, widow of Bene came closer than four points in 16th St., left Saturday for a sixMeets at Housinga Home
fellow PTA meeting.
week vacation in Sarasota, Fla.
In discussing her subject, attended the brothers and sisters Wcerd, Cleone Van Langen, Pat grants”. A short playlet "A Mis- Steenwyk, died Sunday night at the second half.
Tom Wilson’s 21 points led Mrs. Walter Adamaitis, 310
Maplewood Girls league met "Reading Problems of School party at the home of Mr. and Brinkman and Hope Beyer. Mur- sion on Wheels" was presentedby her home in Beaverdam.
Survivingare two sons, Lewis Kalamazoo. Bill Healey and Roy Washington Blvd., has returned
Tuesday evening at the home of Children,” Miss Rupright pointed Mrs. Jake Zuidema on Friday iel Elzinga accompanied.
Mrs. Stanley Wolters and Mrs.
During the business session, Jay Rigterink. The closing prayer B. and John ot Byron Center; Clark were Alma’s top scorers from Hartford, Conn., where she
Ann* Mae Housinga,559 College out reading difficulties being con- night in Holland.
attended the funeral of a nephew,
AVt. Topic for the evening was fronted by some school pupils and The quartet from the local Re- Mrs. Bishop introduced new mem- was offered by Mrs. Gunneman. three daughters, Mrs. Ralph Kerk- with eight each.
Hillsdale and Adrian put on a Jack Lynch, who died Jan. 7. The
stra of Byron Center and Mrs.
“Annville, Kentucky.”
bers
and
officers of the council.
formed
church
provided
music
for
The
Ladies
Aid
of
the
Christwhat is being done by schools to
Devositionswere led by Miss correct the situation. She said 75 the congregationof the Haarlem She also presented Mrs. Albert H. ian Reformed church met Thurs- John Wittingenand Mrs. Otto loosely-playedbut exciting exhibi- deceased’s mother, Mrs. John T.
Timmer, local Camp Fire execu- day afternoon. The Rev. Henry Kerkstra of Beaverdam; a daugh- tion, with the Bulldogs missing Lynch, lives with Mr. and Mrs.
Housinga.The evening was spent per cent of the children who have church.
making baby dothes for missions. difficulty reading are boys.
Mr. and Mrs. Sietze Baron of tive, who spoke briefly. Mrs. Roy Verduin was in charge of devo- ter-in-law,Mrs. Nick B. Steen- two free throw attempts in the Adamaitis.
final five seconds which would
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Everett,
In an election of officers, Lois
Miss Rupright said, "Reading is Holland called on Mrs. C. Bekins Moeller, president of the Holland tions and the Bible discussion. wyk of Beaverdam; 38 grandchilJIpping was named president; really getting thought from a and Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver- Leaders association, was also a Others taking part were Mrs. dren; 30 great grandchildren, and have sent the game into overtime. 274 College Ave., left today to
special guest.
The lead see-sawed frequently spend the remainderof the winter
Elaine Van Voorst, vice president; printed symbol and it is necessary eeke.
Henry Lam pen and Mrs. Ed a brother and sister, both of the
with Tom Gilman’s 17 points for at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Beverly Boeve, secretary,and Su- for a child to be familiar with an
The Rev. James Waycr of HolSchreur. The business meeting Netherlands.
W. R. Stevenson, 331 River
Adrian keeping his team in the
sane Grotenhuls, treasurer. Mrs. object before th% child can recog- land conducted services in the ReGeorge I, king of England for was in charge of Mrs. Verduin.
Ave., is confined to his home with
formed church Sunday. He was three years, could neither speak The closing prayer was offered by
Joe Vande Wege is sponsor.
Some varietiesof tropicaltrees game.
nize the word readily.”
a severe cold. For the first time
MIAA Standings:
Refreshments were served by
Major causes of reading diffi- a dinner guest at the L. De Vries nor write the English language. Mrs. Schreur. The social hostess have no annual rings.
home.
the hostess.
L Pet. in more than 50 years he was abculty were pointed out by Miss
Eleanor Jean, infant daughter
Kalamazoo ...............
«... 4 0 1.000 sent Tuesday night from Grace
Rupright as social maladjustment,
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Huyser,
Hope
......................... 3
1 .750 church annual meeting. He is the
vision difficulties and emotional
Former Holland Man
was baptized at the afternoon serAlma
...........
2 2 .500 parish treasurer.
problems. She said the home can
vice Sunday. Beatrice Zoet and
George A. Pelgrim returned late
Hillsdale ........................2 2 .500
Diet in Grand Rapids
play an important part, as well as
Barbara Bohl provided special
Albion .......................... 1 3 .250 Tuesday from Chicago where he
the school, with the parents unmusic by playing their accordians.
Funeral services for Gerrit H.
0 4 .000 has been attending the annual
derstandingtheir children and
Junior Vereeke was the leader
furniture mart. He reports the
Helder, 58, native of Holland who
giving them a feeling of confidin the Christian Endeavor meet*
market was "remarkablysteady”
died Friday in Butterworthhospience. ..'‘A child must feel secure
Gilbert Van Hoven Dies
ing Sunday evening. The subect,
tal, Grand Rapids, were to held
with buyers returning to normal
to come through with his best.”
"I Believe in Jesus Christ.”
ordering. The quality of furniture
Tuesday at 2 pm. from Dennis die
At Chris Verplank Home
___ / _
The Golden Chain CE Union
Avenue Christian Reformed
Zeeland (Special)— Gilbert Van exhibited has improved,he said.
Miss Rupright was introduced meeting will be held Thursday at
church in Grand Rapids.
Mrs. W. B. Haight, 78 East
Hoven, 93, of Zeeland, died on
by Mrs. Lester Kuyper, PTA vice
8 pm. in the South Blendon
Helder died unexpectedlyof a president
Monday at the home of his son- Eighth St,, has been taken to
church. The Michigan CE field
cerebral hemorrhage. He had
Smith Convalescent home. She
in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Community singing was led by secretary the Rev. El wood Dunn,
suffered a stroke last September
been living in Grand Rapids 20
Chris
Verplank,
south
of
Zeeland.
Miss Pru Haskin accompaniedby will be in charge and show films
years.
Van Hoven was a cattle buyer for and her right side i* paralyzed.
Mrs. Gertrude Douwstra. Devo- of the internationalconvention of
Surviving are the wife, six sons
70 years and retired at the age
tions were in charge of Prof. HarChristian Endeavor held at Torand five daughters; Ms father,
of 87.
old Haverkamp.Two selections onto, Canada. All young people of
Native of Holland City
Herman Helder of Holland; three
Surviving are six daughters,
were sung by Miss Joan Ten the local church are invited.
brothers, John and Edward of
Mrs. Ben Van Ark and Mrs. Mary Dies in Benton Harbor
Hoeve, student teacher at LongOn Sunday evening, Jan. 29,
Holland and Harry of Grand RapLa Huis of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
fellow school.
there will be a hymn sing in the
id*; two sisters, Mrs. Paul ScholMrs. Harriet Ten Cate Dean, 73,
William Meengs of Vriesland, Mrs.
A
short business meeting was Reformed church auditorium givten of Grand Rapid* and Mrs.
who
was born in Holland and livSena Komejan and Mrs. Chris
Henry Doezema of Holland, and conducted by President Daniel en by Youth for Christ and sponVerplankof fceeland and Mrs. Ar- ed here many years, died Sunday
Vander
Werf,
Jr.,
followed by sored by the local Christian Ennine grandchildren.
of a cerebral hemorrhage in her
thur Webber of Royal Oak; two
serving of refreshments during deavor. The meeting will start at
home in Benton Harbor.
sons, Abe and George Van Hoven
the social period.
9 p.m.
Mrs. Dean retained her acof
Zeeland;
19
grandchildren
and
Fall Tax Assessments
Committee in charge of ar- Mrs. Leslie Bekins and Mrs. H.
quaintances
and friendships in
36 great grandchildren.
rangementswas Mis* Florence Bowman attended the funeral serHolland and was a frequent visiReported at Deadline
Kossen, Miss Eleanor Smith, Mr. vice of Mrs. Jessie Van Haitsma
tor here until her illness six
and Mrs. William De Long, Mr. in the Vrieslandchurch Tuesday
Sen. Fergnson to
months ago.
aty TreasurerHenry J. Becksand Mrs. Harold Haverkarhp,afternoon.
fort reports fall tax collectionsat
She is survived by her husband,
Mr. and Mix. G. Stage riga and Mr.
Mr. and mi*. Corneal Vereeke
At Lincoln Day Dinner
O. W. Dean; a son, Millard A.
deadline time Jam 10 totaled
and Mrs. H. Van Tongeren.
visited their slater and brother-inAllegan, (Special) — Sen. Ho- Dean, and a grandson,William
1119,473.52.
law, Mr. and Mrs. John Van Gelmer Fergusonwill Be the speaker Dean, all of Benton Harbor. Danderen and son, Gerald, north of
A east of 16 members of the is based on the Mry tale by Han* Cast members are pictured,left at Allegan’s Lincoln day dinner id Ten Cate of Holland is a broLocal Court Fines
Zeeland Thursday.'
Hope college dramatic club, Pal- Christian Andersen.Curtain time to right, top row, Tom Malewitz, Feb. 9,, Ann Ferris, chairman of ther.
Owen Fransans, 24, of Zeeland,
ette and Masque, will -present the is 8:30 pjn.
Alfred Arwe, Jack Boeskoo), Dick the event, announced.
More distant relativeswho live
paid a $10 fine in municipal court
Some prospectors have sunk oil "Emperor’s New Clothes”, WedRay Martin and Dick Caldwell Leonard, Raymond Martin; second Sponsored by county Republi- in Holland are Vernon D. Ten
Monday and Lawrence Geyer, 21, well* more than 20 miles off land
nesday, Thursday and Friday in playing the part* of Zan and Zar, row, Jean Woodruff, Richard cans, the dinner is expected to Cate, Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen,
of Douglas, paid $5 for a similar in the Gulf of Mexico.
the Hope coUege Little Theatre respectively, are the lead* •up- Caldwell, Phyllis Leach, Mary attract 300 to Griswold auditor- Mrs. George E. Kollen, Mrs. W.
offense. Matt Numikoski of 252
on the fourth floor of the Science ported by Alfred Arwe as the em- Sandy, Amy Silcox; front row, ium. ...
M. Tappan, Clarence and William
Wert 10th St., and William FinGold and silver were coined at building.
peror, Mary Sandy as the empress Verne Elliott, Helen Naden, Jane
Mrs. Ferris is being assistedby Ukker, Willia A. Diekema, Willaw of 34 East 14th St., each paid the former U.S. mint at Carbon.
The play in three acts was writ- and Jade Boeakoola* Han, minis- Nbxon, Richard Blouin, Betty Dr. George Gatten and Howard
son Diekema and Mrs. J. W. Ho$1 parking fines.
w
Nevada, until 1893;
ten by Charlotte Chorpenningand ter of the emperor’s robes.
Anne Koch, Wynetta Devqre.
Strand in making plans.
beck.
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Snow Awaited

Sports

Launches Holland

Petition Deadline

Fishing and Hunting,

Accommodations

WANT-ADS:
LOANS

LOANS
Up

LOANS*

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,2nd floor

Adv/

Set for Holland

Campaign

Nominatingpetitions for the Mrs. George Dampen and Mn.
Ben Lohman. The meeting was
annual non-partisanspring pri- held ir the home of Mrs. Harry
mary election must be Into the Barton of Otsego. After ft co-

State and county representatives of the NationalFoundation
for Infantile Paralysis met with
Holland Kiwanians Monday night
to explain need for the March of
Dimes, opened here Sunday.
Verne C Dagen of Grand Haven,
president of the Ottawa county
chapter, spoke on the need for
funds and introduced E. L. Bates
of Grand Rapids, state represent-

Northland Offers Skiing,

Plus

June Bride-Elect Primary Election

Polio

Program

1956

Officially

Gwanis

in

Ichigan Winter

19,

city clerk’a office before 4 P-ih. operative dinner

Feb.

ftt

noon, the woprojects

men discussed various

6.

and goals for rural women, led by
the chairman, Mrs. Walter Wightman of Fennville. Reporta alio
may yet entertain the largest
were given by some of the memnumber of visitors in snowtime
bers who had attendedthe atatc
history— if the weatherman comeeting in Lansing in November,
ative.
operates soon enough. That’s the
where Sister Elizabeth Kenny^
Bates said 1949 was the "toughprediction of Jerry Fisher, AAA
spoke to them about polio treat-*
est" year in polio history. The
ment, in which the organization.,
travel assistantwho has noted far
country had 43,000 diagnosed
had shown a marked interest
cases of polio, an increase from an
more interest' n winter sports on
The Women’s Missionary sociesecond ward Alderman Earl Raaverage
of
11,000
cases
annually
part of the traveling public than
gains, third ward Alderman Lloyd ty of the local church met in the..
Miss
Prudence
L.
D.
Haskin
when the polio foundation was es
in any other yea'.
church parlors last Thursdsy'
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Haskin, Eastl Maatman.
tablished.Bates outlined advancafternoon with Mrs. Peter J...
"Requestscome to us from all
es made in research during the 15th St., announce the engageMuyskens presidingand giving
over the United States daily for
last 11 years.
ment of their daughter.
v.n^nv
information on where to go skiing
There will be no such research L. D.. to Carl L Selover of New J<£n
Dyke »nd *1*™ ward the opening meditation.Devotions were in charge of the proror skating. Five years ago such a
program without the foundation. Brunswick, N. J. The wedding
Terms are up for Gty Trea- gram committee.Mrs. John Barquery was a rarity," Fisher said.
By using donated funds, the foun- will take place in June. Both Miss
Michigan’s northlandis betterdation directs an immense re- Haskin and Mr. Selover are sen- surer Henry J. Becksfort, Super- tels, Mrs. E. A. Dangremondand
equipped than ever before to serve
search program. If left to other iors at Hope college. Miss Has- visor John Galien and BPW mem Mrs. John Brower, who also gave
an Interestingand Impressive pre-'
the wintertime traveler, he be
devices you may 1* sure there kin is a member of Sigma Sigma ber Nelson Bosman.
All the officers except the sentatkm on "Stewardship." Miss.
lieves. Both accommodations and
would be littleor no research and sorority.Her fiance is a member
BPW are for two-year terms. Myrtle Van Der Kolk played a
wintersports areas have been inin any case no such study as is of Arcadian fraternity.
*.vy.>".'*
Members of the BPW are elected piano selection, "Pas# Me Not,.
creased in number and improved
now
tyeing
carried
on,"
he
said.
ij
for five-year terms.
O, Gentle Saviour." Social hoe*.,
Charles K. Bugielski, county
in quality. Each year the north
*
Nominatingpetitions for the tesses were Mrs. John Bartels,treasurer,reported on expendicountry adds new areas which
city officers must contain the Mrs. John Bennlnk, Mrs. George
tures. He said the future of the
offer skiing, skating, hunting,
names of at least 25 qualified Bocrigter and Mrs. Gerrit Bocks^
national foundation would be defishing and other assorted forms
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Work on the new church buildtermined this year. Unless ample
About 20 women attendedthe electors of the city. Petitions for
of violent exercise.
funds are raissed through the Jill club meeting at the home of I aldermen must have the names ing is progressing.The basement,
Although Boyne Mountain near
March of Dimes, some activities Mrs. Harry Nye Wednesday even- of at least 10 qualified elector* rooms have been plastered and
Boyne Falls operated last year, its
after the doors have been placed,
facilities were only completed in Peter Van Houw, of 48 West 18th products for Globe Oil and Refin- Socony left the Globe docks after of the foundation would have to ing. Jan. 11. Mrs. C. C. Corkill of of the particular ward.
Douglas was the guest speaker. Petitions are available at the and the floor tiling put on, will be
be
dropped, he said.
time for snow this year. It is
midnight
and
made
its
way
down
St., at left, and John Layden, of ing Co. aboard the Traverse City
nearing completion. A few of the;
Gabe Kuite, local drive chair- She gave a book report on 'This clerk’s office.
probably the best new area to
the unlighted channel. In 12 shipopen in Michigan since Caberfae 181 West 16th St., thaw out a Socony which visited Holland last ments the past year, Globe re man, introducedMrs. Irving De I Do Believe," by David Lillien-IDeadlinefor registeringto cast class rooms are already being
frozen valve in preparationfor week. Making its last trip of the celved 14,424,745gallons. (Senti- Weerd who opened ticket sales thal, after which ice cream and a ballot In the primary U Jan. used for Sunday school and Bible
near Cadillac.
for a Jaycee auxiliary dance to cookies were served by the hos- 31.
class work to relieve the conBoyne Mountain will conduct unloadinga cargo of petroleum current season, the TraverseCity nel Photo)
Persons who have reached the gested situation In the old buildbe held at VFW hall. Jan. 28. Pro- tess and her assistant, Miss Dorodaily ski schools, with slopes from
ceeds will be donated to the local thy Miller.
age of 21 years, and newcomers ing.
400 feet to a mile and a half in
ard Vander Yacht. Mr. and Mrs
to the city must register to be
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Roblnsop of
drive.
length. All are served by the lift
Mrs.
Fred
Thor
son
was
hostess
John Dykema and Mr. and Mrs.
George Steketee conducted the for the bridge club at her home eligibleto vote,
Grand
Rapids were week-end
and rope tows, with a vertical
Simon Dykema of Owosao and meeting held in Warm Friend
here Monday. A dessert luncheon Anyone who has moved from visitors In the home of their perdrop of 500 feet in some places.
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Giegler
Tavern.
was
one ward to another since the last ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. LamPorcupine Mountains State
Indiana.
A birthday dinner party was electionmust make the change of pen. On Sunday morning they all
Park near Ontonagan is scene of
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. addresi known to the city clerk* attended the morning service •(
another new area just opened by
Illnesi Prove* Fatal
Hope church in Holland when
the Conservation department. Progress towards solving the in- Madrigal singers will appear. The Rebekahs, Odd Fellows
Hasty Warner Saturday evening office
their grandson and nephew, Bruoa
For Mr*. Anna Vos*
There's a 2,800-foot expert ski ternationalsituation and develop- child study group will meet at 1
in his honor and also his mother,
Plan Joint Installation
p.m. for dessert and a program
Markham,
infant son of Mr. and
trail with drop of 550 feet, and a
Mrs.
Clark,
whose
birthday
wa*
Mrs. Anna Voss, 7^ died Weding internationaljusticeand order
Reservations can be made with
Mrs. Robert Hall of Holland, was
2,800-footrun with 350-foot drop.
Monday, Jan. 16. Eighteen rela
nesday
at
her
home,
412
West
Final plans for a joint public
baptised.
The area will be servicedby three is the first of two basic issues fac- Mrs. Olen Anderson or Mrs. Don16th St., following an illness. She tives were present including the
(From Tueaday’*Sentinel)
ing mankind today, Prof. Paul ald Kraai.
installation of officers of Rebekrope tows.
families of Hilbert Hillman Her
had
been
In
failing
health
for
a
Coffee was served in the tea ahs and Odd Fellows were made
Other new areas are at Indian Bagwell of Michigan State colyear and became seriously ill a
S"'™1-'-:
lege, told members of the Wo- room following the program.
River and Clare. Three Gare men
at a meeting of the Erutha Re- week ago. Mrs. Voss was the
man’s
Literary club and their
Fire
are building up tin area 10 miles
bekah lodge Friday evening. The wife of the late Dick Voss.
Haalcrm ^prei Wing* and coivductlng
guests Tuesday night. The occanorth of Marion on M-115 to be
of
Chicago
visited
friends
here
„„„
c„(
joint
ceremony
will
be
held
ThursSurviving
are
four
sons,
the
sion was the annual evening guest Two Mission Meetings
known as ‘‘Madcap.’’Covering122
day, Jan. 26, in the IOOF hall. Rev. Henry Voss of Plymouth,
I sponse was made by giving
night program.
acres, it will have four runs betSet at First Church
Mrs. Jack Shaffer and George Ind.f Garence of South Bend,
:
Prof. Bagwell, former president
i New Year thought The program
ter than 1,000 feet long, with a
Ind.,
Fred
of
Kalamazoo
and
Banks, district deputy presidents
of the United States Junior Giamnw
Tfr
JET
committee
of
tli
year,
headed
by
Two meetings of interest to of each lodge, will be in charge. Janie# Richard of Holland: 16 pital, Kalamazoo, last Thursday
two-section ski tow. Name of the
Hel<?n Kulte ^ chairman
ber of Commerce, last year flew
Volunteerfiremen of HoHftiWL
Reformed church people will be
area stems from trees growing
by
John Brlnk Jr
Miss Jeraldine Van Vulpen, grandchildren and one great Mrs. Johnson is staying with
more than 150,000 miles, visiting held in Fourth Reformed church,
township answered their second
nearby— maple, ash, basswood,
son, Corw in Carter, in the city Mr| John Elzlngat Mrg jMper
noble grand, presided at the meet- grandchild.
36 states in this country, its teralarm In two days Tueeday night
Holland, on Wednesday, Feb. 8.
Funeral serveies will be held
cherry, alder and poplar.
ing. It was announced that Mrs.
ritoriesand much of Europe to
At 2:30 p.m. there will be a William Orr will be in charge of Friday at 1:30 p.m. private, In
Improvements listed at Caber- discover first-handthat today time
when they extinguished ft bit*
at MichMp^
meeting for women, commemor- hobo breakfasts this year. A Langeland Funeral chapel and 2
fae, on M-55 17 miles west of
in the Alvin Laarman home, lo*_
and space are inseparable and to
ating the 75th anniversary of the breakfast Ls scheduled for Thurs- p.m. in Sixteenth Street Giristian week-end
0ndate with
DarS Mr menU Mllj
for iMt
flr*t
m«€tln8 ^devothe
Cadillac,which keep it at top of
with'hh6,
his parent*,
Kulte
conducted
"give thanks for the numerous
cated on Beeline road a half mile
beginning of women's work in for- day at the home of Mrs. Louis Reformed church. The Rev. A.
Michigan winter sports playplaces,
and Mrs. Stanley
tl(ms Quest speaker was the Rev
blessingsthat are ours."
Hoogstratewill officiate and burinclude the following: More
Ra> Floate, Michigan Fruit peter ^ Jong of East saugatuck north of North Holland cemetery.
Speaking on "The Positive Ap- eign fields. Miss Ruth Ransom, Poppema.
who returned in December from
ial
will
be
in
Graafschap
cemeThe departmentMonday had
facilities for beginners, a new ski
Canners horti^lturistw^ll be
llluglrate<i hlg taik on chin®
Following the business session,
proach," Prof. Bagwell said that
shop, enlarged lodge, widening of Americanscannot afford to ignore a visit to the Reformed church a social hour was held. Refresh- tery.
guest speaker at Ganges
colored film. The De been called to l fire it Ottawr
two largest ski runs, grading all the world situationtoday with the mission fields in India and Arabia, ments were served by Mrs. Nellie
meeting in Grange hall Friday LJng fam«y gpent a few €arg ln beach which leveled a large Waruns for increased safety, and an- world constantly growing smaller and Dr. Luman Shafer, who re- Kleis and her committee.
evening.
Mr*. Caroline S. Collin*
that country on the mission field. rner home owned by G- Mortimer.
other access road and parking lot. because of modem transportation cently spent six months in Japan,
Michigan’s winter sports areas

Voters go to the polls Feb. 20.
A mayor, six aldermen,a city
treasurer,supervisorand one member of the Board of Public works
must be elected at the annual run
off election in April.
Present office holders who must
either seek re-electionor retire
are: Mayor Harry Harrington, first
ward Alderman M. Robert Notier,
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At Grayling Winter Sports Park,

a new lighted ski slope and tow
wil’ add several hours to the
skiing day. It will also feature
square dancing. Snowsnake Mountain at Clare has improved its ski
slope, tows and shelters. Ogemaw
Hills park at West Branch will be
open every day but Tuesday^ this
year.

and communication. "We must
become world citizens." he said.
Great sums are being spent on
military preparations, all out of
proportion to what is being spent
to secure the peace. However, the
speaker praised the Marshall Plan
which he believes has saved Italy
from Communism. Citing a need
for a "universal language," Prof.
Bagwell told how UNESCO is
now working toward such a de-

Douglas

velopment.

The

second Issue facing the

will be the speakers.

A

dramatization of the first
meeting of the Woman’s Board
of Foreign Missions will be given
by women of First church. A
luncheon will he served at 5:30
p.m. to women from outside of
Holland who wish to remain for
the evening meeting.
At 7:30 p.m. there will be a public meeting for men and women.
Addresses will be given by Dr. S.
M. Zwemer and William T. Hakken, who traveled to Arabia last
fall to attend the 60th anniversary celebrationof missionary
work in Arabia.

world today is the relationof the
individualto his government,said
the speaker. With many peoples’
choices toward Communism it is
clear that the basic assumptions Janaarv Bride-Elect
are not the same. "We feel there
is a power above government— Honored at Shower
with certain inalienablerights
dinner, honoring her house guests. which cannot be taken from us,"
Miss JoAnne Kolenbrandor,
Mrs. Augusta Jensen returned he said. "With the Communists, whose marrtege to Neal Dykema
Saturday from a few days visit the state is the highest power— it will take place thus month, was
with Grand Rapids friends.
gives rights,therefore it can take honored at a surprise shower
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Riningen of them away."
Thursday night at the home of
Allegan have been recent guests
"Our civilization represents a Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dykema, West
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Riningen. response outside of self,” said the 19th St. ,
A family night supper will be speaker in closing."Let us trust
Games were played and prizes
held in the parlors of the Congre- we may get back to the funda- were awarded. A two-course lunch
gational church, this evening. It mental value with emphasis on was served.
will be a plamed pot luck supper. church and school."
Invited were the honored guest
Mr. and Mrs. William DuVall of
Mrs. Clyde Geerlings presided and her fiance, Mr. and Mrs. SyDetroit announce the birth of a and announced next Tuesday’s brand Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Berdaughter, Barbara Louise, Jan. 4. program as a musical one in nard Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. GerMrs. DuVall was formerly Kath- charge of Miss Jantina Holleman rit Dykema, Mr. and Mrs. Herryn Van Syckle of Douglas.
of Hope college. Miss Holleman bert De Pree. Mr. and Mrs. GarThe Ladies society of the Con- will play piano selectionsand the ence Veenstra, Mr. and Mrs. Richgregationalchurch, met this after-

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Adam Loew of Cleveland,
Ohio, and Mrs. Jarrett Gark of
Zeeland visited two days at the
home of Mrs. Henry Jayer.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Jayer
entertained several women with a

Church Co-operation

Roberts.

Local Hospital

Chief John VanDeBurg of deter of Mr. and Mrs. Lynus Startwo piano solos. The program
ring of Ganges, has been ill with
booklets for the year were dis- partment No. 1 said the Laannos
virus pneumonia and is being cartributed and Muss Della Bouwman, fir# started In
clothes closet
«! for at the Chicago hospital, Sh. g lrltutJ
u*
underneatha stairs. Although thecloset was near the furnace, he.
said the furnace .did not
Alva Hoover and Chester
Van Outer. Mr.,
matt attended he Bit-O-Funclub
MrJ c HanMn to be overheated.
The family estimated
Mr,. Marvin Lugten.
and Mrs. John Bast In Fennville Mr and Mr, M(,lvln Vamkr at *2,000, mostly water, eoorch'
and smoke damage. Plaster wa*
Saturday evening. Cher guests
and daughter o( Ann Arb()r
badly cracked In the two-etorywere Mr and Mr* William Van
recenl guclU ln the home
Hartesveldtand Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs Geo^c Lampen. frame house. The loss is. partly
covered by ineurance.
Clare
. v
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Borton The Laarmans had left homeThe ch.ldren of Frederick Thorhaaed
ty. ,or.
about 7 p.m. to visit relatives.
son. Howard Margot and
by Waiter B. MonWhen
they returned about 8:30
Nye have the ehlcken
are
lmprove.
Mrs. Logan Bartholomew «od
the re,i(k„« before p.m. they found smoke coming out

Mrs. Caroline S. Collins,71, of
129 East Ninth St., died at Hola
Holland Kiwanis club which Is land hospitalearly Wednesday
of
a
lingering
illness.
She
had
operating the current polio campaign is seeking co-operation of been hospitalized the last four
local churches in attempting to wo^ks
She was bom Jan. 12, 1879, to
raise the $10,500 assigned this
the
late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
area.
Rhine Vander Meulen, church Heyrman of Green Bay, Wis. She
fund chairman, has requested all was the wife of Pearl Collins.
Surviving besides the husband
pastors of city churches to publiare four daughters, Mrs. Eugene
cize the campaign and, if possible,
to set aside one or more special S. Williams of Milwaukee, Mrs.
Leo P. Sullivan and Mrs. Edcollectionsduring the "March of
Dimes" which concludes Jan. 31. ward Allred of Grand Rapids and
Miss Frances Collins at home;
makl
Although half of the money
four sons, Army Lt. Col. Elmer J.
raised 4n Ottawa county last year
Collins of San Francisco, Russell
of the house. Firemen remained
was kept here, the National FounW. of Baldwin, N. Y., Maurice of
Gr*'lR\P,‘dlI moving into ft.
on duty 90 minutes.
Saturday to see her sister, Mrs.
dation for InfantileParalysis proAt the Sunday morning service The burned out family has movHolland and John Patrick of
Archie Flanders, who Is a patient
vided additional large sums.
of the local Reformed church, ed In with his parenU, Mr. and.
Ypsilanti; 10 grandchildren, and
at Blodgett hospital.
Jesse Kool was received Into Mrs. Manus Laarman.
four great grandchildren.
Mrs. John McVea ha* been In
Parking Violation
Mrs Collins was a member of Chicago for a week visiting rela- membership upon confession of
faith, also receiving adult bapGeorge Slikkers,Jr., of the St. Francis de Sales church, where tives.
Both Drivers Cited
i ,,
i tism. Other new members receivTemple building,paid a $1 park- funeral services will be held at 9
Mr. and Mr* Lee Starrln*
( mcmbershlp are
ing fine in municipal court Tues- a.m. Saturday. Father Harry
After Cars Collide
Wierman will officiateand burMr, and Mr* Frank Collin, from
Both drivers received tummenT
kini Mathodi,t church and
ial will be at Pilgrim Home ceme- of their daughter. Mr,. Arnold (ht
for driving without due caution
tery. The rosary will be recited
. . ,k Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hemme and
Thirty five were present at
Eluane, Wendell Thursday afternoon after their
Body Coming by Air
Friday at 8 p.m.- at Dykstra funcars collidedat the Intersectionof
Grand Haven (Special) — The eral home. Friends may call at f’.r Sk
y Jay. Barbara Elaine and Sheryl
Second Reformed 10th St. and College Ave.
body of Mrs. William Nysson, the funeral chapel Friday from 2 at the school house Friday even- J
Martha Knoll, 50, of 364 Lincoln
former local resident who died in to 4 and 7 to 9 pin.
cbuX o,
Ave., received shoulder and arm
Arizona Tuesday afternoon, is beThe penny nupperapOMOred
ehUdien B^chiL bruises.She was riding in tho cir
ing flown to Grand Haven. Be- Aged Ganges Woman Diet
going west on 10th that was drivcause of flood danger, the body
o, Holland and
was
could not be sent by train.
Mrs. Harry Staal. the former en by John Knott, also of 364
At South Haven Hospital
were served.
... J Angeline Dubbink. to the Drenthe Lincoln Ave. George J. Priest of *
Gangc Garten group wUl KoKl ^
church.
88 West 19th St., was driving the
Ganges Special)— Funeral services for Mrs. Louise Wright. 93, its first meeting of 1950 at ShanThe Woman’s Study club met in other car.
Priest told police he applied Ml*
who died Friday at South Haven tiniketan next Friday, Jan. 27. regular session last Wednesday
Dinner will be served at 1:30 p.m.
brakes but couldn’t stop in time
hospital, were held Monday at'
evening in the home of Mrs. Mar
Calvin’s funeral home of South with Mrs. A. N. Larsen, chairman. jorie Billings, with Mrs. Allan to avoid the accident.Knott said
Haven. Burial was at Taylor The program will be "Highlights Calahan presiding and conducting he thought he had time to get.
of 1949."
through the intersection.
cemetery. Ganges.
the opening numbers and business
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Cook of
Mrs. Wright, a resident of Gansession. An all-member program
ges for more than 80 years, had Lansing,Mr. and Mrs. Donald on "Points of Interest I Have west and east coast* and southLighthart
of
Grand
Rapids,
Mr.
been a patient at the hospital for
Visited” made an enjoable and in- ern states. Others contributed •».
a week. She was the widow of and Mrs. Frank Lighthart.- and formative study hour. Many of the interestingfacts of places in thia
Henry Myron Wright wno died in Mrs. Adrian Bort of Holland and ‘members have traveled to the state and community.
Mr. and Mrs. Giarles Flora of
1931.
Surviving are a son, Perry Kalamazoo attended the funeral
Wright, and a daughter, Cora of their unde, Frank Nye in GanLX
Wright, of Ganges: five grand- ges Friday.

Sought

in Polio Drive

L|fe

Mri,
K
^
Tm 'hf,"K
Wight-

Io(

L
Harry
pox.

Schultz.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wicks have
returned from Milwaukee,Wis.,
and are living in their new home.
Mr. H. H. Van Sypkle has gone
to Detroit for a few days visit and
will see her new granddaughter,
Barbara Louise Du Vail.
The Douglas Music study club
will meet Thursday evening,.Jan.
26, at the home of Mrs. John Kent.
Mrs. Garence Ellinger will be assistant hostess.Thestudy hour
will be the third chapter of the
book, "Adventures in Symphonic
Music" by Edward Down.
Mr. and Mrs. Giarles Koning
left the first of the week to spend
the winter months in Florida.
At tly; annual meeting of the
Congregationalchurch, Mrs. Roy
’ Van Dragt was chosen church
treasurer and Andrew Jayer,
church clerk. Deaoons are Wayne
Reeks, Robert Waddell and Stephen Millar. A third deacon will
be chosen later. Trustees are Orville Millar, George Hoy, W. J.
McVea, J. W. Prentice, Henry
Jayer and Gordon Durham.
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Holland Gets

With Rest

Snow

of State

Detroit and the southwestporLower Michiganjoined the

tion of

Retired Salesman Dies

Upper Peninsulaunder a canopy
of falling snow today, United

At Saugatuck Home

Press said.

Saugatuck (Special)— Alexan- The weather bureau reported
der Y. Simpson, 61, died of a that Upper Michigan, already
lingering illness Tuesday after- blanketed by more than 40 inches
noon at his. home, 550 Spears St.,
Saugatuck. He had lived there
three years, coming from Chicago.
He was a retiredsalesman of the
S. H. Camp Co. He was born in
Chicago May 30. 1888.
Surviving are the* wife, Eva, and
the mother, Mrs. Anna Simpson

FAVOR ONE SCHOOL
Ferrysburg—About 95 per cent

at the FerrysPTA meeting held here fav-

of those present

of

Hammond, Ind.
The funerai win be Friday

at

chairmen;Hugh Rowell,stamps; Mre. C. C. Wood,
textiles, and Art 8as, models. The show la sponsored «by the Chamber, of Commerce and Nether-

10 a.m. at St. Pe<er’s church in
Douglas. The rosary will be recited Thursday at 8 p.m. at tbe
Dykstra funeral home in Saugatuck. Father Charles Nugent will
officiate and burial will be in

lands

Riverside cemetery.

museum dleplaye.Left to

..

*

by
Unchurch

children;five great grandchildren:
a brother, George Fletcher of Victor, Idaho, and two sisters, Mrs.
Hill of Big Rapids and Mrs. Emma Doman of Ganges!

Everybodyshould have • hobby, according to thle \
group which la the nucleue of • committee arranging the second annual Hobby show in Netherlands
a model of an -old fashioned fire wagon, one of the
museum the week of March 13. Here they examine

^

mk

f

tesses.

ored consolidationof the De Witt,
Midway and Ferrysburg school
districts, according to Gerald Pellegrom, vice president of the PTA.
Pellegroni was in charge of the
discussion aided by a panel consisting t>f John Borden, Arnold
Matthew, and Albert Jordan.

at

|

noon. A dessert luncheon was
served at 1:30. Mrs. J. W. Prentice
and Mrs. Olive Williams were hos-

burg-

Dies

right are Louie Mulder*

mueeum.

(Penna Sas photo)

•
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SWEET TRUTH
ABOUT SUGAR
All sugar for household use is aucroae. So
ougar is sugar — no matter whether it cornea
from beets or cane.

Expert chemists can detect no

of

snow during a three-day storm,
will . have another one or two
inches added to the drifts that
have disruptedhighway traffic

Leading

and closed schools.
In Holland snow fell during the
night and again in the morning.
Temperatures were in the uncomfortable teens and likely to dip
before they start up again tomorrow. Trucks were sanding streets
and officers had put the word out
for drivers to take it easy.

That’s

Approximately3,000,000 people
on the South Sea islands of

live

the Pacific

difference.

Home

Economists freely state that
any supposed difference in pure sugars is
simply a figment of the mind.

why

for value.

it’s

smart shopping to buy sugar

Buy—

MICHIGAN MADE PURE SUGAR
—and saw tha diff anneal
ASK FOR BIO CHUB - PIONII* GREAT LAKES OR ML CLEMENS BRAND*

NEWS,

THE HOLLAND CITY

News
Farmers’

of Interest to

Week

Engaged

Atomic

If,

IfM

Western Michigan Farm Operators

Research Summer

Bri<|e

Aids Livestock

Program Includes

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Dimes

in

Meters

Will Go to Polio

Party in Grand Rapids
Members of Delta Phi

atom

A new twist has been added to

are now aiding the nation's

the polio campaign which opened

Medical by-products of the

Talented Speakers

bomb

drive for healthier livestock and

Sunday.
During the period at the drive
Jan. 15 through , 31, all dimes
found in parking meters will be

pets.

Columnist, Scientist,

These by-products are chemical
substances, such as iodine and
phosphorus, mad# radioactive
through processes developed by
the Atomic Energy commission.
After being fed to an animal
or injected,each tiny particle of

Farm Expert Slated
To Highlight Meetings
Three outstanding speakers, au-

'

on varied subjects,have
been scheduled for the general
programs at the 1950 Farmers
Week program at Michigan State

thorities

radioactive material can be traced
by a counting device operated
outside the body. The small
college, officials of the rural agamounts given do not harm the
animal. In this way, research
ricultural event have announced.
men find out what happens to
Tuesday, Jan. 31, will be highminerals and other substances
lighted by Marquis W. Child's,
during various stages of illness,
Washingtonnews columnist whose
Miu Margaret Eakley
health, and body development.
"WashingtonCalling,” appears
In one of the current projects,
The engagement of Miss Mardaily in more than 150 newspap- garet Eakley to Gerald Goshorn is University of Californiainvestigaers. A veteran of almost 25 years announced by her parents, Mr. tors are giving cows radioactive
in journalism, Childs has writ- and Mrs. S. P. Eakley, 270 West carbon and phosphorus under conten such books as ‘‘Sweden: The 11th St. Mr. Goshorn is the son of ditions that will reveal the effects
Middle Way,” 'This Is Democ- Mr. and Mrs. James Goshorn of of climate, altitude, and feeding
racy,” and others. He has recent- Douglas. A fall wedding is being practiceson milk production.
ly spent time in Europe studying planned.
Hereford cattle which turned
. first-hand how the small counwhite from accidental exposure
tries are reacting to internationduring an atom bomb explosion alal trends and problems.
so are being studied.A University
Dr. Gerald Wendt, who will be
of Tennesseeveterinarianis using
heard on Wednesday, Feb. 1, is a
radioactive materials on these
top-ranking American scientist
cattle and their salves in cooperawho devotes his entire time to
tion with atomic energy authoriinterpreting for the public the
ties at Oak Ridge, Tenn. The aim
news of vital developments in
is to get information about the efFarmers in southern Michigan fects of atomic radiation on livescienceand what they mean to the
who
are
interested
in
getting
world. A well-known author, Dr.
stock, so that the nation will be
Wendt has served as science edi- free multiflora roses and other able to protect animals if atomic
tor of a magazine and helped to shrub* which will produce wild- war comes.
life food and cover will be interestablisha science magazine.
In another study, made at
Of special interest to the Farm- ested in some information from Michigan State college, radioative
ers’ Week visitors will be the ad- L. R. Arnold, Ottawa county agri- iodine was used for thyroid gland
dress on Thursday, Feb. 2, “Fann cultural agent.
research on English Bulldog pupAccording to word received pies. Results of the test were so
People Look Ahead.” to be given
by Allan B. Kline, president of the from Charles Shick, extension promisingthat veterinarians now
American Farm Bureau federa- specialist in game management at believe they may be able to speed
tion. This talk is expected to bring Michigan State college, these the growth and improve the
many interestingfeatures of the plants are now available under a health of certain breeds of dogs
outlook for agriculture.Kline has game range improvementpro- by feeding pups a drug that stimare .supplied by the
traveled extensivelyin Europe gram. They
Jf .
„ ulates the thyroid gland. Breeds
hc,
thofie
studyingagriculturalconditions game dlvis.cn of the Michigan j that would
and is familiar also with farm Conservation department. How- having a natural tendency toward
people and their problems here in ever, trees and shrubs cannot be sluggishness and slow developfurnished to landownershaving
the United States.
ment
All of the Farmers’ Week gen- less than ten acres of land, nor
eral programs will be held in the can the planting materials be used
Michigan State college auditor- for landscaping around buildings. Extension Leaders Plan
In the event that you are inium at 3 p.m.
Preparatory Lessons
terested in carrying on a game

Fanners Offered

turned over to the polio fund.

This means that anybody who
puts a dime or two into the meters knows that such coins will go
into the polio fund.
Dimes do not register time in
the meters, or if they do it’s only
a minute or so. When coins are
sorted in the city treasurer’s office, dimes fall into a specialcompartment It is believed dimes
found in the meters are usually
put in by mistake or because the
person has no other coin.
Mist Marilyn Jans Wolbrink
The action has the sanction of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wolbrink the Public Safety commission.
of Allendale announce the engageAnother new twist in the polio
ment of their daughter,Marilyn campaign will be a stunt at Mary
Jane restaurant Jan. 21 when all
Jane, to Robert Koop, son of Mr.
dimes in the till will be turned
and Mrs. William Koop, 296 West over to the polio campaign. This
18th St. Miss Wolbrink attended means that the register will make
Hope college where she was a change only with pennies, nickels,
member of Sigma Sigma sorority. quarters and halves, and if a perMr. Koop will be graduatedfrom son pays his entire check in dimes,
Hope college in June. He is a all will go to the polio fund.
member of the Fraternal society.
Dutch Mill restaurant was the
TTie wedding will take place next earliest to contribute to the polio
summer.
fund. It served the dinner free of

Trees, Shrubs

.

4.

^
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World Recordls Set
In

Egg Production

New Ulm,

Minn., (UP)—

New

world egg production records have
been establishedby two white leghorn hens owned by Frank Schnobrich.

The record of performancebased
on a five-day-week United States
record production trap nest,
showed a production of 359 eggs
in a 365-day period for Sunnyslope Queen and 357 for Sunnyslope Pride.*
The previous world record for a
similar trial was 356 eggs.

Has

Delta Phi Sorority
sorority
of Hope collegeentertained guests
at the "January Jinx" which was
held Friday, the 13th, in the ball
room of the Pantlind hotel, Grand
Rapids. Miss Mari-janeBorr was
general chairman for the formal
event.
Decorations were carried out in
black and silver color scheme.
A large wishing well was placed
in a corner of the room and miniature wishing wells decorated
the dinner tables. Silver wish
bones were used as place cards.
Guest favors were desk barometers.

Following dinner, a program
was presented with Miss Alicia
Van Zoeren as mistress of ceremonies. Jerry and Pauline Van
Duine gave a dance exhibitionand
a vocal solo was sung by Miss
Marge Angus. Miss Kathey Veltman played a piano solo and Miss
Sandy Lanning gave a reading.
Other committee chairmen were

Poultry

Program

Offers Farmers

Mr.

and Mrs. Russ De Vette,
Betty Dowd, Ken Smouse, Muriel
Droppers, Jerry Van Duine, Jyne
Dunster, Bob Stoppels,Barbara
Eilander, Lester Klaasen, Marilyn
Failor, Canute Vender Beer, Delores Freyling, Gene Campbell,
Rovilla Ganote, Teddy McGee
Kathleen Hagstrom, Joe Dalman,
Phyllis Hall, Williayi O’Malley,
Anna Herder, Myron Van Ark,
Norma Hoffman, Ron Bos, Norma
Hungerink,Bob Westerhoff, Ruth
Koeppe, Jim De Young.

Varied Activity
A week

full of activity is

prom-

ised poultrymen who attend the

Fanners'Week program at Michigan State college.
Beginning Tuesday, Jan. 21, the

college poultry specialists will
present the latest techniques for
success and greater profits in

Dorothy Kranendonk,Merrill
Nordhof, Jean Kranendonk, Fred poultry production.

The managementday program
Yonkman, Sandra Lanning, Bill
Sivyer, JacquelynMarcusse, Dew- on Tuesday will feature the two
ey Bakker, Marge Mulder, Bill big management problems: feed
Bocks, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Masse, and mortality.New information is

constantly coming from research
laboratories to help develop new
poultry concentrates. The farmer
must take these and add his own
Olert, Anthony Zelinka.
Joyce Post, Ron Schipper, Shir- grains to make a balanced raley Pyle, Dick Hagni, Jean Riven- tion. High mortality must be cut
burg, James Cook, Eleanore Short, for greatest profits. The manMiss Ellie Short, invitations;Miss Russ Norden, Dona Sluyter, Dick agement program will also discuss
Van Zoeren, program; Miss Lynn Fairchild, Annette Siderius, Jack when and what to buy in the line
Van Weelden, decorations;Miss De Wolfe, Jeanette Siderius,Ken of poultry products.
Wednesday, Feb. 1 is planned
Dolores Freyling, music, and Miss De Young, Ruth Slotsema, Dick
Joyc6 Post, favors.
Nieusma, Isla Streur, Vern Schip- for discussionof problems of rearFaculty guests were Mr. and per, Roberta Swander, Dick Con- ing laying flock deplacementsand
broilers. The hatcheryman’sstake
Mrs. James Prins and Mr. and dit.
Mrs. Peter Prins.
Janice Vander Borgh, Bud Ver in the business of supplying chicks
Delphians and their guests were Heist, Joan Vander Wlrp, Cliff that will live and lay will be preDoris Adams, Del De' Young, Dobben, Pauline Van Duine, Jim sented. The broiler business is
charge at the kickoff meeting Marge Angus, Ed Stetson, Nancy Stryker, Carol Van Lare, Bill growing every year and poultryearly this week.
Andrews, Robert Schuiteman, Hoekenga, Lynn Van Weelden, men say new developments are
Mari-jane Borr, Roy Lumsden, Don Ihrman, Alicia Van Zoeren, making this enterprisemore profBarbara Bruins, Harlan Failor, Myron Hermance, Marilyn Veld- itable for the poultry farmer.
The third day, Thursday, will b«
Betty Cook, Don Lubbers, Nancy- man, Nick Yonker, Kathy Veitlee Corp, Jack Marema, Carol man, Duane Peekstok, Elin Veen- devoted to the discussion of the
Crist, Richard Fern, Betty Cross, schoten, Abe Moreland, Mr. and problems of the turkey grower.
Bob Dennison, Caryl Curtis, Don Mrs. Paul Warnshuis,Betty Wat- Production of more eggs per hen
Kooiman, Ruth De Graaf, Lament son, Paul Buckhout, Ann Wolters, and more poults out of the eggs
(or
Dirkse, Yvonne De Loof, John Phil Fredrickson, Mary Zweizig, that are put into the incubator
are goals of poult producers. Mar*
Harry Vissqjier.
Eight points by Forward Bob
keting also will be on the proLyndon in the final three minutes
gram.
of the game not only brought the
Friday, Feb. 3, will be devoted
Grand Haven reservesfrom beto rabbits. Industry leaders prehind, but gave them a 42-38 vicsent to discuss this farm enter(From Friday’s Sentinel)
tory over the Holland seconds.
prise.
Holland led all the way, includ- Services at the Reformed church
A baby chick show, an egg show,
ing 31-24 at the third quarter, un- on Sunday were in charge of J.
and equipment displays will be
til those final rough and tumble
held during the week for the rural
Vander Wal of the seminary at
moments when Lyndon started
visitors.
Holland. Lawrence Mulder favor-

Helen Naden, Verne

Nash,

Elliot, Betty

Bob

Peterman, Carol
Northcott, Willis Brown, Mary

Blazing Finish

Wins

Bugs

Tien.

North Blendon

Troth

Announced

sizzling.

Ganges

Rough play marked the contest ed with two accordion solos at the
most of the second half with both evening service.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
teams doing their share. Holland Ben Kuyers had charge of the
The WSCS of the Methodist held a 23-17 first half lead and CE meeting Sunday evening.
church met with Mrs. Earl Soren- the locals were ahead 15-6 at the
The Rev. R. C. Schaap of Allendale is in charge of the weekly
managementprogram on your Allegan county home extension son last Tuesday. Following the end of the first quarter.
"Crusades”was the theme of
farm and want information con- leaders will start their year’s potluck dinner, Mrs. Marion Ens- Lyndon’sfinal eight points add- prayer meetings being held at
the program at a regular meetLocal
cerning the availabilityof trees work with a lesson preparatory field presented the lesson on "By ed to six earliergave him high 8:15 p.m. Friday at the Reformed
ing of Boy Scout Cub pack 5
His Light Shall the Nations scoring honors for both sides with church.
and shriibs, it is suggestedthat forf "Making a Cotton Dress.”
Thursday evening at Longfellow
Walk.” The next meeting on Tues- 14 points.
The Wosseldyke brothersproyou write to William C. Ryder,
Any group of women interested
school. A large number of pargame, division, conservationde- in this project is asked to send day, Jan. 17, will be a work meetTom Maentz with 13 and Frank vided special music at the Young
Get High
ents and friends attended the
partment, Lansing, or to Charles two representativesto one of the ing at the home of Mrs. Lawrence Van Dyke with 12 were th# big People’s meeting at the Christmeeting.
ian Reformed church on Sunday
Shick, extension specialist in game training meetnigs held as fol- Walker.
noises for Holland.
Ottawa county turkey growers management, Michigan State colMrs. Richard Speet’s Den 1 deMr. and Mrs. Lauren Paquin
evening.Miss Dorothy Westveld
>1
lows:
and processors made a fine show- lege.
picted a chivalrous tourney with
were honored guests on their 55th
was the accompanist.
Jan. f7— Griswold auditorium,
ing at the recent Michigan TurMr. and Mrs. A. Ver Hoeven,
jousts between Sir Donald and Sir
If your farm will qualify under Allegan;Jan. 19— Legion hall, wedding anniversary, which took
key festival, according to a re- the program, a farm planner will
Terry, Sir Kirk and Sir David.
place recently, at their home in
Mrs. J. Sal and Mr. and Mrs. H.
Saugatuck;Jan. 20— Union school,
port received by L. R. Arnold, visit your farm to determine what
Westveld of Zeeland were recent
The
knights in armor were
Casco township. Their two sons
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
Way land.
county agricultural agent.mounted on cardboardhorses and
and wives were present, including
can be done to improve it for
Births at Holland hospital visitorsat the home of Mr. and
Each
meeting will start at 10
There were a total of IffT en- wildlife.
used potato-tipped lances.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Paquin and Mr. Thursday included a son, Bruce Mrs. R. Westveld.
Miss Beatrice Laman
a.m. and will be in charge of Mary
tries in the show. Four Ottawa
Mr.
and
Mrs
R.
Vinkemulder
of
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Paquin,
alsg
A meeting of King Arthur's
Mrs.
Benjamin
Laman,
19
East
Typical places where food and E. Bullis. home extension agent.
Allyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald De
county growers made 27 placings cover plantingsmight be made
few Boe, 527 West 22nd St., and a Allendalewere Sunday evening 15th St., announces the engage- knights at the Round Table was
The later lessons on making the their grandchildren and
as follows:
for the benefit of wildlifeare in cotton dress will be divided into friends. Mr. and Mrs. Paquin for- daughter, Jacqueline Jean, to Mr. visitorsat the home of Mr. and ment of her daughter,Beatrice portrayed by Mrs Harold Volkers’
Zeeland hatchery, 13; Bill and fencerows,along edges of marmerly lived in Ganges township. and Mrs. John Westenbroek, 515 Mrs. C. Postma.
Ellen, to Laveme A. Serne, son of Den 2. Elaborate shields and
checking and altering patterns;
Marv Turkey farm, 2; Central shes, along borders of ponds and cutting,marking and basting; fitThe Baptist Mission circle will West 22nd St. A daughter, Linda Mr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga and son Mr. and Mrs. Albert Serne, 276 swords were displayed by th#
Farms hatchery, 7, and Knolls farm woodlots, on eroded area,
meet with Mrs. Charles Green Jean, was born at the hospital to- recently called on the Rev. and East 11th St. Miss Laman Is em- "knights.”
ting and construction knd sleeves
next Thursday, Jan. 19. Coopera- day to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Tho- Mrs. J. Edward Hibma and fam- ployed as a secretary at First NaAn epic of American history, th#
Turkey farm, 5.
hillside*, and gullies.
fitting and finishing.
The Zeeland hatchery placed reily at Corinth.
tive dinner at 1:30 p.m. followed man, route 1, Zeeland.
tional bank. Her fiance is a stu- Gold Rush of ’49. was presented
serve grand champion on a New
by the program, “The City of Holland Medical Assistants will Consistory meeting was held at dent of engineering at Michigan by t)en 3, under leadership of
Allegan Fruit Growers
York dressed tom. Bill and Marv’s Deadline Nearing for
Mrs. Stuart Boyd. The scene inGod,” presentedby Mrs. Walter meet Monday at 8 p.m. at Holland the Reformed church on Monday State college.
Turkey farm placed first in live
cluded a covered wagon, a pioneer
Hanson.
hospital.Kenneth Trimm of the evening. The regular meetingsfor
Grain Price Support
Invited
to
Meetings
broad breasted bronze toms 26
mother caring for her child, and
The Rev. and Mrs. Robert Cox Michigan Medical service, will be the next two months will be held
on
Tuesday
evening
due
to
the Miss Shirley Cess Feted
pounds and up. In 10 placings in
'49'ers panning for gold and guardwere
called
to
Toledo,
Ohio,
this
guest
speaker.
Ottawa county farmers were
The Casco South Haven Pornothis particular class, Ottawa reminded this week by Glenn E.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wabeke, Teachers Training classes being At Mother-DaughterEvent ing against Indians.
logical society is inviting fruit week to attend funeral services
growers took four.
Coached by Mrs. Adrian Klaa193 West 15th St., have arrived held at Hope college on Monday
Taylor, chairman of the Ottawa growers from Allegan county to for Mrs. Cox’s grandmother.
In broad breasted bronze hens county PMA committee.that Jan.
Ganges
Home
club
will
meet
Mrs. Arie Weller, 28 East 23rd sen and Mrs. John Winter, Den
at St. Petersburg, Fla., where eveningsbeginning Jan. 23. Sevattend their series of winter meet16 pounds and up. the Zeeland 31, is the final date for the pro- ings. The meetings will be held in with Mrs. William Broadway next they will spend several months. eral local folks have enrolled.
St., entertained members of her 4 presented “Knights of the KitchDue to the Illness of Miss Mun- bridge club and their daughters en Table.” The characters, helhatchery took first three placings. cessing of loans and purchase
the South Haven high school, Friday afternoon, Jan. 20. Mrs. En route, they , visited •several
sen local children enjoyed an ad.Knoll’shatcherytook ninth place agreements have not been comMargaret Simons will give the places of interest.
at a luncheon Saturdayafternoon. meted with sauce pans and carryprobably in their auditorium.
ditional two-day vacation last The event honored Miss Shirely ing swords, rescued the cook,
and Zeeland hatchery came in pleted by Jan. 31 will not be eligi- The meetings are scheduled for lesson on Russia.
The Olive Center Home Econoagain for 10th place. Thus, out of ble for price support.
frightened by a dragon. Garbed
Mrs. Carl Frandsen will be mics club will meet at 7:45 p.m. week.
Gess, fiancee of Kenneth Weller.
1:30 p.m. on each of the followThe Mothers’ club held a Christ40 places these two concerns took
hostess Friday for the JUG club. Monday in the town hall. The
In the case of farm-stored loans, irvg days:
Prizes in canasta were won by in green and yellow, members of
mas party on Thurafiayevening,
five of them.
farmers are advised to contact the
Mrs. Ray Soderberg and Mrs. Den 5, led by Mrs. Don Ogden,
Jan. 27, soils, etc., Dr. Turk- Cooperative dinner will be servea lesson will be on home furnishDec. 29. Mrs. B. Kuyers and Mrs.
1 Both live and dressed turkeys county PMA office not later than Deters and Hootman; Feb. 10, at 1 p.m.
ings.
Keith Soderberg.A guest prize ikld a Robin Hood rendezvous in
C. Dalman Were hostesses.
were judged. Judges were Stan- Jan. 15 so that all necessary marketing and economcs of fruit -Mr. and Mrs. Kerneith Van
Sherwood forest. Mrs. John Van
was presented to Miss Gess.
Peter Baar, Art Boeve, Jr., and
Garold Van Null of Zeeland, E.
ley Maraden. Beltsville, Md.; L J. forms and documents can be production and Feb. 24, instecti- Leeuwen and son, Niel, and Mrs. Peter De Vries returned Thursday
Invited were Mrs. Garrett Van- Putten’s Den 6 presented the conBerghorstof Pearline and F
Donson, Chicago.
cleared on or before the Jan. 31 cides and fungicides—Peterson Earl Thompson spent the week- from Minneapolis,Minn., where
der Borgh, Miss Janice Vander cluding skit in which King Arthur
Berghorst of this place spent Satdeadline date.
end
in
Detroit
with
the
latter’s
Borgh, Mrs. Ray Kuiper, Mrs. showed, his might by drawing Exand Hammer.
they attended a three-day convenurday hunting in the north woods.
Applications for loans and pursister, Mrs. Mabel Hale.
Robert Kuiper, Mrs. Howard Kole, calibur from the rock.
The
first
meeting
was
held
Frition
of
the
National
Turkey
fedGrouo Reviews Losses
Mr. and Mrs. C. Vanden Bosch
Following the program, Mrs.
chase agreements on 1949-crop day when a discussion was held
Mrs. Albert Koning has gone to eration.
and son of Alward districtspent Mrs. Ray Soderberg,Mrs. Keith
com will ty accepted anytime be- on apples.
the home of Dr. and Mrs. E. T.
Of Bovine Brucellosis
Elwood Baker of Holland, sen- Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs Soderberg,Mrs. C. Miller, Mrs. John Van Putten, chairman of the
badges and awards committee,
fore May 31. To date there is a
A small fruit, cherry and aspar- Brunson for an indefinitestay.
ior at Ferris Institute college of
J. Harthorn, Miss Arlene De RidBrucellosisin a dairy herd does total of 97,978 bushels of wheat, agus meeting may be .set up for
Mrs. Bernice Knox was hostess pharmacy, Big Rapids, will be F. Berghorst
der, Mrs. John Vande Wege, Mrs. presented a wolf badge to RichMr. and Mrs. B. D. Roelofs of
these five things, according to the com and drybeans under the price March if time and weather condi- to the bridge club Monday.
among 110 studentsleaving Sun- Drenthe visited friends here one Ted Boeve, Mrs. Henry De Weert, ard Dirkse and achievement
Journal of the American Veterin- support program in Ottawa coun- tions permit.
awards to Stuart Volkers, Dale
Mr. and Mre. Robert Brecken- day on a three-day tour of plant
Mrs. Earl De Weert, Mrs. B. Vanevening last week.
ary Medical association:
Crawford, Teddy Van Zanden,
ty.
ridge and children,Betty and Bob- and offices of Eli Lilly and Co.,
den
Brink
and
the
guest
of
honor.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
1. Milk production will be reGarry Vanden Berg, Kelly Van
bie, and the former’s mother, Mrs. Indianapolis, as guests of the
Molen called on Mr. and Mrs. A.
Ottawa 4-H Orchestra
duced 22 per cent.
Llere and George Boerigter.
Hiram Breckenridgeof Sauga- company.
Vander Molen at Alward district
2. The calf crop will be reduced Grand Haven Will Use
Members
Plan
Stuart Boyd, assistantCubm astuck,
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
Has Birthday Party
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bendy Gron- Sunday evening.
40 per cent.
ter, presided in the absence of
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Har- berg and children, Mary and John,
Voting Machines Feb. 20
Mr.
and
Mrs.
K.
Hirdes
and
Declamation
Contest
3. Sterility will destroy the
Don Ogden, Cubmaster.
The Ottawa County 4-H orches- ry Nye.
225 Van Raalte Ave., have returnmoved from the home on
value of one in every five cow*
Grand Haven (.Special)— Grand tra celebrated its second birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green ed from St. Augustine, Fla., where daughter
Members of the Women’s Chriswhich abort.
Haven city will use voting ma- anniversary last Monday at Tom spent Sunday in Allegan with the they have been for the last two the C. Hirdes farm to the house
recently vacated by Mr. and Mrs. tian Temperance union held their Past Matrons Entertain
4. Infected cow* will reproduce chines at the primary election
former’s brother, James Green and a half months. Mr. Gronberg
Kraai home, route 3, Zeeland.
January meeting Friday afternoon
John Bruins at South Blendon.
less regularly.
Feb. 20. Six machines have arCongratulationswere received and family.
is convalescingand on limited
Mrs. C. Meeuwsen recently en- at the home of Mrs. John Van At Potluck for Husbands
5. Replacementswill be requir- rived and one has been placed
Mrs. Abner Miller and Mrs. Os- duty at Spring-Air Co.
from Rep. Jerry Ford. Refreshtertained members of her Sunday Oss, 560 State St Twenty one
ed at a 30 per cent greater rate.
Members of the Past Matrons
in the New Eagles building and ments featured a cake with two terberge of Douglas will go to
school class. Secret pals were re- members
«
"The total of all these losses another in the American Legion candles.
club, Star of Bethlehem chapter
Chicago Saturdayto spend a week
Plans
were
made
for
the
annual
vealed in the gift exchange. A
will be a declineof 20 per cent in building, to permit citizens to beBridal Shower Honors
No. 40, ‘OES, entertained their
Guests at the event were Mr. with relatives.
two-courselunch served by the gold medal declamation contest husbands at a potluck dinner
the gross income from the herd,"
come acquainted with their oper- and Mrs. Jud Branderhorst and
Mr. and Mrs. George Glupker
hostess
followed
the
games.
Mrs.
for
all
school
children
from
seven
Mrs.
Eugene
Gebhen
the AVMA journal declared.
Thursday evening at the home of
ation.
Mrs. R. A. Van Dyke, sponsors of of Holland were dinner guests
Meeuwsen also was presented years old through high school age.
For the nation as a whole, losMr. and Mrs. Gifford Hopkins, 17
Two candidates seeking re-elec- the group. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sunday in the Alva Hoover home. Mrs. Eugene Gebbeti was guest with a gift from the group. Those
Those Interestedare asked to conses from bovine brucellosis add up
tion. have filed their petitions. Ruch of Holland also attended
Rudolph Schmidgall, Joseph of honor at a bridal shower given present were Wilma Papp and tact Mrs. Nina Daugherty, who West Ninth SL Twenty-fivewer#
to about $100 milliona year.
They are Mayor Martin Boon,
Members present were Marcia Raber and Mr. and Mrs. Such
present.
The veterihary medical journal who has completedhis first term Kraai, Marlene Dokter, Wayne were here from Chicago for the Wednesday night at the home of Gladys De Jongh of Holland, Wil- will supply material and coaching
Mrs. Rudolph Eriksen presided
Mrs.
Henry
Hoffmeyer,
473
West
ma
Lamer
of
Zeeland,
Betty
Buhrfor
three
weeks.
urged concerted action by live- as head of the city and Alderman Millard, Erma Van Dyke, Emily
at a business meeting. It was deweek-end to stay at their farm 19th St. Mrs. Otis Barlow assist- er of Grand Rapids and the Misses
Mrs. Fred T. Miles presented a
stock owners and veterinariansin
Claude VerDuin. Harm Roossien, Veenstra,Norman Van Haitsma, homes.
cided to have a coffee kletz Jan.
ed the hostess.
Lucille Staat and Marjorie Zyl- meditationon prayer, with sevfighting the disease.Co-operation
whose term also expires, as aider- Howard Poll, Dale Wolters, Lyle
27 from 2 to 5 p.m. for all EastGames
were
played
and
prizes
stra
of
this
place*
Marilyn
Mareral women taking part in the
of physicians and public health man, has not announced whether Vender Meulen, Irma Deerks,
ern Stars and friends. The event
awarded
to
Mrs.
George
Gebben,
tinie was unable to be present.
authorities also was urged, since
presentation.
Juddie Branderhorst, Pat Lowry, Potent Wind Clatters
he will again seek the office.
will be held at the Hopkins home.
Mrs D. Oosterbaan,Mrs. Barlow . Mrs. G. Dalman entertained the
thousands of human beings get
and
Judy
Van
Dyke.
George V. Hoffer, justice of the
The remaindef* of the evening
and
Mrs.
Don
Hartman.
RefreshStreets
in
Holland
Women’s Missionary society at
brucellosis every year, mainly
was spent playing canasta and
peace, has indicated he will seek
ConsistorialUnion
ment’s were served and gifts, were her home Wednesday.
through contact with sick livere-election, and Clifford walsh,
cribbage.
The strong blow Friday night presented to the bride.
C. Brewers Entertain
Mr. and Mrs. D. Elzinga and son Schedules Meeting
stock and by consuming unsick
member
of
the
board
of
public
cluttered
Holland
streets
with
Invited
were
the
Mes
dames
of Grand Rapids called on relatdairy products.
The Holland Consistorial union
works, whose term expires, has On 20th Anniversary
broken tree branches, oil drums, George Gebben, Ben Hoffmeyer, ives here Monday.
MU meet Tuesday at 7:45 p.m. Red Cross Launches
not indicated his intentions. Deadbarrels, bushel baskets, boxes W. Welch, Ed Hoffmeyer,M. RotMr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga and
CIRCUIT ROUSES MEN
line for filing petition in Jan. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornel Brewer, pans and assorted debris, accord- man, R. Overway, H. Lokers, R. son visited Mr. and Mrs. H. Over- at First Reformed church.
New Knitting Program
Petoskey (UP) — Bewildered
The Rev. Henry C. Jacobi of
115 East 20th St., entertained ing to local police.
Molengraff and Judy Kay, H. Der- zet at South Blendon recently.
firemen who couldn’tfind a blaze,
Grand Rapkk will «how pictures
RICKETS IN PIGS
friends at their home Saturday
Knitting time is here again.
.BPW officials report no further ries, Don Hartman, D. Oosterfinally found out the answer Friand speak on temperance work in
Stiffness and unthriftinesa in night to celebrate their 20th Ven- damage than a street light line baan, Otis Barlow, J. Vanden Elat,
Mrs. C. Adrian Bort, production
day. A short circuit at the home
young pigs are before they go on ding anniversary. They were pre- down on 10th St., between Pine E. O’Connor,Mack, T.. Hessel- Bank Officers Named
Michigan.Rev. Jacobs has been chairman of the local Red Cross
of volunteer fireman John Wooden
pasture often are indicationsthat sented a bouquet of roses from and Maple Aves. Police also re- ink, L. Ceshiner, Peterson, J. MolAllegan, (Special)— All officers educational secretary of the Mich- chapter, announcesyarn has been
started the alarm and roused oththey hav# rickets.
the group and also a bouquet from port a tree down in Prospect engraff, A. Den Bleyker, Stanley of the Allegan State Bank were igan Temperancefoundationfor packaged and is available at Red
«r volunteers.
their children.
Cross headquarters, 6 East Eighth
Park.
Hulst, K. Hulat, James Hoffmeyer, re-electedat the annual meeting. the last five years
CANNIBALISM
The evening was spent socially • Coast Guard officials estimated L. Hoffmeyer, Paul Baker and Mr. They are president, E. W. DeRev. Jacobs has served pas- St., for those willing to knit chUCONSTRUCT NEW BAKERY
Cannibalism in chickens occa- and refreshmentswere served.
winds readied 50 miles an hour in and Mrs. Eugene Gebben, Mr. and Lano; vice presidents,C. F. Peck» torates In Albany and Rochester, drens’ sweaters. They are alipGrand Rapids (UP)— Michigan sionally can be preventedby letAttending were Mr. and Mrs. Holland.
Mrs. Henry Hoffmeyer and Paula A. W. Harty, and E. W. Stone; N.Y., and in Iowa and Michigan. oyer sweaters, sizes 4 to 12.
Bakeries, Inc., have announced
ting them peck at whole raw po- Wally Nies, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
cashier, A. L. Hurteau; assistant He has presented programs on
There also is material available
Jean Hoffmeyer.
that the company will build a tatoes or whole ear com.
Vande Wege, Mr. and Mrs. Earl SPREAD SALT AROUND
temperance in Michigan to more for children’s pajamas. Any
cashier, John O. Follett. Other di
1250,000 bakery plant at Traverse
Vanden Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. Cattle will eat almost twice as MILK FEVER SYMPTOMS
church or other groups interestrectors are George H. Horan, than 125,000 young people.
City where a aite has been acMagnesium is being _ used in Henry Stroop, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- much salt if it is available at aev- Weakness, a sleepy look, and Fred McOmber,» R. E. Myers,
All members of the Greater ed In sewing projects may call
Conatructioc will start in electroplatingto protect metal
ard Van Eenenaam and Mr. and eral places on the pasture instead loss of appetite are early symp- Vemy J. Reynolds, Charles W. consistory of Holland arc invited Red ^ross headquarters and matagainst corrosion.
Mrs. Brewer.
toms of milk fever in oows.
erials wiU be deUvered.
to the meeting.
of at the water supply only.
Robson and Frank Weber.
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